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Foreword
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the
Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics (MPE), Munich, Germany,
conducted a cooperative experiment involving the release and study of a barium
cloud at a 31 500-km altitude near the equatorial plane. The release was made
near local magnetic midnight on September 21, 1971.
This publication is based upon the computer program that was designed
to meet the viewing requirements of the barium cloud experiment. The com-
puter program can be adapted to similar sky target experiments if the launch
requirements are suitably defined. Furthermore, experiment definitions requir-
ing modifications to the existing program can be easily made because of the
modular structure of the computer program.
The program was successfully designed with the assistance of C. Marshall
Curtis, Edgar R. Everton, David W. Hancock III, Thomas J. Harmon, and
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Introduction
This computer program is designed to determine the daily release window
for sky target experiments. Factors considered in the program are-
(1) Target illumination by the Sun at release time and during the tracking
period
(2) Look angle elevation above local horizon from each tracking station to
the target
(3) Solar depression angle from the local horizon of each tracking station
during the experimental period after target release
(4) Lunar depression angle from the local horizon of each tracking station
during the experimental period after target release
(5) Total sky background brightness (i.e., light due to airglow, zodiacal
light, and integrated starlight) as seen from each tracking station while
viewing the target
The computer program defines a favorable time period for release of a sky
target within a particular calendar time frame. The given output is not the favora-
ble time period for vehicle launch. Launch time and payload release time must be
considered separately.
Program output is produced in both graphic and data form Output data
can be plotted for a single calendar month or year. The numerical values used
to generate the plots are furnished to permit a more detailed review of the com-
puted daily release windows. A printout of the daily release window data
computed for each constraint and applied to each tracking station is also fur-
nished. Appendixes B and C show the logic and the program statements used in
the program. (App. C may be found on microfiche on the inside back cover.)
This output enables one to determine which program constraint and which
tracking station closes the release window.
Input/Output Definition
PROGRAM INPUT
Card input required for the program is divided into two categones: computer
system control cards and data cards. The system control cards, which assign the
input/output (i/o) files to magnetic tape or disk, are used with the program options
for program execution. Table 1 is a list of the necessary control cards. (See ref. 1
for additional information on the system control cards.) Those required for a
given computer job are in the section of this document on program options.
Data cards contain the input data required for defining the program param-
eters. Each input parameter must be recorded in a specific manner on a data
card. Nominal values for the input parameters are assigned to reduce the number
of data cards required for program execution. Table 2 shows the breakdown of
each input variable for a particular sky target experiment, as well as its nominal
value and data-card location.


























































Required when plot tape is to be
generated
Required when data generated on
file 07 are not to be saved
Required when file 07 data are to
be saved for further use
Required when previously generated
file 07 data are program input
Required when data generated on
file 09 are not to be saved
Required when file 09 data are to
be saved for further use
Required when previously generated
file 09 data are program input
Required when file 1 1 data are to
be saved for further use
Required when previously generated
file 1 1 data are program input
Required for multiple cases where
magnetic tape is not specified.
Required for computing stacked
cases
Required when performing calcula-
tions (1CALC=0)
1
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DAILY RELEASE WINDOW FOR SKY TARGET EXPERIMENTS
Each data card, with the exception of the first or title card, contains an
alphabetic code in column 1. Not all data cards are required for program execu-
tion. They are required only if one or more of the parameters for a particular
card are to be changed from their nominal values. The data-card input rules are
as follows:
(1) The title card and the "I" card must be used for any program execution.
(2) The cards coded "A" through "H" must be inserted (in any order)
between the title card and the "I" card.
(3) If one or more of the parameters required for a given card are to be
changed from their nominal values, all parameters required for that
input card must be present. A blank numeric field will then be interpreted
as zero
Illustrations for three sample input cases are shown in figure 1. In (a), the
program will execute using all the preset nominal values for the program. Exe-
cution requires only the title card and the "I" card. Case (c) is an example for a
change of release point in which given tracking stations and calendar periods are
used. An additional tracking station whose position is not preset is added to the
input list. A variation of this would be to use only certain nominal-value tracking
stations with no additional stations added.
MULTIPLE CASES
To fully evaluate launch criteria for a given calendar period, variation
of certain input parameters must be considered. Several aspects of the vehicle
behavior and the target's behavior after its release cannot be accurately pre-
determined. Therefore, proper analysis of the release window must incorpo-
rate the predicted vehicle dispersion area around the nominal release point and
all possibilities of speed and direction of the target's motion after release.
The input card deck setup for multiple-case jobs is organized similarly to
that for a single-deck setup. Each case must include the title card and the "I"
card. For each case, the cards coded "A" through "H" need only be inserted if
the parameters for that card are to be different from those of the previous case.
(For the first case, the "A" through "H" cards are inserted only if the param-
eters change from the preset nominal values.)
As stated previously, stacked cases are for use in the analysis of release-
point dispersion and drift-rate variations. Therefore, the program is designed so
that any variation of the following parameters will either yield erroneous results
or cause the program to prematurely terminate:
(1) All parameters defined on cards coded "A," "B," "C," "F," "G,"
and "H"
(2) The values for the minimum look angle elevation from each tracking
station to the target and the maximum depression angles of the Sun
and of the Moon to each tracking station
These values must remain constant after being defined in the first input case.
An example of multiple case input is shown in figure 2.
Two additional computer system control cards are required for stacked
cases. These cards are used to define temporary disk storage files for the calcu-
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FIGURE 1 —Program input samples (a) Release window computations using nominal inputs (b)
Release window computations for new release point (c) Release window computations for new







































































































































































FIGURE 2 — Program input sample for multiple cases
8 DAILY RELEASE WINDOW FOR SKY TARGET EXPERIMENTS
PROGRAM OUTPUT
Output generated by this program is recorded on four computer system
files. Through the existing program options, the data can be printed and/or plotted.
Each of the four files yields different types of data useful for the user's analysis
of the release window problem.
File 01 contains the release window data for either a year or a month in the
format required by the CalComp Plotter Model 763. These data must be recorded
at 556 bpi for the CalComp Plotter.
File 07 (800 bpi) contains the set of daily window times calculated for each
constraint and for each tracking station.
File 09 (800 bpi) contains the set of daily release window times that satisfy
all constraints for all tracking stations simultaneously. This set of data is the
numerical listing of the data points recorded on tape file 01.
File 11 (800 bpi) contains the set of daily release window times calculated
on the Sun and Moon constraints for each tracking station.
A sample of the output data generated from files 01, 07, and 09 are shown
in figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Printed output of file 11 is not available
because the purpose of this file is to omit the recalculation of the Sun and Moon
constraint data for later program executions. It is anticipated that this program
will be executed many times to analyze the variations of release point locations,
target drift velocities, and expected target tracking periods using the same
tracking stations. The use of file 11 then saves execution time by omitting the
calculation of these data.
PROGRAM OPTIONS
The set of program options provides printed output flexibility and saves
execution time by using data previously calculated
Table 3 is a list of program options including the integer value of each option
code, the system files used, and the program options exercised. The integer value
of each option code is the numerical value used for program input by the "C"
card. For each system file required, the appropriate system control card (table
1) must be used. The seven program options in table 3 are
(1) A- perform program calculations.
(2) B: furnish printed output of file 07 data.
(3) C: furnish printed output of file 09 data
(4) D: input a magnetic tape of file 11 data calculated from previous job.
(5) E: create a magnetic tape of file 11 data for future jobs.
(6) F: create a plot tape on file 01 of release window data for a calendar year.
(7) G: create a plot tape on file 01 of release window data for a calendar
month.
The input cards that must be furnished by the program user follow the "LIMITS"
card and are the appropriate system control cards as defined in table 1 and the
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- CONSTRAINT
"WINDOW DAlLV fTHE INTERVALS PER CONSTRAINT PER STATION








- ALL STATIONS 0~0/ 0 24/ 0
"SUN" "" VA SERENA", CH|LE' " • 0/27 10/ S 23/33 3«/ 4
CERRO TOLOLO.CHILE . 6/27 10/ » 23/32 34/ 6
ARSOBIPAr PERU' -'. 8/11 «/56 - 23/48 33/55
-»HITr SANDS, N'.M. V37 " 10/47 27/36 34/48
NT, HOPKINS, ARIZ, 3/52 ll/ 7 27/51 35/ B
" ' MTT PEAK. ARIZONA "3/56 ~ ll/ » 2T/55 35/10
MOON L» SERENA, CHJUE »'/53 17/ 1
CERRO TOLOLO.CHILE " »/56 l»/59
ARfOBIPA, PERU "»/26 17/36
WHITI SANDS, N.H. IT/30 .3/10
-MT, HOPKINS," AS[Z, ~ 'it/io it/f*












SKY'BRIQHTNiSS L» SERENA, CH|LE 6/0 " 2/0 5/19 9/53 22/30 " 2«/ 0
- - - - CERRO TOLOLO.CHILE 8/ 0 1/5' 5/2l 9/49 2?/32 2V 0
AREQUJPA, PERU 0/0 3/9 5/0 10/43 2?/ 8 24/ 0
WHITE SANDS, N.M. 6/ 0 1/29 5/ 2 10/ 7 22/54 24/ 0
MT, HOPKINS, ARIZ, ~ e/ a 1/8 5/i5 '/4i 23/10 2V 0
KJTT PEAK, ARJJONA 8/0 1/3 5/20 9/36 23/16 24/ 0
2 AUS 1971 EARTH SHADOW
SUN
AIL STATIONS 6/ 0
LA SERENA, CH|LE"" • 0/26
CERRO TOLOLO.CHILE i 6/27
IREOUIPA," PERU ~ " 0/11
24/ 0
10/ 4 23/33" 34/ 4
10/ 6 23/33 34/ 5
9/55 23/48 33/55
FIGURE 4 — Sample data from file 07
DAILY BELE»SE HINDOW TIME INTERVALS*****
START STOP START STOP START STOP START STflP START STOP START STOP
HR/MIN HR/MIN HR/MIN HR/MJN HR/MIN HH/MIN HR/MIN HR/HIN HR/MIN HR/MIN HR/MIN HR/MIN
































— O^AUG"" 1971 4/41
15 "AU5 1971 4/38





~ ?i "»UG "1971 4/16






~~Z6muG — 1971 '4/18
~27TkUG — 1971 4/50"


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Each requirement of a sky target experiment is considered separately in the
program computations. Two assumptions made that affect the overall problem
and are defined early in the program structure are.
(1) The input position coordinates of each tracking station and of the target's
release point use the Fisher Earth model.
(2) The value used for the mean radius of the Earth and for the definition of
one Earth radius is 6371.024 km.
Other assumptions are:
(1) The program calculations use a spherical Earth model. This requires
a transformation of input position coordinates from the given geodetic
Earth model to the spherical Earth model of radius 6371.024 km.
(2) The drift rate of the target after its release is constant, and the movement
is in an east-west direction.
(3) The position coordinates of any aircraft tracking station are given in
half-hour increments from target release time. Aircraft position is treated
as a set of discrete fixed locations rather than as a continuous flight
pattern.
(4) Release window calculations are accurate to within 1 mm of time
The analysis for each constraint of the release window problem can now be
defined.
TARGET ILLUMINATION
The sky target must be illuminated by the Sun throughout the experimental
period. The time that the target passes into the Earth's shadow (umbra-penumbra
region) must be determined. Initially, consider the target to be Earth fixed at
a given geocentric latitude, longitude, and altitude above the Earth's center of
mass. As such, the target may or may not pass through the Earth's shadow in a
given 24-hr period. This event is a function of the Sun's declination, the target's
declination, and the height of the target above the surface of the Earth.
Figure 6 illustrates a situation in which the target does not pass through the
Earth's shadow. This occurs whenever the absolute value of the Sun's declina-




8s = the Sun's declination in radians
Se = the target's declination in radians
r, = the angular radius of the shadow in radians
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Equation (1) results because the declination of the shadow's center is the negative
of the Sun's declination.
Because 8C is known and 8S can be determined from an ephemens table,
r« can be computed.
Figure 7 is used to illustrate the geometric relationships necessary for the
solution of rs.
The following variables are defined:
A/ = the mean distance in Earth radii units (ERU) between the Earth's and
Sun's center of mass
P=the distance in ERU's from the Earth's center to the tip of the penumbra
cone
H = the distance in ERU's of the target from the Earth's center
RE = the radius in ERU's of the Earth




R E = \
Rs+ \
The following angles, which are measured at the Earth's center of mass
(fig. 7), are defined:
A = the angle in radians between the Earth-Sun line and {he edge of the
shadow region
B = the angle in radians between the edge of the shadow region and the
tangency point of the Earth-Sun penumbra line
C = the angle in radians between the tangency point of the Earth-Sun
penumbra line and the Earth-Sun line




Using the mean values of Rs= 109.12/?£ and M = 23 454.86RE,
C = 89°44' = 1.5661rad
equation (3) can be rearranged in the form
or






FIGURE 6 —Sky target outside Earth's shadow
Sun
Sky target
FIGURE 7 — Geometric relationships and shadow radius
The angular radius of the shadow
r,=REA=A rad (5)
Therefore, equation (4) may be used to compute the radius of the shadow in
radians, which is approximately 0.169 88 for a target distance H = 6RE.
The time that any portion of the sky target is within the Earth's shadow can
now be calculated. A cloud-type target is expected to grow in the direction of the
geomagnetic poles and drift in the transverse direction after its release. It is
assumed that cloud growth is constant and in a geographic north-south direction.
Drift rate is assumed to be constant and in an east-west direction. A model of the
cloud's behavior after its release can then be constructed.
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Consider the target's release at some point (ac, Sc), where
ac = the right ascension of the release point measured positive eastward
from the Greenwich meridian
8C = the declination of the release point
After release, the target will drift at some rate R6 rad/hr and elongate along the
magnetic-field lines at some rate of 2Rs rad/hr.
At the end of the experimental period, the extremities of the visible target
will be at the points (QI, Si) and (a2, 82) and are defined as
)/?7 (6)
8, = 80 + ^ 7 (7)
82 = Se /?g/?7 (8)
where
R7 = duration in hours of the experimental period
co = rotational velocity of the Earth
The region covered by the target from time of release to the end of the experi-
mental period is within a triangle as shown in figure 8. Note that the Earth's
shadow region is described as a circle.
For a given day, the right ascension and declination of the Earth's shadow
center is assumed fixed. The right ascension of the release point varies with
respect to time. Imagine the Earth's shadow region fixed and the entire tri-
angular-shaped region covered by the target moving at a constant rate of change
of nght ascension. The target's model will then intersect at some points with the
Earth's shadow region provided that either
|8, -8 s\<r s
or
|82 — Ss| < rs
or
\8 c-8 s \<r s
The problem then is to determine at what universal times must the sky target be
released to avoid the Earth's shadow. To answer this, the points of intersection
of each line segment of the triangle with the shadow region must be determined if a
solution exists and is possible. If T& is the time of release causing the target to
enter the shadow region as determined for each line segment of the triangle
(/'=!, 2, 3) and 7} is the time of release causing the target to exit the shadow
region as determined for each line segment of the triangle (/'= 1 , 2, 3), then
rj,7|,r») (9)
and
I> = inax(I},I),:r») (10)
for valid solutions of T'0 and T}.
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FIGURE 8 — Movement of sky target in Earth's shadow
The first point of contact of each line segment with the Earth's shadow region
will be either at the endpomts of the line or at some point within the line segment.
Consider the case when the initial point of contact of the Earth's shadow
region is a point within the line segment with endpomts (ae, 8e) and (cti, 8,). The
right ascension of the release points 8C for which this line will be tangent to the
Earth's shadow region must be determined. The slope of this line will remain
constant, and its value is /?8/(^e + w). The declination of the release point is
time invariant and will also be constant. The intercept b\ of the line at the time of
tangency with the Earth shadow region can now be determined The equation
of the line is
8 = (ID
for some point (a, 8) of the line segment.
The distance from the line (when tangent to the Earth's shadow region)




Therefore, the values of right ascension for the release point when the line is
tangent to the Earth's shadow region is
(14)
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and the time of release is
oc- \c-HAp
' 1 + A
where
AC = the longitude of the target release point measured positive eastward
from the Greenwich meridian
HA0 = Greenwich hour angle of Aries at 0 hr universal time (UT) of the
given day
A = 0.002 737 909
Two values of b\ are found from equation (13). Hence, two values for t are
calculated, which represent the two points of tangency for the line to the Earth's
shadow region. Because the right ascension of the release point will always move
in one direction, the smaller value of / will always represent the time of entry
into the Earth's shadow region.
In the other case, the relative position of the Earth's shadow region to the line
segment could be such that the endpomts of the line segment will contact the
Earth's shadow region at an earlier time. The point of contact will be at the edge
of the Earth's shadow region and the distance from this point to the Earth's
shadow center is equal to the shadow radius. Thus
Ss)2 = r2 (16)




Time of release is then found from equation (15). For the contact point to be
(on, 80, set
81 = 8
and the time of release is found by using equation (6) and then equation (15).
A similar analysis for both cases is used for the side of the triangle whose
line segment is between points (a, 8) and («2, 82). The slope for this line is
-Rs
For the side of the triangle representing the position of the target at the end of
the experiment, the slope of this line is 90°. The equation then would be
for the case 82^8, =£8,.
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Otherwise,
/ = - r
±Vr|-(8-8,)2-Xc-HA0
1 + A (18)
where 8=8S whenever 8, > 81 and 8=82 whenever 8S < 82.
TARGET ELEVATION
Another factor considered in the program is the elevation look angle above
local horizon from each tracking station to the sky target. The analysis of target
elevation is generalized to permit look angle to be a variable rather than a fixed
argument.
Consider an Earth-fixed tracking station located at point 5, (fig. 9). Construct
a vector from 5, at an elevation angle of E deg. Rotating this vector about the
point S, describes a conical shape with apex at 5,. Any point within this de-
scribed conical region will then have an elevation look angle greater than E deg
from S,. The elevation constraint is satisfied whenever the target remains within
the conical region for the duration of the experimental period.
FIGURE 9 — Elevation look angle
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From figure 9,
sin (3, _ sin (w/2 + E) _ cos E
r, H H (19)
where
r,= distance in ERU's from the Earth's center to St
H = distance in ERU's from the Earth's center to the target
fit = angle in radians at the intersection of the height of the vector from 5,
to the height of the target for elevation E and the vector H
Then,
a,= ir-(7T/2 + E + /3.
= - — E— arcsin -£: cos E ) (20)
Project the base of this conical region onto the surface of the spherical Earth
model. The shaded region shown in figure 10 is the region that satisfies the eleva-
tion constraint. The arc radius of the shaded region is
REa, = a,
FIGURE 10 —Elevation constraint on Earth model
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FIGURE 11 —Target drift on Earth model
Let P be the projection of the target release point onto the Earth's surface.
The target has an elevation angle greater than E deg whenever the arc radius from
St to P is less than a,. Denote this arc radius as D,. Using spherical trigonometry,
cos D, = cos ~
where
cos (y— <M + sin (y— sin ~< cos
 (A,-
(21)
(0,, A,) = geocentric latitude and longitude of tracking station St
(<t>c, AC) = geocentric latitude and longitude of the sky target projection at
point P
The question arises of whether the target will drift out of the region during
the experimental period Because the assumed drift is in an east-west direction,
the change in target position will be reflected as a longitudinal change only. Con-
sider points Pi and P2 at the edge of the region at geocentric latitude $c (fig- 11).
For an easterly drift, the target will move toward Pi. The arc radius from 5, to
Pi or P2 is a,. From figure 11, we see that the differences in longitude, denoted
by AX, between 5, and Pi and between 5, and P2 are equal. Then
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.. cos a, — sin 4>t sin 4>c ,„.AX=arccos - ^—, — — (22)
cos <£i cos <f>c
(23)
2 = X,-AX (24)
where
X! = longitude in radians at point Pi
X2 = longitude in radians at point P2
The time it will take a target to drift from P to Pi (for an easterly drift) is
Xc XjT =
Re




where R6 is the given drift rate in units of radians per hour.
If the total required tracking time is R7 hr and T 3= /?7, where R7 is the dura-
tion of the experimental period, then the elevation constraint is satisfied. If
T < Rr, the program pnnts a statement naming the tracking station and giving
the value of T. The program then continues with the remainder of its calculations.
When an aircraft is used as a tracking station, assume that the path and
speed of the aircraft will be such that its position at target release and at the end
of the experimental period are checked. Use these position coordinates to deter-
mine arc radius D,. The elevation constraint is satisfied whenever D, < a, for
both positions.
SUN AND MOON
The period for which the Sun and the Moon constraints will hold for a given
tracking station / is initially approximated. Let (To,, 7>,) be the time period
for the Sun (Moon) constraint to be satisfied at station / for a given day
Initially in hours,
r0,= (19.0-/CX,) mod 24 (27)
and
7>,= (5.0-/U.) mod24 (28)
where 19.0 and 5.0 are approximate astronomical twilight times at the Greenwich
meridian. As before
K = conversion factor from radians to hours
X, = longitude in radians of tracking station /
Because the Moon is not on a yearly cycle, as is the Sun, an epoch date
of January 0, 1970, is used in the initial approximation. For the Moon, again
using approximate times of moonset (11.5 hr UT) and moonnse (0.0 hr UT)
at the Greenwich meridian,
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r0,= [11.5 + 0.82 (J-J0)-K\t] mod 24




J=Julian date for the initial day
7o=Julian date for January 0, 1970
To determine an accurate time period (Jo,, 7/,) for the Sun's (Moon's)
constraint to be met at station /, find the mertial rectangular coordinates of the
Sun (Moon) for the initial time To,. Transforming these coordinates to a topo-
centric system (see app. A) with origin at S,, we find the depression angle for
the Sun (Moon) from 5, to be




A^the topocentric X coordinate in ERU's for the Sun (Moon) at time To,
r=the distance in ERU's from 5, to the Sun (Moon)
Define R3 as the depression angle constraint in radians of the Sun and /?4 as the
depression angle constraint in radians of the Moon. If
< 10-4 (32)
then T0i is the universal time for the beginning of the time period for the Sun
constraint at station /.
For the Moon, equation (32) becomes
1.0-— < 10-4 (33)
If either equation (32) or (33) is invalid, then a three-point interpolation is done to
determine the T0t that satisfies these equations. For this interpolation, set
A/, = £-/?3 (34)
E l=E (35)
To, = To, + A/i (3 6)
Now compute the Sun's (Moon's) inertial coordinates for the new value of
TV Transforming to the topocentric coordinate system, a new value for E in
equation (31) is found. If equation (32) or (35) is still invalid, then set
(E-R,) (37)
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(replace R3 by Rt in the case of the Moon):
Ej = E (38)
and
(39)
This iterative procedure is to be repeated until equation (32) or (33) is satisfied
or until./ = 15. The program will stop if/= 15 because this system should converge
rapidly.
To determine Tfl , the same logic is used by replacing r0, by Tfl in the above
equations. However, instead of equations (36) and (39) use
and
respectively.
For these time periods to remain valid during the tracking of a sky target,
subtract R7 from Tfi.
If the target is released at some time within (To,, 7/, — ./??), then the Sun's
(Moon's) depression angle will be less than the required depression angle.
The positions of the aircraft at time of target release and at the end of the
experimental period are used to determine its time interval satisfying the Sun
and Moon constraints.
Let (to, tf) be the interval found for the position of the aircraft at time of
release, and let (to, tf) be the interval found for the position of the aircraft at the
end of the experimental period. Then, the time interval for the aircraft is the
intersection of these two intervals
(Jo,, J/,) = (/o,f/) n (t'0-Ri,f,-R7) (40)
This is true for both the Sun and the Moon requirements.
TOTAL SKY BRIGHTNESS
Sky background brightness in the field of view of the optical instrumentation
at each site is not to exceed R5 rayleighs for a given wavelength. For practical
purposes, consider only this brightness along the line of sight between each
tracking station and the sky target.
The total sky brightness in rayleighs is expressed as being
) (0.73secz-) (41)
where
Btt = total sky brightness at a given point in the sky
Ba, = the airglow brightness at the given point in the sky
B3t = brightness of stars at the given point
Bz, = brightness due to zodiacal light at the given point
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Zi = zenith angle in radians or the angle measured from station j"s zenith to
the vector from station i to the release point.
Bai = (0.8 sec Z,) '(0.73 secz' - » ) (42)
Before calculating B,, from equation (41), the geometrical relationships
between each station / and the target are defined with respect to time.
Airglow brightness is a function of angle Z,. Let P be the position of the
release point, and let S, be the position of station i. Describe the coordinates
for P and Si in terms of these geodetic coordinates. That is
P= P(h'p,<f>'p, Xp)
where
h'p = altitude in ERU's of release point above the Earth's surface
<f>'p = geodetic latitude in radians of the release point
\'P = longitude in radians of the release point
h( = altitude in ERU's of station i above the Earth's surface
<t>'t = geodetic latitude in radians of station /
XI = longitude in radians of station i
Now determine
(1) u,= vector from the Earth's center to station i
(2) v= vector from the Earth's center to release point
(3) w,= vector from station / to release point
(4) uj = unit vector coincident with the zenith of station i
These vectors are shown in figure 12.
The components of u, and v are functions of the polar coordinates of the
release point and of station /.
The rectangular components of u, and v are
, cos X, (43)
uty = r, cos $, sin X, (44)
Uiz = rt sin (/>, (45)
and
vx = rp cos (/>p cos Xp (46)
vu = rp cos (j>p sin Xp (47)
v
 z = rp sin $p (48)
where
r, = radial distance in ERU's from the Earth's center to station i
<f>i = geocentric latitude in radians of station i
rp = radial distance in ERU's from the Earth's center to the release point
</>p = geocentric latitude in radians of the release point
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FIGURE 12 — Vectonal notation for sky brightness constraint
By definition
w, = v —
The components of the unit vector u,' are
u\x= cos <j>', cos \,
u',y = cos</>! sin \,
and
«'jz= sin $|













C, = (0.73)secz. (54)
Then equation (42) becomes
0.8 C.
Ba
'~ 0.73 cos Z, (55)
which is the airglow contribution to sky brightness from station / to the release
point.
During the experimental period, the target has a drift rate of R6 rad/hr
relative to the Earth. The zenith angle and, hence, the airglow bnghtness will
vary because of the change in direction of vector w,.
The Earth-relative position of the sky target t hours after release will be
where
\p = \p + R6t (56)
Let w, be the vector from S, to P'. Its geocentric rectangular coordinates are
then
w t x=
 rP C°S 0p COS Xp— Ul;r
w'iv = rp cos <})p sin \p— uly
W
't2 = rp sm $P ~ uiz
Combining the results of equations (46), (47), and (48) with the result of equation
(56),
w' t x=vx cos R 6 t— vv sin Ret — u,x (57)
w(v = vx sin R6t+ vv cos R6t — u,y (58)
w\z = vz — u,, (59)
The geocentric rectangular coordinates of the aircraft's position t hours
after release are appropriately used for component values ulx, uty, and utz in the
above three equations Airglow brightness seen from the aircraft t hours after
target release is found by using the results of these three equations in equations
(53), (54), and (55).
ZODIACAL LIGHT AND STARLIGHT
The analysis for determining brightness due to zodiacal light and starlight
must be investigated separately because the two light sources are time de-
pendent. For the analysis, define the components of the vectors u,, v, and w, in
an inertial reference frame. The mertial reference frame is defined as a right-
handed rectangular coordinate system with the x-axis directed toward the first
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point of Aries, the z-axis coincident with the Earth's polar axis, and the y-axis
completing the right-handed system. The origin of the system is at the Earth's
center.
The z-axis of the inertial reference frame and of the geocentric reference
frame are coincident. The angular difference between the inertial *-axis and the
inertial j-axis and their respective axes in the geocentric coordinate system is the
Greenwich hour angle HA. For some universal time T of a given day
HA=HA0+T(1.0+A) (60)
where
HA0= the Greenwich hour angle in hours at zero hours UT of the given day
A=0.002 737 909
The inertial components of vectors u, and v are
M;X=|U,| cos<t>, cos(HA+X.) (61)
M;B=|U,| cos$, sin(HA+X,) (62)




Using the results of equations (43) through (48) and noting that |u,|=/-, and |v|
=rp, we have
MIX=|U, | cos<£, (cos HA cos X, — sin HA sinX,)
(67)
u'tx
= uix cos HA — Uiy sin HA
«iy= |iii| cos (f>, (sin HA cos X, + cos HA sin X,)
(68)
u[y= uix sin HA + uiy cos HA
For v,
v^Vx cos HA—VySinHA (69)
v^VxsinHA+VyCosHA (70)
The components of w, are defined by equation (49).
The zodiacal light brightness and the starlight brightness in the direction of
w, are found in appropriate tables. Values of zodiacal light brightness for given
ecliptic latitude versus elongation are found in table 4, and values for starlight
brightness versus inertial latitude and longitude are found in table 5. Both tables
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table was adopted from figure 5 of reference 2 and the starlight table was adopted
from reference 3. The definition of the ecliptic coordinate system is found in
reference 4. Interpolation of these tables gives the sky brightness due to zodiacal
light Bz and starlight B, in the direction of vector w, at universal time /. The total
sky background brightness for this time is calculated from equation (41).
The computation of B,t for universal time t has been described. The problem
is to find the time interval (To,, r/t) for which the total sky background brightness
Bn is less than /?5. The method used for this computation is to calculate B,, at
half-hour increments during a given day for each station i.
Whenever two consecutive total sky brightness values are found such that
one meets the constraint and the other exceeds it, a two-point iterative pro-
cedure is used to find the appropriate bounds of the time interval. Whether the
total sky background brightness is less than /?5 during the experimental period
must also be determined.
The Earth-relative components of the vector from 5, to P' are given in equa-
tions (57), (58), and (59). Transforming these components into the appropriate
coordinate system, the zodiacal light and starlight brightness are found for / hours
after cloud release. Combining these values with airglow brightness at time t
will give Bt,. Whenever Bt, is less than /?5 for 0 < / < R7, then / is within the
interval (To,, 7>,).
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The analysis presented herein is a guide for use of the computer program.
The program is intended to compute the daily release window for sky target
experiments for the specific requirements of each project. Flexibility in pro-
graming techniques was used as much as possible so that the program could
be adapted for all projects with similar requirements. A combined window
using a maximum of 12 fixed stations or a maximum of 10 fixed stations and
one aircraft may be computed. The window output is accurate to within 1 min
of time.
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Let P be a point above the Earth's surface with coordinates (h, tj>g, X), where
h = height of the point above the Earth's surface
</>9 = geodetic latitude in radians of the point
X = longitude in radians of the point
Let Q be a projection of P onto the Earth's surface. Consider the points P and
Q in two dimensions as seen on figure A-l. This figure represents a quarter
of an ellipsoid cut along a meridian plane. Let
a = semimajor axis in kilometers of the ellipse (in the x direction)
b = semiminor axis in kilometers of the ellipse (in the y direction)







For the Earth's ellipsoid, several geoids have been described. In this analysis,
the Fischer Earth model is used, where a = 6378.166 km and the Earth's flattening
F= 1/298.30. By definition,
or
b = a - a F = a ( \ - F)
We can now determine the coordinates of point Q in figure A-l as measured
from the origin O.
From equation (A-l),
Y-
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(x, 0) (a, 0) (s, 0)







gives the slope of the line tangent to the ellipse at Q. The line perpendicular to
this tangent has its slope equal to — \l(dyldx). This, by definition, is the tangent
of the geodetic latitude <j>g. Hence,
_ « * * . _ _ , (A-4)
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Combining equations (A-5) and (A-2),
b , b2
Solving for x
2 a*x  =









Define the point P in a three-dimensional coordinate system with the .x-axis
in the direction of the Greenwich meridian, the z-axis as the Earth's polar axis,
and the y-axis completing the right-handed system.
To define P in this coordinate system (as shown in fig. A-2), recall that our
two-dimensional ellipse defined in figure A- 1 was cut along the longitude merid-
ian of P. Hence Ps is the resultant component of Px and Py in the x, y plane of
figure A-2 and Pz = Pt. Therefore,
(A-9)
Py = P,sin\ (A- 10)
Pz = Pt (A-ll)
The radius vector in kilometers is
R= ^Pl + Pl + P2 (A-12)
and the geocentric latitude in radians is
p
<£c = arcsin— (A-13)R
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Pis. t)
FIGURE A-2 — Geocentric coordinate system
INERTIAL TO GEOCENTRIC
The inertial coordinate system is defined as a right-handed coordinate system
with origin at the Earth's center, the ;t-axis directed toward the first point of Aries,
the z-axis directed toward the polar axis, and the y-axis in the equatorial plane
completing the system.
For this transformation, define the sidereal hour angle HA as the angle meas-
ured in the equatorial plane from the first point of Aries to the Greenwich me-
ridian at some time t. Let P be a vector in the inertial coordinate system with
components
P'x= |P| cos <t>c cos A
p;=|P| cos<£cSin A
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FIGURE A-3 — Inertial to geocentnc coordinate transformation
Transformation from inertial to geocentric coordinate systems is a pure
rotation counterclockwise about the z-axis through HA for some time /. (See








cos HA sin HA 0
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GEOCENTRIC TO INERTIAL







cos HA — sin HA








The topocentric coordinate system is defined as a right-handed coordinate
system with origin at point Q(Ri, (f>c, X)- The x-axis is directed outward toward
the zenith of Q, the z-axis is directed north, and the y, z plane is the plane of the
local horizon of Q.
To transform from inertial to topocentric coordinates, first rotate about the
s-axis through the angle (HA + X) for some time t. Then rotate these results
about the new y-axis through the geocentric latitude $c. The origin is then trans-
lated from the Earth's center to the point Q.





where T is the 3x3 matrix of equation (A-18) and
cos <j)c 0 sin <j>c
0 1 0 (A-22)
— sin <t>c 0 cos <£c
Translating from the Earth's center to Q,
PxT=x-R, (A-23)
PvT = y (A-24)
PZT = Z (A-25)
where R, is the radial distance from the Earth's center to the point Q in ERU's.
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INERTIAL TO ECLIPTIC
The ecliptic coordinate system is defined as a right-handed rectangular co-
ordinate system with its center at the Earth's center and jc-axis the angular dis-
tance from the inertial *-axis to the mean longitude of the Sun. The x, y plane lies
in the plane of the ecliptic with the y-axis 90° counterclockwise from the *-axis.
The z-axis completes the right-handed system. The transformation from the iner-
tial to ecliptic reference frames is then purely rotational. (See ref. 4.) To perform
this transformation, rotate counterclockwise about the inertial x-axis through





cos E sin E
— sin E cos E
(A-26)
(A-27)
The ecliptic latitude <j>e and ecliptic longitude \e are
<f>e = arcsm (A-28)
Ve\e = arctan —
Xe
(A-29)
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This appendix describes the programing logic used in the computer program
and provides a basic understanding of the methods used to develop the defined
daily release window requirements. A collection of the flowcharts, a listing of
all subroutine documentation cards, and a hierarchy chart of the entire set of
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SNUMB = 68427, A C T I V I T Y * = 02, R E P O R T CODE = 06, R E C O R D :0'JNT * 0329o
• • • • • • • •TARGtT R E L E A S E ^ I N D O r f - ' R 0 3 R A M NUMBER lil.1615
*»*«***«, \ ,ASA »JAULOPS V f c - J S I O M 0^ 02 /01 /70






HANCOCK, D A V I O
MEiVIN, DENNIS
MlL-HAUD, N O R M A N
••••••••PURPOSE-
Thjb iS THE M A I N 3KJG9AM WHICH COMPUTES TH£ DECEASE ^INDOWS
TARGET
THIS PROGRAM PROVIDE* A U T O M A T I C COMPUTATION or THE RELEASE
hiMows S A T I S F Y I N G THE RE Q U I R E M E N T S co^ THE RELEASE C R I T E R I A ,
THIS PROGRAM IS DE^EIO^O IN MODULAR FORM < J I T ^ THE FOLLO'|ING
N A i N FUNCTIONS, . .
. DEFINE R=»OCCJHJNS P R O G R A M COMSTAMTS.
c. DEFINE TIME I M T E ^ V A L S FDR WHICH T«= GIV;N TRACKING STATIONS
CLOUD RELEASE P O I N T AND CLOUO P O s I T l O M OJ^ING THE T R A C K I N G
PtrtlOD ARE S A T I S f A C T O R Y FOR THE INPJT VA.JES OF THE FOLLOWING
CONSTRAINTS. , ,
l.THE T A R G E T CLOJD IS MOT W I T H I M THC S^OOW OF THE E^RTH AT
RELEASE T I M E OH U U ^ I M Q THE EXPE^!«EMTA. ==RlOD,
<!.THE R E L A T I V E E L E V A T I O N LOOK ANGLE FROM EACH TRACKING
STATION TO THE CLOJp "ULL 3E SREATE^ T H A N THAT SPECIFIED IN
INPUT, AT THE OF RELEASE AND DJRIN3 THE EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
R E L A T I V E E L E V A T I O N ANGLE OF THE SJN FROM EACH
T R A C K I N G S T A T J O M is 3ELo* THAT of THE SIVEN CONSTRAI\!T,
4. THE R E L A T I V E E L E V A T I O N ANGLE OF THE MOOS' FROM f-ACH
T RACKING S T » T I O M is dELO»< THAT OF THE 3IVEN CONSTRAINT,
5. THE SKY B4CKU30JND BRIGHTNESS QF THE :LOUD DUE TO
AI^GLCW, ZODIACAL LIG-^T.ANO STARLIGHT A5 SEEN F ROM EACH
T R A C K I N G S T A T I O N rilli, 3E LESS THAV THF IN'UT RE3U I RE MEMT ,
U, PROVIDE THESE A B O V E STATED T J M E INTERVALS IN OUTPUT FORMAT,
fc, PROVIDE THE C A P A B I L I T Y FOR MULTIPLE C4S5 'UNS WITH V A R Y I N G
KELEASE POINTS AND ORI^T RATES,
F, COMBINE THESE A B O V E STATED T I M E INTERVALS ON A DAILY BASIS,
AS TO DEFINE A DAILY
 T J M E PERIOD FOR '^HICH ALL CONSTRAINTSN l L L BE MET FOR A^L T R A C K I N G STATIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY,
G, CREATE A PLOT OF THESE COMBINED DAILY RELEASE WINDOWS.
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TH£ PROGRAM HAS THE FOLLOWING OPTION?.',,
A,UP TO TWELVE FIXED T^AC<ING STATIONS MAY 3£ INPUT,
B.IF A MOVING 09 A l R C R A f T TKACKIMQ S T A T I O N IS INPUTJTHEN
THt M A X I M U M NJM3ER 3r FlX = D STATIONS ALLOWED IS ELEVEN,
POSITION or THE M O V I M Q STATION AT RELEASE TIME AND AT H
HOUR INCREMENTS INTO THg EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD MUST p£ JV.PUT,
C,A M A X I M U M OF THREE HOURS FOR THE £X»ER MENTAL PERIOD MAY SE
USED IN INCREMENTS OF ONE HALF HOUR.
C, NOMINAL VALJES fOR PROGRAM CALCULATION OATE PERIOD, GENERAL
PROGRAM OPTIONSITRA^IMG STATIONS AND RELEASE POINT
COuHQJNATE3,AND THE YA'.UfcS FOR THE CONSTRAINTS CAN BE PRESET.
E.THE GENERAL O aTIONS FOR THg PROGRAM CONSIST OF THg
FOLLOWING,,.
I.PERFORI THE PROS^A^ CALCULATIONS,
2. CREATE A MSfc 0V FlLt 11 TO STO^S TH£ SJN AND MOON DAILY
TME INTERVALS ",
 THg 3IVEN T^AC<ING 5TATlON S Op< UsE AN
EXISTING TA'6 READ I\l ON TAPE FILE 11 IN ORDER TO SKIP
THESE CALCULATIONS,
j. CREATE A TA»t OM pJLE 07 OF THE DAILY T J M E JNTf-RVALS
FOUND FO^ EACH CONSTRAINT AND FOR E4C* STATION
PRINT AN EXISTINU TAPE THROUGH FILE 07, "
4. CREATE A TAPfc ON FILE 0? OF THE COM8INED DAIL*
TNOOWs AND/0? P R J M T AN E xlsTING TA"E THROUGH FILE 0'.
5. CREATE A TA»fc FOR 'LOTTING FROB THE D A T A ON TAPE FILE 09
OR NOT,
E FORMAT OF THIS l A J v j PROGRAM IS TO ...
A, READ THE INPUTb.
b, PERFORM PROSRAM CALCULATIONS TO HELD THE PROGRAM CONSTANTS
C, CALCULATE THE PARAMETERS FOR THE COMSTR A I M T S NOT DEPENDENT
TIME.
DiFIND THE TIME INTERVALS FOR EACH CONSTRAINT ANP STORE ON A
BASIS.
E THE RBUUESTEO PRINTED OUT=JT AND/OR PLOT TAPE.
F, REPEAT A THRU E FOR MULTIPLE CASE RJNS,
JN SELECTING THE OPTIOM NOT TO CALCULATE THEN 8,,C,,AND D.AREOMJTTEB.FOR DETAILED EXPLANATION OF ENTIRE 'RQGRAM FUNCTIONS
5>EE THE COMWSNTS AVAILABLE rfJTrf EACH
•••••••SYSTtMS INPUT
FILE ns = CARD
FILE 07 s IF OPTION 'ICALC1 » 1 AND 'I9RT7 * 0
FILE ov = IF OPTION 'iCAtc1 = i AND M3!?T9 s 5
FILE 11 e JF OPTION 'i3RTii« s i
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OUTPJT
F l L E 01 = If »1*IOT» »0,1<NOT£ TAPE E!u6 01 M'JST BE RECORDED AT
556 B'l)
flit 06 - PRINTER
CONTAINS DATA FROM FILE o? IF \p*i7 = o
CONTAINS DATA FR01 FILE 09 IF JP3T9 s Q
F lUfc 07 = If 'ICALC' : o
F lit 09 = IF • ICALC' * 0
F I L E 11 = IF il'HTll' s 0
••••••••ADDITIONAL SYSTEMS FILES-
FILE 11 = FOR MDR£ THAN 1 CASE KIT-IIN J3H
FILE 12 » ro* MORE THAN i CASE m^r* vos





I F J N A L
ivDTE
CODE TO SlGNAt, IF P-?3S^AM CALCULATIONS
-«0; PERFORM P^OG^AM CALCJLATJONS
-al.UO SOT PE^FO^M P^OS^AM CALCULATIONS
CODE TO SIGNAL MODEST PRINTING FILE 07
T FJLc 07 DATA
-•1,1)0 NOT PRINT F J L E 07 OATA
CODE TO SIGNAL BEQUEST PRINTING FILE 09
-DATA
-»0;P*UNT r!L£ 09 DATA
•*i;i)0 NOT P«INT FILE 09 OATA
CODE TO SIGNAL BEQUEST CREATING FILE 11
-DAT*
-,o,oo NOT CREATE HLE 11 TAaE JSE EXISTING INPUT
•*TA»fc OS FILE 11
-,i, CREATE FILE 11 TAPE
-«2rBO SOT US6 fJLE u
-CASE NjMgER ( INTEGE-?)
-JNTbGt9 CODE TO DESIGNATE L»ST INPUT CASE
-»0,MO*E CAaE, TO FOLLQ''
-INTEGER CQOE TO SIGNAL BEQUEST PRINTING FILE 07
-JULIAN DATE FO^ CURRENT ^ATA
-VUlHE^ OF DAYS PAST EPOCH DATE TO DATE
-STAMTIN3 CALCULATIONS (
OF DAYS PAST EPOCH HATE TO DATE FOR
•STOPOIS3 CALCUWATIONS <INTE3Eq)
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tPOCH
«vc











-RADIAL, DISTANCE FROM IJARTH CENTER TO RELEASE
-POINT CE RJ)
-THE SPACE-FIXED DRIFT OF CLOJD (DEG/HR)
-ELEVAT I O N CONSTRAINT (RADIANS)
-CL3UO DRIFT RATE <R ADI ANS/HR )
-^nilUl TRACKI N G »E;?IOD AFTE^ RELEASE (HQURS)
-THE vuiaER or STATIONS JSED is THE P^DGRA^
-AN A R R A Y CONTAINING THE STATI3N NUMBERS USED
-CONVERSION FACTOR FROH R A D I A N S TO HOJRS
-CONVERSION FACTOR FROfl -IOUR5 TD RADIANS
->IEAN UONQITUOE OF THE SJN AT o HRS.UT.
-3R£tN^i:H MEAN SIDEREAL HOU-? ANGLE AT ZERO HOURS
- J N l V E n s A U THE <Hf i jS>
- R A D J J & Q F E A ^ T H S H A D O W R^GUN ( R A D I A N S )
- C O S J N E OF
RELEASE WINBO^ START/bTOP
1ST INDEX FOR STORING START/ST3P TIMES,
1.3.5 FOR START TIMES
2,4i6 FOR STOP TIMPS
2ND INDEX FOR THE C O N S T R A I N T
1=EARTH SHADOW
2 » E t E V A T I O N
5»TOTAL SKY BACKGROUND BRI3HTNESS
3RD INDEX FOR THE STATION N.H35R
••••••••HESTRICTICNS-
THOSfc ALREAU* NOT5P ^^DER METHOD , OETA 1 uEO RESTRICTIONS ON
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T I M E
ElVDFT
AIRGLO




























( DO 200, \M = 3,4 J







WINDOWd. M. N) = WINDOWO, M, N| - 24
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SET ID AY = 1



































OF SUN FOR NEXT DAY
< DO 400,
( DO 400. L= 1,NS, ~\N = NOS(L) )
T
SET
WINDOWd, M, N) = WINDOWI3, M, N) - 24





N. IPRT7 = 07 > *H
REWIND
FILE 07
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DATA S'JBPROGRAM*»«»*»*»»»»«»»»«»»»»«»»»»»«




TO DEFINE NOMINAL IMPJT PARAMETERS AND TO DEFINE CONVERSIONFACTORS FOR OSE j* THP BICWJNOOW
















NJM3ER FOR STARTING CALCULATIONS
-DAY NJM3ER FOR STARTING CALCJLATJONS
-YEAH NUMBER FOR STARTING CALCULATIONS
-MOMTH SJM9E" FOR STOPPING CA^CULA T f OVS
-PAY DUMBER FOR STOPRING CALCJLATIONS
-TEAK NJM3ER FOR STOPBIN8 CALC JUT! ONS
-^ONTH 'uQTTING AND/OR 93INTJNS TO BEGIN
-DAY 'LOTTING AND/OR "RINTJMQ TO BEGIN
-YEAR PLOTTING AND/OR B R I N T J M S TO BESIN
-10STH 'LOTTING AND/OR 3RINTJN3 TO END
-DAY BLOTTING AND/OR R^INTJVS TO END
-YEAR BLOTTING AND/OR PRINTING TO END
-INTEGER CODE TO SIGVAl, JF PROGRAM CALCULATIONS
-ARg REQUESTED
•*0i PERFORM RR08RA^ CALCJLATIONS
-«1/DO VOT PERFORM PROQRAM CALCULATIONS
-INTfcGSR CODE TO SIGNAk, REQUEST PRINTING FILE 07
•»«C,-PRINT FILE 07 DATA
•*1|00 N3T PRINT FILE 07 DATA























--O;F1~I"'T rIL.E, 09 OIlU 
-'lfO~ ~~T PRINT rILE 09 ~ATA 
-INTEGe~ CODE TO SlG~A~ ~EQU=ST CREATING rILE 11 
.. DATA 
--O.~~~ATE rlL.E 11 TApE 
.-1,00 q~T CREATE rf~E 11 TA~E JSE ExISTING INPUT 
-TAPt: 0'1 rILE 11 
~·2;ao ~JT use fILE it 
~INTcG~~ CO Dc TO SIG~A~ ~EQUEST PL.OTTING DATA 
·-0; C~EATE A TAPE fOR ~L,OTTI~G DATA rOR A 
~ CAL.ENDAR YEAQ TWqOUG~ ;r~E 01 AT 556 BPI 
·U( CREATE A TAPE F=JR' l)IoOTTI VG DAl'A 'OR A 
- CALE~DAR ~ONTH T~RQU~4 PILE 01 AT 556 BPI 
.-2; 00 NoT C~EATE A P~~T TA~E 
-3EODE!IC ~ATITJDE or REL.EASE l)OlNT(DEG' 
-~O~Gl!~DE 0, REL,EASE ~OI~T (OEQ) 
-ALT1TUOE or ~ELEAS& POI~T A30VE EART~ SURfACE 
.(E~U) 
·~J~l~U~ EL.EVATION LOOM 4~GL,E '~OM 6ACH STATION 
-to T~E ~E~EASE POINT (OEG) 
-'AXJ~U~ S~N E~EVATION L,JOK A~GLE rROM EACH 
~T~AC~~~G STATIO~ (CEG' 
.~A.'~V~ MOON EIoEVATION IoOOK A~GLE rROM EACH 
~TRACKiqG STATIO~ (DEGI 
"~AX J "IU "4 Tn A I.; 51( yeA eMG ":lUND elf J GHTNESS 0' THE 
-QEtfAsE POINT AS S&EN ~"OM EAC~ TRACKING STATION 
... tRAYl.el~HS) 
~eO~STA~T ~ON~ITUOt~4I.' D~l;T ~4Te or. THE CI.OUD 
·IF'TER- iEI.EAsE ~ELATIV& Til THE EARTH (K'4/SEC) 
-~I~l"l~~ T~Ac~t~G pe~tOO ~EQJr~EO (HRS) 
-ONe-JoIAl.r or CI.OUD G"OWT,.. RATE' AF"'I'ER RELEASE 
~~E~ATJVE TO T~E EA~TH (~~/SEC) 
~THe ~U~6ER or STATtON5 ~SED !~ THE PROGRAM 
-AN A~AY C~NTAINtNG Twe STATIO~ NUMBERS uSeD 
.~A~E or TRAC<I~G STATIO~S US:D 
-GEOPE!fC I.ATtrvOE OF', 'TQACI(I~S SUTION (OEG' 
.~O~?l!JOE or T~ACI(1~G STATJOV (DEG) 
-ALTITUDE or TRAC~I~3 STATIOV ABOVE EARTH SURF'ACE 
.. (rT> 
~COOE N~"'BeR TO OETE~MI~E I' STATtON COORDINATES 
~ARE rOq EART~ FiXED S'ATION OR FOR AIRCRA''I' 
... ·OirOR FIXED STATIO~ 
-~1i~O~ AIqCRAFT 
~AI.Q~AN~~EQIC DESCRI~TtO~ FOq AIRtR4rT POSITION 





-3EODETIC LATITUDE Or AH8RAFT DURING
PERIOD (DES)
-LONGJTJDE OF A JRCRRFT' OJRI M3 EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
-<D5G)
-ALTITUDE OF AlRCRRFT DJRIN3 EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
-<OEG)
-CONVERSION FACTOR F30B DEGREES TO RADIANS
-COSIVEKSJOV FACTDR FROB RADIANS TO DEGREES
-COMVERSION FACTOR P30H. HOURS TO RADIANS
-COWEHSIOV FACTOR F^OW RADIANS TO HOURS
-CONVERSION FACTOR F30?l ASTRDNOMJCAL JNJTs TO
9AD1I JNJTS
f»E"IOO OF SJM MOTION <HRSJ
-APPROXIMATE PERIOD OF MOON MOTION <HRS)
-COWS«SION FACTOR F90B EARTH RADII UNITS TO
TERS
OF 90 DEGREES I»
wlNDow(6,5,12)-THE D*ILY RELEASE WlVPOrf STA^T/STOP
-1ST INDEX FO^ STORING START/STOP TIMES,
-Ii3i5 FDR START TIMES
-2i«i6 FPR STOP TIH|S





• 5»TOTAL SKY 9ACK6^0UND BRJSrtTNESS
"3RD INDEX TO^ THE STAUDM Ny,M3ER










TO READ INPUT PARAMETERS FROM CARD READER
PROCESS DEFINED THROUGH SUBROUTINE THE READING
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THIS SUBROUTINE RSADS INPUT CARDS IN ANY 09DER EXeEPT FOR THE
'I' OR LAST CARS, EACH CA*D IS FIRST *»L30«EO A T » » ySING
SUBROUTINE NXCARD.COL31N 1 3F EACH C**0 CONTAINS THE CODE
LETTER SIGNIFYING WHAT VARIABLES ARE CONTAINED ON THE CA*D,THE
CARD CODE JS'CHECKED AND THE CARD IS "SAD JNT3 THE PROGRAM BY
THE CORRECT FORMAT AS DETERMINED FROB THE CARD CODE, IT IS NQT
NECESSARY TO~DEHSt ALL INPUT PARIMEfERS REQUIRED TO GENERATE
PROGRAM DATA, EACH INPJT VARIABLE IS DEFINED IN THE BLOCK DATA
SUSPROiRAM FOR "01 J NAL' VALUES .CHAN3ES TO ANY ONE OR MORE
NOMINAL VALUE OEFtNEU ON ONE, CARD REQUIRES THAT ALL VARIABLESSPECIFIED F09 THAT CARD MUST 3E MCLWBED, OMISSION OP ANy
VARIABLE FROI A CARD .ULL BE INTERPRETED TO HAVE A VALUE OF
ZERO AND HILL OVERRIDE THE NQMJNAL V»LU5 ST3R6D THROUGH THE
bLOCK BATA
••••••••INPUT-
VARIABLES ARE CARD IN'JTS rijTH THB FOLLOwtv3 SPECIFIC CARD AND
COLUMN LOCATIONS, ALL' VARIABLES SP|CI?IED AS INTEGERS MUST B£
RIUHT-JUSTJFIED. THOSE VARIABLES NOT 8'ECineo AS INTEGERS,
HOLLERJTH.QR AL*HANUMSRIC ARE FLOITIMG POINT AND MUST BE READ
IN THE UNJTS NOTED,
A CARD • START/STOP DATE
01 1 A {HOLLERITH)
03s04 • STARTIN8 MONTH (INTEGfiR)
g6=o7 » STAHflNS DAY (1NTEG6R)
Q9=12 « STAHflNS YEAR (INfEGfR)
1481& » ^"INAL "9NTH <INTEG6R)
17=18 » rtNAL P4Y <INTEG8R)
20 = 23 « FINAL ?£AR
CARD - START/STOP DATE FOR OUTPUt
01 • 8 (HOLLERITH)
(J3 = 04 » STA^TJNS MONTH (IN?EG(5R>
,6s07 • STARTIN3 DAY (INTEGl^)
j9si2 ? STARTINS YEAR (INTEG8R)
,4=15 5 FTW«(, *3NTH (IVTEGi^)jTaJa ? FINAL PAY {IN?EGBR>
20=23
C A R D » PHO^AI OPTIONS
01 • C " IHOL'LERlTH)
04 PHOSRAH CALCULATION
» o DO CALCULATIONS FOR DATES SHOWN
• 1 SKJP CALCUL»TIONS.OiLY PRJNT FJLfiS 01,07,09
06 PRIST rjUE 07
» 0 PRINT FILE 0?
• 1 00 N3T PRINT PILB Ol
58 FRIST FK5 09
• 0 CRINT FILE 09
« 1 DO NOT PRINT FUB 0?
10 SUN AND MOON CALCULATIONS
• 0 USE FILE il POR KIN00H TJ1ES FOR SyN AND MQON
. i BREATE FILE H ON S^N AND 100N TJMES
« 2 00 VOT USi PILE 1112 CALCOIP PLOTTER OPTION
> 0 SENfcRATE CALCOMP "L8T DATA ON FILE 01 FOR A
SAIENDA* YEAR
» I SENE8JATE CALC3HP, °LOT OATA ON FH.E 01 FOR A
CALENDAR MONTH
D CARD - LOCATION OF RELEASE POINT





» GEODETIC' LATITUDE OP RiLEASE »OJNT
LONSITUOB OF RELEASS PQHT
AtTJTOUS ABOVE TRE SARTH'S SURFACE
E CARD
01









MINIMUM ELEVATION or RSLEASE »OJNT
DEPRESSION ANQL5 OP TH| SUN
DEPRESSION ANGLE OF TH6 MOON
TOTAL S<Y BACKGROUND B«1GHTNESS
DRIFT R A T E OF CL.OUO
T O T A U T R 4 C K J N G T J M E
i/2 ctO'Jo»S GROWTH RATS
(HOLLERITH)













STATIONS TO 3E COMBINED
THE MUMBER OF STATIONS 13 COH3IN6





TRACKING SITE POSITJONJL. PATA
• G (HOLLERITH)
5 THE CODE NUMBER OF THIS STATION (INTEGER,LT,
•CODE FOR FIXED OR AIRCRAFT TRACKING STATION <
BO,STATIC* is FIXED
• 1.STATION IS AIRCRAFT








H CARD - POSITIONS OF AIRCRAFT DJR'lNS EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
01 • H (HOLLErolTH>
THE NUMBER OF THE AHCKAFT STATION .INTEGER)
05s06 « HDEX N'JMBtR FOR AIRCRAFT POSITION DURING
THE EXPERIMENTAL PERlOBiTHE A J R C R A F T POSITION
MUST Bfc JN HAtF HOgR JHCREMEVTS H J T H THE FIRST
ISDEX »2 FOR THE POSITION AT ,5 HRS, AFTER
RELEASE (INTEGER*
08s25 • THE NAME OF THE TRAE<1I»G S1T£
36=35 « GEOBfeTIC LATITUDE (DES)
" "" (DES)
(FT)46=55 • ALTITUDE
CARD T FINAL GARO TO SPECIFY BND OF CASE
01 9 I (HOLLERITH)
02=05 ' CASE NUMBER06=07 « COOS FOR FlNALI INPUT C«SE
CASES Tg FOLLOW




A BLANK CARD OK DUMMY TITLE MUST PRECEDE AN* INPUT DATA FOR
tACH CASE,THE'I' BARD MUST ALWS 3E THE LAST CARD OF EACH CASE
A PROGRAM EXECUTE USING ALL NOMINAL VALUES MUST HAVE AT LEAST
THE BLANK CARD AND THC ij,
 CA*D FQ1 JN'UT,
•«***»**SU8PR08RAMS
NXcARD
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TO "RITE ALL PROGRAM IMRJTS
DESCRIBES THE INPJT
EXECUTION,
A FORBAT WHICH COMPLETELY
T3 9E JS5D IN THE PROGRAM
••••••••METHOD-
ALL VARIABLES SPECIFIED IN SU3RO|JTINS INPUT A^E PRINTED IN A
MANNER TO DESCRIBS FULLY TO THE PROGRAM USSR THE INPUTS USED TO
GENERATE PROSRA* 9UTPJTS.THE FORMAT GENERATOR ROUTINE IS USED



















-MOigTH NJMSER FOR START1.M5 CALCULATIONS
•DAY SIUM9E" FOR START1X3 CALCULATIONS
•YEAR NUM3ER FOR STARTING CALCULATIONS
•^lONTH VM3E" FOR ST3PBIM3 CALCULATIONS
-SAY NJM3ER FOR STDPPIMG CALCULATIONS
•YEAR NUMBER FOR STOPIHMl CALCULATIONS
SLOTTING AND/OR '^INTJNS TO BEGIN
»LOTTJNG AND/OR '^INTINS TO SEGIN
-YEAR "LOTTING ANDXDR 'MINTING TO BESIN
• »10!KTH 'LOTTING AND?3R '3INTJNS TO END
-PAY 3LOTTJNG AND73R POINTING TO END
-YEAR "LOTTING AND/OR 'RINGING TO END
CODE TO SIONAl IF P30SRAM CALCULATIONS
•ARE RE0UESf£D
•«0, PEaFOuM P^OG^AM CALCULATIONS
-«1,DO 13T PESFOiM P^Offi^AH CALCULATIONS
•|NTbGE9 CODE TO SIGVAk BEQUEST PRINTING FILE 07
-DATA
-«O,"PRINT FILE 07 D«TA
•*liOO VOT PRINT FILE 97 DATA
••INTEGER CODE TO SKSMAt. REQU5ST PRINTING FILE 09
-•OJPRINT FILE 09 P«TA
"»liOO MOT PRINT FJLE §9 DATA
•INTEGER CODE TO SIGNAL REQUEST PLOTTING DATA
•«O;"CREATE A TAPE FOR PLOTTING DATA FOR A
CALENDAR YEAR THROWGH FILE 91 AT 556





















A TAPE POR SETTING DATA FOR A
* CALENDAR "10AITH fHRQUGH PILE
 01 *T 556 3PI
^«2i"DO MQT CREATE A PLjOT TAPS"
-INTEGER VALUE OF C8SE *UMBE1
"INTEGER CODE NOTINS LSST CASE
-•OfMORE CASES TO FOLL9*
-n,!His is THE FINAL IASE
-SEgBETjC LATITUDE OF- 5EL5ASE POINT(PEG)
-LOKGlTjOE Of RELEASE, i9JNT tDE3>
"ALTITUDE Or RELEASB PglNT A30VE' EARTH SURFACE
ELEVATION LOOK ANGLE FROM EACH STATION
fO THE RELEASE POfHT <BEG>
SJN ELEVATION LOOK ANQLE FROM EA'CH
«TR«CKI»1G STATION (BEG)
^M A X J M U H MOON ELEVATION LOOK ANQLE FROM EACH
"TRACKING STATION (DSGI
TOTAL! SKY BACKGROUND 8H1GHTNESS flF THE
-RELEASE POINT AS S6EN F^OM iACM TRACKING STATION
-CONSTANT UONSjTgDlNAL1 OS IFT RATE Of THE CLOUD
RELEASES RELATIVE TO TME EARTH (KM/SEC>
TRACKJN8 9EOJJ«ED (MRS)
*ON6"«At.F OF CLOUD 890HTH RATE AFTER RELEASE
•RELATIVE TO THE EAUTH <<M/SEC>
«THg NUH3E" OF' STATIONS USED IN THE PROQRA*
»AN ARRAr CONTAJNINU TYE STATION NUMBERS USED
-SAME OF TRACKING STATIONS USED
-3E8PETJS LATJTJDE OF fjR ACK I NG< STAT ION <DEG>
»LO«(GITU.DE OF TRACKING STATION (DEGJ
-ALTITUDE OF TRACKING STATION ASOVE EARTH SURFACE
• (FT)
-COBE N'JJigER TO DETERMINE IF STATJON COORDINATES






-3EODETIC LATITUPE OF' SIRCRAFT DURING
«EXPERHENTAL PERIOD (DEG)
-LONGITUDE OF AJRCRBFT DJ9IN3 EXPERIMENTAL BERJOD
-<D6G>
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J -ALTITUDE OF AjRCRBFT DJRJN3 iXPERJMENTAL PERlOQ
'(DEC)
PN FILE 06-PRJNTE9
ALL VARIABLES LISTED ABOVE ARE' usio BOR OUT'UT
•••••»f»RESTRICTIONS='
FORMAT GENERATOR JS A 3E-625 S^STBMS R3UTINE.JSE OF s
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TO CONVERT S T A T J O M ' A N D CLOUD PARAMETERS TO NECESSARY REcuR RI NG
VARIABLES USED IN THE ENTIRE
(.IVEN THE GEODETIC COORDINATES OF
 TH5 ^SLEAsB, P0| NT AND OF THE
STATIONS,CONVERT TO GEOCENT*JC,ALSO CALCULATE THE FOLLOWING
A.THE SADJUS VECTORS FOR THE RELE8SE 9OINT AND STATIONS IN E"U
0.THE SINES AND C8SJNES OF THE GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES
C,TH£ 8EOCENTRJC X,Y,Z COMPONENTS IN E3U
C.THE RESTRICTIONS JN DE3REES TO RADIANS
P.THE SPACE FIXED DRIFT OF THE CLOUD IN RADIANS/HOUR
b.THE NECESSARY DATES ^ERENCED TO AN EPOCH DATE OF. JANUARY 0
OF THE *EAR -|EQUE9TEP TO BESJN CALCUtAT IONS;
f.THE HEAN LgNGITUpE OF THE SUN FQ9 fHE FUST DAY TO BE
CALCULATED,
2. ROUGH ESTIMATE OF THE SUN AND 100N TME INTERVALS FOR THE
EACH S T A T I O N ,
-10NTH 1JM3ER FOR STOPPING CALCULATIONS
-DAY NUM3ER FOR STOPPING CALCULATIONS
"YEA« NUM3ER F0>? STOPPING CALCULATIONS
-MOMTH SUM3ER FOR S T A R R I N G CALCULATIONS
-BAY NUMBER FOR STARRING CALCULATIONS
-YEAR NUM3FR FOR STARTING CALCULATIONS
-3EOPETIC LATITUDE OF RELEASE ?OINTJDE3>
-LONGITUDE OF RELEASE BOINT (DE3)














EL.EVATJON LOOK ANGLE FROM EACH STATION
-TO THE RELEASE POINT (BEG)
SUN ELEVATION LOOK AN3LE FROM EACH
- T R A C K I N G STATION (BEG)























S J N C L T
8A1UMUM M30N EwEWIO* LOOK AN3LE FROM EACH
T R A C K J M 3 STATION IDEGI
M A X I M U M TOTAL! SKY BACKGROUND 3RIGHTNESS OF THE
POJNT AS SEEN P^OM 5ACM TRACKING STATION
CONSTANT 1.0NGITUDINAL D3ITT ^ATE OF THE CUOUD
RELEASE REUAT1V5 T3 T-<E 6ARTH
-3NE-HAtr 3T CLOUD 830NT4 RATE ATTER RELEASE
.RELATIVE TO THE EAuTH «M/gE:>
•THE NUH3E* OF STATION JSED IM THE PROGRAM
-«N ARRAY CONTAINING T^E STAT13V NUHBERS USED
-3EOPEIIC LATJTJOE OF T=?ACKM3 STATION <DEG)
or TRACKING STATI3M (DEC)
-ALTITUDE 3r TRACKING STATION ABOVE EARTH SURFACE
-<FT>
-CODE M'J>19ER TO DETERMINE IF STATION COORDINATES
"ARg FOR EA RT-< FJXED STATION 3<, FOR
-»O,FO« FIXED S T A T J O M
AIRCRAFT
DESCRI'TIOM FO^ AIRCRAFT POSITION
•BUYING EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
-GE9PEII: LATITUDE OF AIRCRAFT DURJNG
PERIOD (BES)
OF AIRCR8FT DJRJN3 EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
•ALTITUDE OF AJRCR«FT DJRINS EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
F'ACTOR F^08 DEGREES TO RADIANS
CONVERSION FACTOR n08 R A D I A V S TO HOURS
FACTOR F^OB EARTH RADII UNITS TO
"KJCOMETE..RS
N DATE FOR CUR^EUT DATA
•1U1BER OF DAYS PAST EfJOCH DATE TO DATE
-STAKTIN3 CALCUtATlQNs (IMTE3ER)
3F DAYS PAST Ei9CH DATE TO BATE
G CALCULATIONS <I M T E 3 E R >
-JULIAN DATE 3F JANUARY Q °r rEAR DAT* BEGINS
•SJNE OF RELEASE POINT'S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
























eosive or RELEASE POI»T»S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
SJME OF RELEASE f»01«TiS l,tmiTUDE




-GEOCENTRIC X COMPONENT DP RELEASE ROJNT (ERU)
-SEOCENTRIC V COMPONENT OF RELEASE POJNT (ERU)
-3EQCENTRIC I COHPON5N? OF RELEASE OOINT |ERU)
-3EOCENT=?IC LATITUDE OR RELEASE POINT (RADIANS)
-LONGITJDE OF RELEASE H O J N T (RADJANSJ
-ELEVATHN COVSTRAIRf (RAOI
-SUN ELEVATION CONSTRAINT
-H09N 6I.6VATJ3N CONSTRAINT (RADIANS)
-INPUT VALJE FO^ TOTAL SKY 8A3K3ROUND BRIGHTNESS
-MJSIIMUM T=?AC<nG PB3IOD AFTER RELEASE <HQURS>
-ONi-MA|.r 3T CL^UO GROWTH RATE (RAOJANS/HR)
«SIME 3F TRACKING 5T«TION»5 GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
-COSINE OF TRACING ST*TJ3N»s GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
- SINE OF TRACKING STATION'S L3NGITUOE
-COSINfe Or TRACKING STITION'S L3NQITUDE
-RAOIJS i/ECTQ^ FROU EAl»TM CENTER TO TRACKING
-STATION (ERU>
X COMPONENT OF TRACKING STATION <E"U)
-SEOCENT^IC Y COMPONENT Of TRACKING STATION <E"U)
"3EOCENT31C Z COMPONENT OF TRACKING STATION (E«U)
-SEgCENT^IC LATITUDE OP TRAC<lNfl STATION (RADIANS
-LOXGJTJDE OF THE TRACKING STATION (RADIANS)
^SIVE OF AMC^AFT 3E8CENTRIC LATITUDE DURING
-EX?k,HENTAL PERIOD
-COSINE DT AHC"AFT 3E9CENTRIC LATITUDE
PERIOD
-SINE or AIRCRAFT LONGITUDE DURJNG EXPERIMENTAL
-PERIOD
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COSLON17)
RVAC7J
-COSINE OF AIRCRAFT LOKGITUDS O'JRJNQ EXPERIMENTAL
-PERIOD
FROM EARTy CgNTPR T3 AIRCRAFT
<|RU>
AGCX(7> •3E9CENTRIC X COMPOflENT OF AIRCRAFT POSITION
-5UHJNG EXPERIMENTAL
r COMPOfEVT OF AIRCRAFT POSJTlON
EXPERIMENTAL Pi^JOD (S^J)
AGCZ(7) -3EOCENTRJC I COMPOSEN? 3F' AIRCRAFT POSITION
-9llftI*iG EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD (EsJ)
-3E9CENTRJC LATITUDE OB AIRCRAFT DURING'
-EXI$fcHHENTAl PERIOD (nADIANs)
rUONGIT'JOE OF AJRCRJFT DURINS EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD




HJNDOW(6»5,12)-THi DAJLY RELEASE HIN58J START/STOP TJMES,
-1ST INDEX FOR STORING START/STOP TIMES,
-l,3iS FOR START TlHES
-2,4,6 TOR STOP TIMES




i«TOTAL SKY SACKS^OUND BRIGHTNESS
3RB INDEX FOR THE STAT1PV VJM8ER
OF DISCRETE VAtUES STORED FOR
PERIOD D«TA
-*»*«»»»»RESTRjcTjONSo
THE ESTIMATES TIME PERIODS CAUCULSTEB FOR THE SUN AND MOON ARE
FOR APPROXIMATE TIMES fQl THE OCCURENCE OF ASTRONOMICAL
TWILIGHT AND FOR THE H3QM TO 3E 4T THE TRACKING STATIONiS LOCAL
HORIZOJI.ANY OTHER RELATIVE ELEVATION ANGLE OF THESE T«0
HEAVENLY BODJES TO EACH TRACKING STATION WHICH is QUITE -
DIFFERENT WILL RESUtfE A PROGRAM CHAHGE.THE COEFFICIENTS 19 o
AND 5,0 ARE THE APPROXIMATE TIMES FQ* ASTRQNOHJCAL TWILIGHT AND
THE COEFFICIENTS 11.5 AND 0.0 ARE TH| APPROXIMATE COEFFICIENTS
FOR MOONSET AND N9DNRJSE, BOTH ARE FOR 4 POJVIT OF 0 DEGREES
LATITUDE AND 0 BESREES LONGITUDE,
THE GEODETIC EARTH MOgEL USED IS THE PJScHER SARTH MODEL WITH
AN AVERAGE EARTH RADIUS 3F 6371,024 KILOMETERS,
••••••••SUBPROGRAMS
SDTOGC














FIND NUMBER OF DAYS







JEND = 0 + 20(R(7))
CONVERT CLOUD ANGLES











( DO 100,1 = 1,NS, \L=NOS(I) J
CONVERT ALTITUDE OF


















ALTITUDE TO ERU AND
ANGLES TO RADIANS
FOR ITS POSITION AT
TIME (J)
TRANSFORM PARAMETERS




x, y, z COMPONENTS OF




STOP TIMES FOR AIR-
CRAFT AT TIME (JEND)
CONTINUE W
****•*»•***••»••***•»tSijBROUTINE G D T Q G C *
••••«**»NASA W A L L O P S V E R S I O N OF 02/01/70
•*»»«««*LANGUAGE»FORTRAV IV
••••••••MACHINE-GE 625
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••••••••PURPOSE-
TO CONVERT GEODETIC COORDINATES TO GE.OCI=NT*IC COORDINATES
••••••••METHOD OF ATTACKa
GIVEN THE GEODETIC LATITUDE AND ALTIT'JDE OF A POJNT ABOVE THE
EARTH'S SURFACE, USE THE DIRECT METHOB 3? 6.EVERTON TO FjND THE
GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE AID RADIUS VEgTOK F90* EARTH CENTER USING
AN EARTH MODEL »!HOSE SEMI-MAJOR A V I S is 6378,166 KM AND WHOSE
FLATTENING js if/298.30
••••••••REQUIRED INP'JT-
ALT -ALTITJDE A30VE EARTH'S SURFAC6 (ERU)
(.DLAT -GEOPETJC LATJTJOE J R A D I A N S I
••••••••OUTPUT GENERATE0=
R ^RADIUS VECTOR FRO*' EARTH CENTER < E R J >








X = a/\/1 0 + b'2 tan2
SET
Y = Xb'2 tan <j>
SET
Ps = X + h cos 0g
P, = Y + h sin 4>g
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•••••••••••••••••••••••SU9ROUTINE Et.CNSR«




TO DETERMINE IF THE TARGET CLOUD MILL 3E VISAED AT AN
tLEVATION ANGLE GREATER THAN THE GIVBN CONSTRAINT (R(3»DURING
THE ENTIRE E X P E R I M E N T A L 3ERJOO,
••••••••METHOD"
FROM EACH TRACKING STATION,A REGJ1JN SAN BE DEFINED rflTHjN WHICH
ALL POINTS AT ALTITUDE 0? THE TARGET CLOUD CAN BE VIEWED AT AN
tLEVATION AN3LE GREATER THAN THE GIVEN CONSTRAINT,THE ARC
RADIUS OF THIS REGION XJTH CENTER AT THE TRACKING STATION is
FOUND.THE PROJECTION »OlNT OF THE TRACKING STATION AND OF THE
C.LOUD is USEO.THE ARC DISTANCE FROM THESE 'ROJECTED POINTS is
THEN CALCULATED AND IF THIS ARC DISTANCE IS LESS THAN TH£ ARC
KAUlUS OF THE DEFINED REGION THEN THE CONSTRAINT IS M£T FOR
TIME OF RELEASE.-SUBROJTJNE EL^DFT IS THEN JSEO TO DETERMINE IF





NUMBER OF STATIONS JSED IN THE PROGRAM
-AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATION NUMBERS USED

















"SINE OF RELEASE POINT'S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
•COSINE OF RELEASE POIBTiS GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
«SI»IE OF RELEASE POINT'S LONGITUDE
-COSINE OF RELEASE POINT'S LONGITUDE
pMAMfc OF T R A C K I N G STATIONS USED
-RADIUS VECTOR FROM EARTH CENTER TO TRACKING
"STATION <ER U >
-SINE 3F TRACKING STATION'S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
-COSINE OF TRACKING STATION'S 3SOCENTRIC LATITUDE
- SINE OF TRACKING STSTnN'S LONGITUDE
-COSINE OF TRACKING STATION'S LONGITUDE
-ELEVATION CONSTRAINT
-CLOUD DRIFT RATE
-MIKIMVM TRACKING PBRIQD AFTER RELEASE <HQURS>
-VALUE OF 90 DEGREES IN RADIANS
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PRINT STATEMENT N3TED FORMA? 7 IF CONSTRAINT IS NQT MET
PARAMETERS
COSALF -COSINE OF TH£ ARC RADIUS OF THE DEFINED REGION
STATION






K DO 100. I = 1, NS, ^vL=NOS(I) J
IS \ N / CALL
ELVDFT
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•••••*••••••••••••••••• SU8HOU T I N E ELV OFT ••»•«••*•«•••••*••«»•»••••••*•»




TO DETERMINE if THE ELEVATION CONSTRUCT HOLDS DURING THE
REQUIRED TRACK i_»»Q_p_ER_r_qDu
••••••••METHQD.
THE LONGITUDINAL. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TRACKING STATION TO THE
EDGE OF THE REGION AT THE LATJTUDB OP THE CLOUD ABOUT THIS
STATIOS AS DEFINED IN SUBROJTJNE 8LC»SS JS FOUND, THERE A*E TWO
POINTS ON THE EDGE OF THIS REQJON AT THE LATITUDE OF THE CLOUD
WHICH ARE AT AN ARC DISTANCE EQUAL TO THE ARC RADIUS OF THIS
REGlONiFOR AN EASTERLY DRIFT OF THE 6LOJD AFTER RELEASE THE
POJNT EAST OF THE TRACKING STATION I§ REQUIRED, AND FQR THE
WESTERLY DRIFT THE~POINT WEST OF THE TRACKING STATION is
REQUIRED, THE PROBLEM NOW is TO FJND SJT HO 4 LONG IT WILL TAKE
FOR THE CLOUD TO DRIFT TO THIS POINT ON THE EDGE QF THE DEFINED
REGION, IF iris SHORTER THAN THE Gives TRACKING PERIOD THEN THE
ERROR MESSAGE (FORMAT moo) IS PRINTBDJ
COSALF -COSINE OF THE ARC RADIUS OF THE DEFINED REGION
J -TRACKING STATION NUMBBR
SINCLT -SINE OF RELEASE POINTS GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
COSCLT -COSINE OF RELEASE HQIRT'S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
NAMEC3.12) -NAME OF TRACKING STATIONS USED
RLAMDU2) "LONGITUDE OF THE TRACKING STATION (RADIANS)
SINSLT(12> -SINE OF TRACKING STATION'S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
COSSLTC12) "COSINE OF TRACKING STSTION'S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
R<6) fCLOUD BRJFT RATE (RAD! ANS/HR)
R(7) -aiNIMUM TRACKING PERIOD AFTER' RELEASE <HQURS)
••••••••OUTPUT*
NAME(3il2) -NA1E OF TRACKING STATIONS USED
T -TIME CSNSTRAINT is ,^ ET FIR GIVEN DRIFT RATE <HRS
R(7) "VALVE" OT T JF T.LT, INP'JT VALUE OF R(71 = IN HOURS
••••••••RESTRICTIONS--
THfc DRIFT RATE QF THE CLOUD IS ASSUMBD TO 3E REFLECTED IN A
CHANGE ONLY OF LONGITUDE VALUE FOR THE CLOUD'S POSITION AND IS
ASSUMED TO BE CONSTANT FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD,
THE ELEVATION CONSTRAINT FOR THE POSITION OF' THE AIRCRAFT AT
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••*»***«*•**.«»•**«•«
**«»**»*ftASA WALLOPS VE*SfO,V OF 02/01/70
••• • • • • •LANGUAGE-FORTRAN IV
••••••t«MACHlNi-GE 625
••••••* PURPOSE-
TO CALCULATE THE AIRGLQW BRIGHTNESS as
THIS sJBROUTJNE CALCULATES A VECTQ^ BEHEE^ THE GEOCENTolC
COORDINATES JF THE STATION AND TUB RELEASE 3OIN7,TH6 ANGLE
THJS VEOT9R MD THE ZENITH OB THE STATION IS COMPUTED,
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FROM THIS ANGLE THE AHQLOW BRIGHTNESS IS COMPUTED,
}T ALSO USES SU3R9UTINE EPAJR TO COMMUTE THE AIRGI.OH BRIGHTNESS
















"3ESCENTRJC X COMPONENT OF RELEASE POINT (ERU)
-GEOCENTRIC r COMPONENT 3F RtUEASE POINT (ERU)
"3E9CENTRIC Z COMPONENT OP RELEASE POINT (ERU)
-GEOCENTRIC X COMPONENT OT TRACKING STATIOM <ERU)
"3E5CENTRIC V COMPONENT- O^ TRACKING STATION (£RU)
•3EQCENTRIC Z COMPONENT DF TRACKING STATION
-SEOPETIC LATITUDE OF TRACKING STATION <8EG)
- SINE 3F TRACKING STftTjON'S LONGITUDE
OF TRACKING STATION'S LONGITUDE
TRACKING PBRI9D AFTER RELEASE (HOURS)
-THE NUM9ER OF STATION^ USED IN THE PROGRAM
«N ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATION NUMBERS USED










GEOCENTRIC X COMPONENf OF VECTOR FROM STATION TO
POINT (ERU)
-3EQCENTRIC Y COMPONENT OF> VECTOR FROM STATION TO
-RELEASE POJNT (ERU)
•3fe3CENTRlC Z COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM STATION TO
»*ELtAbE POINT (ERU)
-X-COMPONE-NT OF UNIT VICTOR IN DIRECTION OF
-TRACKING STATION'S ZENITH
-Y-SOMPONENT OF UNIT V5CT3R IN DIRECTION OF
-TRACKING STATION'S ZENITH
OF UNIT V8CTOR IN DIRECTION OF
-T R A C K I N G STATION'S ZENITH
BRIGHTNESS FRQM A GIVEN STATION TO THE
-SIVbN 30sITI0N 0F THE CL0UO (RAYLEIGHS)
-COE^FICIE1NT DE^ENDBNT 'J»ON THE RELATIVE POSITION
-OF THE
 T RACKING STSTIS*' TO THE CLOUD AND USED TO
-SOLVE FOR THE TOTAL SKY 3AC<3*OUND BRIGHTNESS
-NU1HEH OF DISCRETE VALUES ST3rt=D FQR
-EXPERIMENTAL PtRlOD DflTA
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••••••••RESTRICTIONS-
UP TO TWELVE TRACKING STATIONS CAN 85 'JsED AND UP TO SEVEN
DISCRETE VALUES FOK AHGLOW BRIGHTNESS CAM ge COMPUTED FOR EACH
T R A C K I N G S T A T I O N ,
bPAlR
ELEVEN TRACKING STATIONS CAN 3E USED IF' 3NE OF THESE
STATIONS IS A MOVING OR AIRCRAFT STATION,
CALCULATE
JEND










DIRECTION AT STATION (I)
CALCULATE AIRGLOW
BRIGHTNESS FOR
STATION (I) AT RELEASE
TIME
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••••••••••••••••••••• SUBROUTINE EPAI 1




TO CALCULATE THE DIFFERENT AI«GLO* 8*13^555 FOR EACH THIRTY
<3 u > MINUTE TIME INTERVAL DURING THE DESIRED EXPERIMENT TIME,
THb GEOCENTRIC *, Y , Z-C3MPQNENTS OF THE VECTOR FROM EARTH CENTER
TO THE CLOUD Ii MODIFIED AT 30 MI«UT5 INCREMENTS TO INCORPORATE
ITS POSITION AFTER RELEASE DUE TO THE EAST/WEST DRIFT OF TH£
CLOUD. THE CL3UD DRIFT is ASSUMED TO BE CONSTANT AND IN THE SAME
DIRECTION AND IS ASSUMED TO Bi SOLEL? A C HAVGE IN LONGITUDE
ANGLE. THE X,Y,Z-C3MPOi)tNTS OF THE VEPT3R PROM STATION(I) TO THE
POSITION OF THE c^ogo AT DISCRETE 'OINT? OJ^ISG THE
bXPERIMENTAL PERIOD IS CALCULATED. THE AIROLOW BRIGHTNESS AND
'C' COEFFICIENT VALUES A^E FOUND IS IS SUBROUTINE AJRGLO FOR
THESt POINTS,
THE ELEVATION CONSTRAJMT FOR THE LAST POSITION OF THE MQVJNG
TRACKING STATION IS CHECKED USING THB ZENITH ANGLE<SEC2>,






"INDEX FOR STATION NUMBER
-VU1BCK or DISCRETE V A L U E S ST3RED FOR
- E X f f c ^ H E N T A L PERIOD D A T A
-CLOUD D^I'T RATE <RADIANS/HR)
-SE3CENTRIC X COMPONENT or RELEASE POINT (ERU)
-SEOCENTRIC Y COMPONENT or RELEASE POINT < E R U »
•8E3CENTRIC Z COMPONENT Of RELEASE POINT (ERU)
s-QEOCENTRIC X COMPONENT OF TRACKING STATION
-GEOCENTRIC Y COMPONENT OF TRACKING STATION <E"U>




OF UNIT V8CT3R IN DIRECTION OF
- T R A C K N S STATION'S
OF UNIT VECT3R IN DIRECTION OF
-TRACKING STATION'S ZENITH
-Z-COMPONENT OF UNIT VBCTTR IN DIRECTION OF
-TRACKING STATION'S ZENITH




SINE or AIRCRAFT LONSITUDE DURING EXPERIMENTAL
"COSINt OF A I R C R A F T UOf iGlTUOE DURING EXPERIMENTAL
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AGCX(7J -SEOCENTRJC X COMPONENT DF A5?C*AFT POSITION
-DURING EXPERIMENTAL PiRlOD <E«»'J>
AGCY(7) -9EOCENTRJC * COMPONENT 3F AJ<?CRAFT POSITION
-DU&JNB EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD <ERj>
AGCZ(7) -3EOCENTRIC Z COMPONENT OF AJ^CRAFT POSjTiON
-DURING EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD <E"U>
MOVE<i2) -CODE NUMBER TO DETERMINE IF STATION COQRDINATES
roi» EARTH FIXED STATION OR FOR AIRCRAFT
FIXED STATION
.•I;F;O« AIRCRAFT





-VAI.UE OF GEOCENTRIC x COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM
-STATION TO CLOUD AT DlS^ETE TIMES AFTER RELEASE
-VALUE OF GEOCENTRIC v COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM
•STATION TO CLbUD AT DISCRETE TIMES AFTER RELEASE
-VALUE OF GEOCENTRIC z COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM
-STATION TO CLOJD AT DISCRETE TJMES AFTER RELEASE
BRIGHTNESS FRflM A 31VEV S T A T I O N TO THE
G J V E N ( iOS lT jON OF THE CLOUD
DEPENDENT U"ON THE RELATIVE POSITION
-OF THE TRACKING STATION TO THE CLOUD AND USED TO
-SOI;VE FOR THE TOTAL SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS
••••••••KESTRICTIONS--
Up TO TWELVE TRACKING STATIONS CAN 86 JSED AND Up TO SEVEN





gNLY ELEVEN TRACKJNQ STATI0NS CAN BE USED AS INpUT IF 0NE
THESE STATIONS is AN AIRCRAFT,
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FUNCTION TIME < D A Y N | J M )
PURPOSE
TO COMPUTE THE 3*EEN«ICH MEM 5 I DEREAL- TIME AT ZERO HOURS





BMSIDT TMMDAYNJM) < T J M B IS A DOJ3LE PRECISION FUNCT1
0AYNUM a JULIAN DATE AT ZERO HQJ^S UNIVERSAL TIME
OUTPUTS
T I M E < D A Y N J M >
 s S^EENUJCH MEAM SIDEREAL' TIME AT ZERO HOURS
UNIVERSAL, ^OUR ANSLE OF THE Fl^sT POINT OF ARIEs',)
ANSWER IS IN HOy^s 4^0 DECMAL P^ACTIONS OF HOJRS, TO
CONVERT TO DEGRfcES ."JULTJ^LY BY 15.0 (DOUBLE PRECIflN)
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REFERENCE
1. AMERICAN EPHEMERIS AND N8JTICAL ALMANAC, 19612. EXPLANATORY SUPPLEMENT TO ABER1CAN EPHEMERIS AND
NAUTICAL ALMANAC; (HER MAJESTY'S STATIONARY OFFICE, LONDON
METHOD
VALUES OF G*EEN»ICH MEAN SIDEREAL TIME' ARE OBTAINED BY AD
TWELVE HOURS TO NgWCCHB'S ( f t . P v A . E ~ ; 6,1998, P A R T p ExPRE















FUNCTION SATNUMJMUITH, DAY, YEAR)
PURPOSE
T9 COMPUTE THE JULIAN DATE AT Z6HO HOJ9S UNIVERSAL TJM£




YB DAYNJM(«UNTH, DAY, YEAR)
YE^R, AND DAY 3EJVG FLOJTJNG POINT VARIABLES,
MI/NTH SSJ'Va AN INTEGER VARIA3LE
INPUTS
MUNTH B CALENDAR MONTH (INTEGER)
BAY B CALENDAR DAY (FLOATING
 aoiNT>
YEAR » CAtE!40A« YEAR {FLOATJN8 »OJNT>
OUTPUTS
DAYNUM ? JULIAN 0AY NUMBER AT ZGRO W°J^ POR THE ABflVE DATE
REFERENCE
1, AMERICAN 6pH£MERIS A^D NAJTICAL Au^ANAC
METHOD
THE NUMBER OF DAYS ELAPSED FROM ZERO HOURS UNIVERSAL TIME,
J A N U A R Y o » i 6 0 o " A R E ADDED TO THE JWUAN DAY NUMBER OF T H A T
P A R T I C U L A R D A Y ( 2 3 0 5 4 < 6 , 5 >
RESTRICTIONS
PROGRAM CHECKED TO THE YEAR 2008 A;D,
















TO DfcTERMlNE THE DAILY TIME INTERVAL ?"03 WHICH THE SJ«
 AvD MOON
WILL BE BELO.J THE RESs=c TIVE ELEVATI9N ANGLES AT EACH TRACKING
STATlQNtS LOCAL HORIZON.
••••••••METHQD-
THE SOLUTION FOR DETERIJVINS THE TIME PERIODS TOR WHICH THE SUN
AND MOON CONSTRAINTS'ARE MET FOR EACH STATION ARE DEVELOPED
USING SIMILAR ANAVYSIS.A^ APPROXIMATE TIME FOR THE DEFINED
CONSTRAINT (SUN OR MOON) TO 3E MET JS DETERMINED FROM TH£
FIRST INTERVAL ^OR THE DAY ?LJS D§ITA<M),THE "OSJTJON OF THE
SUN OR MOON FOR THAT TJ M£ JS FOUND AND IS THEM TRANSFORMED TO
THfc TOPOCENTRJC COORDINATES OF THE Tf»ACKlN3 STATION,THE
tLEVATION ANG1E OF THg sJN (O'' MOON) AT THIS TRACKJNQ STATIONjs FOUND FOR THE BURHE^T POSITION DF THE SJN <MOON>,A THREE
POINT INTERPOLATION MeTHOD IS USED TQ A°PROXtM ATE THE N£XT
(iUbSi AT THE THE TO* -JHJCH THE CONSTRAINT IS M£T;THE PROCESS
or DEFINING THE POSITION OF THE SUN <HOON> FOR THE LATEST
UNIVERSAL THE.TRANSPO^MJNG TO TOPOCSNTRIC COORDINATES A-^D
CHECKING THE E L S V A T J O M A^GLE IS R6?E«T£D UNTIL EITHER A TIME IS
KOUNJJ FOR WHICW THE «ATjO OT THE ELEVATION AN3LE TO THE
REQUIRED CONSTRAINT is ACCURATE TO ,&ooi o^ THAT THE ITERATIVE
PROCESS IS TOO LONG ASO IMPLIES A rfEA* CQMVSRSENCE OR
DlVfeRGENCE.THE TJ16 PERIOD FOUND IS STORED AS THE SECOND TIME
PERIOD POR THE OAir,TH5 M A I N PROGRAM TREATS THIS AS THE FIRST
TIME PERIOD OF THE NEXT DAY BY SUBTRACTING 24 HOURS FROM THESE
VALUES.
JF A MOVING TRACKING STATION IS INPyT.TVEM THE TIME OF DAY
FOR WHICH JTS POSITION AT THE END OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
SATISFIES THE SJN AND MOON ELEVATION CONSTRAINTS is FOUND,
THfcSE T J M E S ARE STORED IN THE W I N D O W A * R A * *»*D THE r fJNDOU T jMfS
FOR THE MO V I N G TRACKING STATION ARE DETERMINED SUCH THAT THE
SUN AND MOON CONSTRAINTS WILL 8E SATISFIED FOR ITS POSITION AT
TIME OF RELEASE AND P'JRINQ THE EXRERI CENTAL PERIOD,
••••••••INPUT-
NS -THE WISER OF- STATIONS JSED IN THE PROGRAM
NOS<12> -AN ARRAY CONTAINING TME STATION NUMBERS USED
«INDOW(6,5,12)*THE DAH.Y RELEASE WINDOW START/STOP TIMES,

















1ST INDEX F0% STORING STApT/STOP TIMEs,
1 FOR START TIME
2 FOR STOP TIME
2ND INDEX FOR THE CONSTRAINT
3»SUN
3RD INDEX FOR THE STATION NJM85R
TE»S SJMBER FOR STARTING CALCULATIONS
CURKENT NJMBER OF DAYS PAST JANUARY 0 OF
INDEX TO INDICATE EONSTRAJNT
»3,b'JN
-APPROXIMATE PERIOD DF S'JN ^OTJON (MRS)
-APPROXIMATE PERJOD OF MDON 10TION (HRS)
"NA1E OF TRACKING STATIONS USED
-UONGIT'JDE OF TRACKING STATION (DEG)
.RADIUS VECTOR FROM EARTH CENTER TO TRACKING
-STATION (ERy)
-GREENWICH MEAN SIDERESt, HOUR ANG^E AT ZERO HOURS
-UNIVERSAL TI^E <H«s>
-SUM E L E V A T I O N C O N S T R A I N T J R A D I A N S J
-«io9N EI .EVATION C O N S T R A I N T H A D I A N S )
-DISTANCE FROM EARTy CENTER TO SUN I ASTRONOMICAL
-{NSHTlAu X COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM EARTH CENTER
To &JN
-INS«TIAL v COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROH EARTH CENTER
-TO SJN (AJ)
-JNEHT1AI. Z COMPONENT Or VECTOR fROPI EARTH CENTER
-TO |>UN
-DISTANCE FROM EARTU CINTER TO MOON
"INEKTUw X COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM EARTH CENTER
-TO MOON (EpY)
-INEKTU'u Y COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM EARTH CENTER
-TO MOON
COMPONENT QF VECTOR FROU EARTH CENTER
•.TO MOON
-ELEMENTS OF TRANSFORMATION M A T R I X FROM THE
-INERTIAL sysTEM TO THI TOPO:ENTRIC SYSTEM
rCONVERSION FACTOR FROP DEGREES TO RADIANS
-CONVERSION FACTOR FRQ9 RADIANS TO HOURS
-CONVERSION FACTOR FROM HOURS TO RADIANS
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M O V E U 2 )
5> lN lAT (7>
C O S L A T 1 7 )
C O S L O N < 7 )
K V A ( 7 )
H L A T ( 7 >
R L O N ( 7 J
»CO«)VE«SJO.N FACTOR FR08 ASTRONOMICAL UNITS TO
-EARTH *ADII JNJTS
»BOD6 NyiaER TO DETS9MJ.NE If STATION
"«RS FOR EARTH FJXE0 STATION OR TOR AIRCRAFT
*«Q;FOH FIXED STATION "
-*l,fOR AIRCRAFT
"Sisfg Or AIRCRAFT GgSCEVTRl: LATITUDE DURING
-EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
"COSJNfe OF AIRCRAFT GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE DURING
PiRlOD
AIRCRAFT LOBGJTUOE DURING EXPERIMENTAL-SINE
^COSINE Op AIRCRAFT LONQJTUDS DURING EXPERIMENTAL
DISTANCE FRQ1"! EARTH C6NTER TO AIRCRAFT DURING
P£RIOB
"GEOCENTRIC UTJTUDE OP AIRCRAFT DURJSQ
-EXPERIMENTAL PEpIOB (RADIANS)
OF AJRCRIFT O J R J N 3 EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
"5|y*18EW or DISCRETE VALUES ST3RBD FOR
PERIOD DATA
••••••••OUTPUT"
) *AP»ROXJ1ATE PERIOD OF SJN MOTION (HRS>
DELTA(4) "APBROXJ^ATE PERIOD 3F MOON 10TION (HRS)
WJNDOW(6i5,i2)»TH5 DAJLY RELEASE WJNPOrf START/STOP TIMES,
"1ST INDEX FOa STORING START/STOP TjMEs,
*3 FOR START TIME
"4 FOR STOP T J M E
•2ND INDEX FOR THE BONSTRAINT
• JaSUSl
3RD INDEX FOR THE STATION NJM3ER
TIHE PERIODS FOR JP TQ TWELVE TRASHING STATIONS CAN BE FOUND,
ROVTJN6 DEPENDS UPON THE AVAJLA9L6 DATA ON THg SUN AND MOON
POSITION TO 8E eEFINED IN THE EPHBME«IS TA3L6S FOR THi DATES
REQUIRED, PRESENT VERSJJN CONTAINS DATA FOR THE YEARS ^972 THRU





ONLY ELEVEN TRACKING STATIONS CAN 3E USED AS JNPUT JF ONE OF
THESE STATIONS JS AN AIRCRAFT,
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SET LTEMP = 0
DEFINE
M = 3FORSUN
M = 4FOR MOON
K = 1 FOR START TIME
K = 2 FOR STOP TIME




UT = WINDOW (K, M, J) + DELTA(M)
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FIND THE HOUR ANGLE
FOR AIRCRAFT POSITION

















STATION (J) TO SUN
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SET DELTA (M)
= WINDOW(K + 2, M,J)
- WINDOWIK, M,J)
SET













SET WINDOW(K M J)




LTEMP = NOS(NS) + 1
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•••••••••••••••••••••••SUBROUTINE




TO COMPUTE THE ELSPENTS or THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FOR THE
ROTATION FROIJ I N E R T J A L ; RECTANGULAR COORDINATES TO A TOPOCENTRICSYSTEM WITH QRI31N AT THE O R J 3 J N OF THE JNERtlAU SYSTEM;
••••••••METHOD"
GIVEN A POINT OFf 3iOCENT*IC lAflTODE AND LONGITUDE AND ?HE
CURRENT HOUR AN3L5,CALCULATE THE ELEBENTS 3F THE TRANSFORMATION
MATRIX,COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION BY THIS M A T R I X WILL TRANSFORM
THE COMPONENTS rRg« AS INERTIAL RECTANGULAR SYSTEM TO A
TOPOCENTRIC SYSTEM,THE INERTIAL COORBINATE SYSTEM IS DEFINED AS
HAVING ITS ORIGIN AT THE EARTHi.S 6ENTER WITH THE X-AXIS IN THE
CJRECTJON OF THE FIRST POINT OF ARJE8.THE YfAXIS IN THEfcQUATosiAL PLANE 90 DEGREES COUNTERCLOCKWISE FROM x AND THE z-
AXJS DIRECTE8 TOWARDS THE ZENJTH IN ft RIGHT HANDED SYSTEM,THE
TOPOCENTRIC SYSTEM HAS JTS X.AXIS DIRECTED TOWARDS THE
GEOCENTRIC INPUT SOJNT.THE Z.AXIS DIRECTED TOWARD THE SAME
UATITUBE BUT AT 180 DEGREES FROM THE INPUT LONGITUDE AND THE Y-









-THE STATION'S HOUR ANCLE
-THg INDEX NUMBER OF TME STATION
•ftN ARKAY CONTAINING TtfE STATION NUMBERS USED
"THi NU»18E^ OF! STATIONS JSED IN THE PROGRAM
-Spe OF TRACKING STATION'S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
•COSJN| DF TRACKING STATION'S SEOCENTRJC LATITUDE
SJM6 QF AHC^AFT 3EQCENTRJ: LATITUDE
6XPERHENTAL PtRlOD
COSINE 3F AHCRAFT 3E8CENTR{C LATITUDE
PERIOD
AGQ2TC(3i3) -ELEMENTS OF TRANSFORMATION 1 A T R J X FROM THE
•JNERTIAU SYSTEM TO THB TOpOCENTRjC SYSTEM
••••••••RESTRICTIONS*
NS CANNOT BE GREATER THAN TWELVE,
NONE


















••••••••NASA W A L L O P S V E R S I O N OP' 02/01/70
•• • • • • • •LANGUASE-FORTRAN (V
••••••••MACHINE-GE~625 -
••••••••PURPOSE-
TO DETERMINE THE TIME 1 N T E * V A U FO« T«E CUR*ENT DAY FoR W H J C H
THE P O S I T I O N OF THE CLOUD W J L L BE W J T H J N THE E A R T H ' S S H A D O W .
••••••••METHQDe
THIS SUBROUTINE A S S U M E S T H A T THE D E C L I N A T I O N OF THE SUN Is
F I X E D FOR THE CURRENT D A Y ' . T H I S A S S J M R T J O N -JILL HAVE AN E*ROR OF
LESS T H A N 30 SECONDS IM T J M E ' F O R A CLOJO AT LONGITUDE Of 75
UEliREES.THE SUBROUTINE F I R S T FINDS THE SUN iS D E C L I N A T I O N AT
ZERO HOURS UNIVERSAL TJME'.THEN A CHES< is IADS TO SEE ir THE
CLOUD'S POSITION KILL 3E WiTHjN TUE BRE-DEfI NED EARTH SHADOM
REGION,IF SOiTHEN THE TIME ENTERING AND L E A V I N G THIS REGION DUE
TO THE GEOCENTHJC POSITION OF THE CLQl^D JS FOJND.THE CLOUD.S
bRQWTH AND DRIFT A^TE!» RELEASE IS JS§9 TO DEFINE THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE TOTAL CLOJD, THE RESULT OF THJS SUBROUTINE
IS To BEFINE THE TM6 ?E^IOD(5) FOR ROSSI91.E RELEASE WHJCH
THE EARTH SHADOW REGION,
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••••••••JNPUT-
KYEAR -YEAR SJM3ER FOR STARTING CALCULATIONS
J -CUS«ENT NUMBER Of DAV8 "AST JANUARY 0 OF 'KYgARt
PHJP -GEOCENTRIC LATITUDB OP RELEASE POJNT (RADIANS)
SJNCLT "SHE OP RELEASE POINT'S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
COSCLT -COSINE OP RELEASE POI*T»S GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE
SHADOW -RA0IUS OF EARTH SH8DOK R5GI3N (RADIANS)
GAMMA -COSINE OF 'SHADOW!
DRJFT "THE SPACE-FIXED DRIFT OF CL3JD (DEG/HR)
GHA -SRSENWICM MEAN SIDS^EAL HQU^ ANGtE AT ZERO HOURS
THE <HRS)
ANS<1)
 RRI8HT ASCENSION OF TH6 SUN (RADIANSJ
ANS<2) -BECU1NATION OF THE SUN (RADIANS')
RTH -CONVERSION FACTOR FROM RA D I A N S TO HOJRS
••••••••OUTPUTo
KJNDOW<6»1.1) -TH| OAJI.Y RELEASE HJNPO^ START/STOP TIMESi
-1ST INDEX FO^ STORING START/STOP TIMES,
"1,3.5 FOR START TI«ES
-Z,4i6 FOR STOP TIMES
-2ND INDEX FOR THE SONSTRAJNT
- 1«EARTH SHADO*
'3RD INDEX DUMMY (NORMALLY STATION NUMBER)
••••••••INTERNAL PARAMETERS.'
ci "TOTAL SPACE-FIXED JNG^LAR DISPLACEMENT DUE TO
-CLOUD D«IFT FOR THB ESPERIMS-NTAL PERIOD,
C2 -ONE-HALF OF THE SPICE-^IXED AN8ULAR DISPLACEMENT
-HUE TO CLOUD G*0*TU FO^ THE EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD,
xo -RISHT ASCENSION OF EA?TH SHADOW CEKTER (RADIANS)
YO -DECLINATION OF EARTH SHADOW CENTER (RADUNS)
PHJP2 -LARGEST VALUE OF CLOUD'S DECLINATION DUE TO
•CLOUD GROWTH
PMJPj -SMALLEST VALUE OF CLOUD'S OECL'INATJON DUE TO
-CLOUD GROWTH (RADIANS!
ST(3) -START TIME AS CALCULATED FOR EACH SIDE OF
-TRIANGLE 10DEL OF GLOUB'S REGJON,
STP(3> -STOP TIME AS CALCULATED FOR EACH SIDE OF
-TRIANGLE MODEL OF CLOUD'S REGION,
ACCURACY OF gUTpUT AS DEFINED ABOVE UNDER 'METHOD',
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CALCULATE
INTERCEPT
OF THE LINE (BID
CALCULATE RELEASE
TIME AT TIME OF
INTERSECTION








TIME AT TIME OF
INTERSECTION








TIME AT TIME OF
INTERSECTION
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CALCULATE RELEASE
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• ••••»•••*•••• t»»»»»»»»SU8ROlJTjN6
••••••••NASA WALLOPS VERSION OF 08/01/71
••••••••LANGUA6E»FORTRA* IV -
•••••« ««M ACH I NE-HW 625
••••••••PURPOSE-
TO CALCULATE THE POSSIBLE RELEASE TIBES
ILLUMINATION THE
••••••••METHQDo-
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SOL^E THE POSSIBLE RELEASE TjM£
CALCULATIONS AS DSCl^iD IN SU3ROUTJNi JLLU1 USING AN EQUATION
THAT IS COMMON TO MANY CASES OF T«£ &R09LE*,THIS ROUTINE IS






ASCENSION OF 6A»TH SHADOW CENTER (RADIANS)
-DECLINATION OF EARTH SHADOW CENTER (RADIANS)
"3A0IUS OF EA3TH SHSOOK REGION (RADJANS)













CHANGE TOR S1DIREAL T1"IE
-CONVERS[OV FACTOR FROB RADIANS TO HOURS
-LONGJTJDE OF RELEASE tPIVT {RADIANS)
OF JNTERSBETING »0!NT FOR CASE JN
-3UESTJ9N <pADIANs)
Af»PLICA3LE CONSTANT F0R CLOUD DRJFT (RADIANS/HR)
-POSSIBLE TIME OF RELEASE FO^ CASE IN QUESTIONER
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SUBROUTINE RDEP*< YEA8, OAr ,ET, ANS)
NASA/WALLQPS VERSION OP. 01/01/69
- FORTRAN IV
MACHINE - GE 625
PURPOSE
RDEPH COMPETES THE' SUN ANP NOONS' ROSIT13N VECTOR
METHOD
THIS ROUTHE USgS A THIRD DEGREg POLYNOMIAL TO INTERPOLATE
TO A DESIRED ACgQRACY OP APPROXIMATELY 5 A«C SECONDS
RESTRICTIONS




YEAR B THE YEAR NJMBER
CAY a THE DAY gP YgAR
EPHE»H=RIS
 TIME PAST THE EPOCH OATE
OUTPUT
ANS(l) B THE SUN'S HJQHT ASCENSION (RADIANS)
ANS<2) B THE SU^'S DECLINATION (RApIANs)
ANS<3) » THE SUN'S RADIUS VECTOR (AjU.)
ANS(4-6) s THE JNERT1AU X, Y, Z COORDINATES OP THE SUN (AU>
A N S ( 7 ) B THE B O O N ' S R J Q H T ASCENSIOIJ)
ANS(») » THE ^OONis DECLINATION
ANS(9) » THE BOON'S RADIUS VECTQ^ (EARTH 9ADJI)
ANS(10'12) « THE INITIAL X, Y, Z 600RDINATES OP THE MOON <ER
SUBPROGRAMS REgJlHED
SUBROUTINE
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IYR = YR- 1971
LNAM = NAME(IYR)
SETNDPYR = 365
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SETSUM(1) = Y, +Y4
SUM(2) = Y2 + Y3
= Y- Y










x. Y, z COMPONENTS
OF SUN AND MOON
98 DAILY RELEASE WINDOW FOR SKY TARGET EXPERIMENTS
••••••••NASA W A L L O P S V E R S I O N OF 02/01/70
•• • • • •»»LANGuASE=rORTRAN IV
••••••••MACMINE-GE 625
••••••• PURPOSE-
TO DLTERMIuE F«OM DAILY HME PERJODSJTHAT Po^TjQN OF THE
PERIOD FOR WHICH THE TDTAL SKY BAE<GROJND SRIQHTNESS OF THE
TARGET AS SEEN FR9M A 3JV£N TRACKING STATION rfJU BE LOwER THAN
THE STATED CONSTRAINT',
THJS SET OF SUBPROGRAMS DETERMINES T*E TOTAL S*r BACKGROUND
BRIGHTNESS FOR BISCRETE UNIVERSAL TIWES OF THE CURRENT
 DAY,
CHECKS ARE MADE EACH TIME THE TOTAL SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESSjs CALCULATED TO DETERMINE IF THE SIVEM VAI.UE OF THJS
CONSTRAINT HAS 3EEN EXCEEDED OR NQTilNTEGER VARIABLES N,M,L ARE
USED TQ RECORD THC^E EVENTS. FOR THE BVENT THAT THE CONSTRAINTjs EXCEEDED, THE PROPER V A R I A B L E N,M,L is GIVEN A VALUE o^ ONE,
IF THE CONSTRAINT ts NOT EXCEEDED THIN THE 'ROPER JNTEGE"
VARIA B L E is SET TO ZERO,
VSJNG THE «N" AND ' 1 ' INTEGER VARIABLES, SUCCESSIVE POINTS ARE
CALCULATED IN HALF HOjR Tl*E INCqBME»Ts U^Tli, A CHANGE OF EVENT
OCCURS (N NOT E3UAL JO M J ^ T H E «N» M A I N T A I N S THE CODE 9F WHAT
THE CHANGE IN EVENT IS , FROM,, THE .L» V A R I A B L E RECORDS T«E
EVENT OF THE CALCULATION PERFORMED AT A TME BETWEEN THOSE OF
fcVENTS 'N" AND 'M»,THE CALCULATION FOR THE »L» EVENT TH£N
REPLACES THOSE OF EITHER THE «N» OR «Ht EVEMT, WHICHEVER IS THE
SAME AS THE 'L' EVENT, THIS PROCESS is REPEATED UNTIL THE
ROUTINE CONVERGES jo THE THE OF EVEHT CHANGE WITH AN ACCURACY
CF ,U08 HOURS,
THESE TIMES FOUND ARE THEN THE STAST7STOP RELEASE TIME
INTERVALS FOR SATISFYING THE TOTAL SK* BRISHTNESS CONSTRAINT
FOR A GIVEN STATION ON A GIVEN DAf,
IN ADDITION, IF THE EVENT RECORDED row A G I V E N UNIVERSAL TIME is
^Ef?0 (A GOOD RELEASE T I M E ) , THE SUBROUTINE » T i ? A C K > CHECKc TO
MAKE SJRE THE CONSTRAINT is NOT EXCEEDED DURING THE
EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD. IF THE BRIGHTNESS CONSTRAINT JS EXCEEDED
tURJNG THE EXPERHbNTAL' ?E8IOO, THEN THE UNIVERSAL TJME RECORDEDjs CONSIDERED AS NOT FAVORABLE AND TWE EVENT CODE FOR THAT TIMEjs CHANGED TO OSE,
••••••••JNPUT-
^S -THE NUM3ER OF. STATIONS USED IN THE PROGRAM
NOS<12) -«N ARRAY CONTAINING THE STATION NUMBERS USED
-INPUT VALJE FOR TOTAL SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS
R<7) -MINIMUM TRACKING PERIQD AFTER RELEASE <HOURS>
BAU2,"7> -AIRGLOii BRIGHTNESS FRQ^ A GJVEN STATION TO THE
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-3IYEN BOSITI3N of THE CLOUO
CU2.7I -COEFFICIENT DEPENDENT yPON THE RELATIVE POSITION
-OF THE TRACKING STSTIQN TO THE CLOUD AND USED TO
-SOCVE FOR THE TOTAL SKY 9AC<8*3UND BRIGHTNESS
t-Q -200JACAL LIGHT BRISHT»ESS OF A POJNT IM T«E S*r
ST
 'UNRfcSOLVED STAR BRJGHTMESS PF A POINT JN THE SKY
**••»*• OUTPUT*
*lNDOH(6i5il2)-T.H£ DAJLY REUiASE WINBO^ START/STOP TJMESi
*IST INDEX TOR STORING START/STOP TIMES,
»1,3»5 FOR START TIMES
'2,4.6 FOR STOP TJM6S
•2ND IMDEX FOR THE CONSTRAINT
- 5=TOTAL SKY 3ACKQROWMD BRJ3HTNESS
-3RB INDEX FOR THE STATION NJ18ER
••••••••KESTRICTIONS-
TSTOp HUST BE NJMERJCALL* GREATER THAN TSTART, ONLY TWELV








ELEVEN TRACKING STATlp*S CAN 9£ USED AS INpUT JF 0Nl OF
THESE STATIONS is AM AIRCRAFT,
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( DO 100, II = 1,NS.I = NOS(II)
_ _
SET
WINDOW(1.5, 0 = 0
AND
WINDOW(K,5,1) =24
FOR K = 2, 6
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SET T3 = 240
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SET
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QCTOJ




TO CONVERT GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES T0 I>jERTUL COORDINATES,
••••••••METHOD-
FIRST THE SIN AND COS OF THE GREENWICH MEAN SlDEpJAL HOUR ANGLEis CALCULATES FOR THE SPECIFIC TJSE IN QUESTION, THESE VALUES











ANGLE AT ZERO HOURS
-GEOCENTRIC X COHPO^EMT DF IV9JT VECTOR
7GE3CENT9JC Y COMPONENT OF IN?UT VECTOR
'GEOCENTRIC Z COMPONENT OF IM"UT VECTOR
• CURRENT UNIVERSAL TIME <-IOU*S>
>TRACKIVG STATION NUM9gR
•CONVERSION F^OM HOU^S TO R A D I A N S
-HOURLY CHANGE FOR SIDERIAL HIP
••••••• OUTPUT
H3
L X COMPONENT 8F OUT'JT VECTOR
-JN5«TIAL f COMPONENT OF OUT'UT VECTOR




















TO CALCULATE THE ZODIACAL LIGHT FOR A SIVEN SET OF LOOK
COORDINATES
••••••••METHOD--
FlRST SUBROUTINE iTE IS CALLED AND T0E INE^TIAL COORDINATES
OF THE VfcCtOS FROM'THg STATJON TO TH6 TEST CtOUD ARE CONVERTED
TO AN ECL10TJC LATITUDE AND LONGITJD8; THE fCLlPTJC LATjTUDE
AND LONGITUDE ARE THEN MADi ABSOLUTE VALUES', SUBROUTINE ZTABLE




L'X COMPONENT 8F VECTOR FROM S T A T j Q N < I >
-TO CLOUD
"INgHTlAL Y COMPONENT QF VECTOR FROM STATlONU)
•TO CLOUD
Z COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM STATlON(J)
TO CLOUD
••••••• OUTPUT-
iOBUCAL LIGHT 8RI(JHT«ESS OF, A POINT IN THE SKY




••••••••NASA W A L L O P S V E R S I O N DF 02/01/70
•• • • • • • •LANQUASEoFQRTRAN IV
••••••••MACHJNE-GE 625
••••••• PURPOSE-
TO TRIFORM FROM AN ISJEKTIAL RECTAN$JLAR CQOOINATE SYSTEH A?tESCRlBED !*J USER DOCUMENTATION AND TO FJMO TME
ECLIPTIC LATITUDE AND ELONGATJON OF A ?OJNT OF INTERSECTION OF
AN INPUT VECTOR WITH A CELESTIAL SPHIRE;
ROTATIQN IS ?£RFO*MEU ON
 THE JNERTlAlu X.Y.Z COMPONENTS T°
ECLIPTIC X,Y,Z, VALUES, THESE VALYBS A!?E USED TO CALCULATE THE
ECLIPTIC LATJTUBE AND
••••••*•JNPUT-
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Y COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM STATiON(I)





-X SOMPOSENT OF INPUT VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC
-COOKDJNATES
-T COMP3NJENT OF INPUT VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC
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ZTABLE




TO f"IN9 THE ZoDJASALJ LIGHT 3RIGHTflESS AT A 'ARTICULAR
••••••••METHOD-
THIS IS A TAdLE tOOKU* WITH D3UBUB I «TE9P01.AT ION ,
pHIE -ECLIPTIC UTITJOE !DE5>
-ECLJPTi: LONQITyDE <D8G)
••••••• OUTPUT-
LIGHT BRIGHTNESS Or A POJNT IN THE SKY
Pi -ECLIPTIC LATITUDE TOR BRIGHTNESS AT POINT »!'
P2 "ECLIPTIC LATJTypE FOR 9RIGHTVESS AT POINT M*l»
«1 -ECLIPTIC LON3, FOR BRIGHTNESS AT POINT »M
"J2 -ECLIPTIC LONG, FOR BRIGHTNESS AT POINT U»l'
2D1 'VALUE OF ZODIACAL LIGHT AT <»1,OA)
'D2 -VALUE OF ZODIACAL LIGHT AT (»2,OA)
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LET
K = PHIE/10 + 1 0
J =QA/10+ 1 0
SET
P1 = 10(k- 1)
P2 = P1 + 10
Q1 = 10(J- 1)
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••••*•****•*»•«*•*•** SUBROJTJNE STRUT ••••t»»»»»»»tt«»»»»«»»»,•••••••




TO CALCULATE THE STAR LIGHT BRIGHTNESS AT A GIVEN SET or Loo*
COORDINATES,
•t••••••METHOD=-
A TABLE LOOKUP PROCESS WITH LINEA* INTERPOLATION IS USED TO
PETfcRMlNE THE VALUE Or THE STAR BRIGHTNESS Of, THE SKY
BACKGROUND OF THE CLOlJO AS SEEN FROM A G J V E N TRACKING STATION,
THE TABLE or STIR BRIGHTNESS VALUES HAVE B£EN TRANSFORMED INTO
JNfcRTIAL COORDINATES rfJTH UNJTS OF TBNTH VJSUAL STAR MAGNITUDES
PER SQUARE DEGREE, BRI GHT^ESS TABUS ARE GIVEN IN
INCREMENTS OF LATITJDE F^OM »9o DBS.TQ *90 DES, AND IN
INCREMENTS OF LONSITUOE FROM o TO 369 DEGREES,
LOOK ANGLES ARE FgUND FROM THE INBRTIAL RECTANGULAR COMPONENTS




"JNgHTlAL X COMPONENT QF VECTOR FROM STATjONd)
«-TO CLOJD
"JNgRTlAL t COMMONEST 8F VECTOR FROM STATjON(l)
•TO CLOUD
"INgRTJAL Z COMPONENT QF VECT3R FROM -STAT]ON<I>
•TO CLOUD
.**•*«• OUTPUT-
ST •UNRESOLVED STARLIGHT BRIGHTNESS OF A POINT IN
•THE










K = OMEGAG/5+ 1 0
J = (PHIG +90)/5 + 1 0
•••••••••••••••••••••••SU9KOYTJNE




TO DETERMINE IF Tut TOTAL. s<y BACKSROUND BRIGHTNESS HIM EXCEED
THE CONSTRAINT L I M I T A T I O N DJRJNG T4E REQUIRED EXPERIMENTAL
PERIOD,
A FAVORABLE Tl«E OF ^EL£ASE FOU STATJ3NU) FROM
SUBROUTINE NI.JTE, DETERMINE IF THE TOTAL SKY BACKGROUND
BRIGHTNESS IS EXCEEDED DURING THE EXPERIMENTAL. PERIOD By
G THIS AT 30 ^HUTE I !»JTERV«LS, T^E MEDIAL RECTANGULAR
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COMPONENTS Of THE VECTOR FROM ST4TIO»<{) TO T-HE
POSITION DYRJNS THE EXPERIMENTAL ffERiao ARE FIRST CALCULATED.
THE VALUES OF ZODIACAL. LIGHT AND STAKLISHT ARE DETERMINED
THROUGH SUBROUTINES ZODLJT AND STULIT RES>»5:fjyEi.y,THgN THE
TOTAL SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS IS CALCULATED USING THE
RESPECTIVE VALUES OF AJR3LO*! BRISyTNESS AS FOUND IN
SUBROUTINE EPAJ'.THEN THE TOTAL SKY BACKGROJND BRIGHTNESS is
CHECKEB AGAINST THE GIVE^ CONSTRAINT,-IF THE GIVEN CONSTRAINT is
EXCEEDED AT AN? PO/.VT CH£C«£OjTWE« f*E EVEVT CODE f«» Js SET TO










VALVE TO* TOfAL S<V 8ACK3ROUND BRIGHTNESS
«<RAYL.E!3HS)
-6R6ENWICH MEAN SIBgREAL' HOUR ANGLE AT ZERO HOURS
TJ1E (HJS)
BRIGHTNESS FRO^ A G J V E N STATION TO THE
POSITION OF THE CLOUD <RAYLEIGHS>
•COKFFI5IENT DEPENDENT J^ON THE RELATIVE POSITION
-OF THE TRACKING STSTIQN TO THE CLOUD AND USED TO
-SOLVE POR THE TOT»L SKY 9ACOROUND BRIGHTNESS
->)U!18E« OF DISCRETE VALUES STORED FOR
f>£*IOQ D«TA
•ZOBJACAL LIGHT BRIGHTNESS OF A POINT IN THE SKY
STAR BKfGHTVESS Of A POINT IN THE SKY
X COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM
DISCRETE' TIMES AFTER RELEASE
Y COMPONENT or VECTOR FROM
DISCRETE TIMES AFTER RELEASE
2 COMPONENT OF VECTOR FROM
DISCRETE TIMES AFTER RELEASE
OF GEOCENTRJ6
-STATION TO CLOUD AT
-VALUE OF GEOCENTRIC
-STATION TO CLOUD AT
•VALUE OF SEOCENTRJB
-STATION TO CLOUD AT







THJS SUBROUTINE ASCEpTS Jp TO A M A X J B J M OP TWELVE TRACKjNQ
STATIONS AND COMPUTES A 1AXJMUM OF SQVEM DISCRETE POINTS AT 30
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FIND THE SINE AND
COSINE OF THE
SIDEREAL HOUR ANGLE
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•••••••••••••••••••••••SUBROUTINE




TO WHITE THE DAILY RELEASE
OUTPUT FILE 07.
PER C PER STATION ON
GIVEN THE PROPER SONSTSAlNT I»JDEX NUS9ER , «R I TE THE CONSTRAINT
INDEX NUMBER, THE CURRENT DATE, THE COHSTRA I NT ' NAME , THE STATION
NAME (IF NOT EARTH SHADO* C3NSTRA I NT ) i THE CALCULATED RELEASE
START/STOP TIMES.AND THE STATION NJMBER IN »ROPER BCD FORMAT TO






UJUL DATE ros CU«RE«T DATA
KINDOW<6,5,12)»TH£ DAIL.Y RELEASE HINPOW START/STOP TIHESi
"1ST INDEX FO^ STORING START/STOP TJMES,
-I,3i5 F3R START TJBES
-2,4,6 FOR STOP TM5S









- 5«TOTAL SKY BACKGROUND BRJSrtTNESS
-THE NUMBER OF STATIONS JSED IN THE PROGRAM









-«5,'TDTA|. SKY BACKGROUND 9RI3HTNESS
-DAY NUMBER FOR DATE OF CURRENT DATA
TOR DATE OF B'JRRENT OATA
Or MONTH CORRESPONDING TO IMONTH
•»?EAK TOR DATS' OF CURRENT DATA
NAME OF CONSTRAINT
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NAME(3,l2> -NA1E OF' TRACKING STATIONS USED
WINDOW(6»5,12)-THE DAJL,Y RELEASE WINBOJ START/STOP TIMESi
-1ST INDEX FOR STORJNQ START/STOP TIMES,
»li3i5 FOR START T18ES
"2i4i6 "OR STOP




CODE TO SyBROUTJNE OUTT^E TO SIGNAL THAT STATION
3EINQ
 READ IS HRST ONE FOR THAT PARTICULAR
CONSTRAINT 03' JT IS NOT
THIS SUBROUTINE JS SPECinCALUY DBSI6MEO POR PRINTING THE














DO 100,1 = 1,NS, "N.
J = NOS(I) J~*
\
TWiNnnw /
TIMES (K = 3 = SUN)
I (K = 4=MOON)
\.(K = 5 = SKY BRIGHTNESS)
DAILY RELEASE WINDOW FOR SKY TARGET EXPERIMENTS
C A t , O A T i
••••••••»A$A W A L L O P S V E R S I O V or 02/01/70
• • • • •«#»LANGUASE<»FORTRAV IV
••••••••MACHINE-GE 625
TO FI NQ THE SATE OF THE CURREMT D»Y
GIVEN THE YEAR FOn */HI;H T«E CALCULATIONS 3ESIN(KYEAR) , A^D THE
CURRENT NUMBER P.F DAYS PAST JANUARY 9 OF TH5 SIVEM YEAR (IDAY),
FIRST DETERMINE \r THP GIVEN YEAR IS THE CURRENT YEAR BY
PEfERMjNlNG If 'IOAY' {S BETrfiEN fl
 A»D 365 (366 IF 'KYEAR' IS A
LEAP YEAR), THE CURRENT YEAR IS THBM ST09EO (IYEAR) AND
ADJUSTMENT JS MAD5 TO MOAYI TO RBFLgCT THE M'JMBER OF DAYS PAST
JANUARY o OF 'HEAR'.
A TABLE OF VA.LUES I S ' Q J V E N ro^ THB WIBER JF- D A Y S IN EAT* MONTH
UPJUSTMENT M A D E F09 F E B R U A R Y OF A L8*' Y E A ^ J . T H E MONTH NUMBER
is THE.N FOUNO sr CHECKINS AVO ADJUSTING MDAY',
••«•••«• JMPUT-
KYEAR -YEAK HJJM3ER FOR STARTING CALCULATIONS
IDAY -CURRENT NUMBER OF BAYS ?AST JANUARY 0 OF KYEAR
••••••••OUTPUT-
IYEAR -YEAR FO* DATE OF CURRSST DATA
IMQNTH -MONTH FOR DATE OF GJRKENT OATA
IDAY -DAY NUM3ER FOR DATB OF CURRENT DATA
• •••••••KESTRIC.TIONS"
THIS SJBROUTJNE W ILL) COMPUTE THE If EARi" MONTH NIJMBER.AND DAY FOR
ANY YEAR EXCEPT THOS6 YEARS FOR iVHJCy 'IY6A3/4' IS AN INTEGRAL
VALUE 3UT i J Y E A ^ i IS'SOT A LEAP YBAR (JlE.T^E YEAR 2000),
NONE
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SET
IYEAR = IYEAR+ 1
IDAY = IDAY- NDPYR
NDAYSI2) = 28
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•••••••••••••••••••••••SUBROUTINE




TQ COMPUTE THE COMBINED DAIL* RELEASE WINDO-I FOR THE
PROJECT
••••••••METHQD-
GIVEN THE DAJLY RELEASE WINDOWS AS CALCULATED FOR EACH STATION
AND FOR EACH CONSTRAJNT,THE RESULT OF THJS SJ9ROUTJNE IS TO
DEFINE TIME INTERVALS FOR THE CURRENT DAY rfHJcH SATISFY EACH OF
THE GIVEN THE INTERVALS ALREADY FOUND FOR EACH STATION AND FORfcACH CONSTRAINT,THE METHOD CAN BE DIVIDED JNT3 THREE PHASES.FIRST,FIND THE INTERSECTION OF THE DAILY RELEASE WINDOWS FOUND
FOR THAT STATION FOR EACH CONSTRAINT,THOSE INTERSECTING
INTERVALS FOJND ARE THEN STORED IN THE «AI AND 181 ARRAYS,
SECOND,THE INTERSECTION OF THE TIHE ISTERVALS DEFINED IN THESE
ARRAYS ARE T*EN DETERMINED AND STORED IN »:• AND iDt ARRAYS,
THIRD;THESE TIME INTERVALS ARE COMBINED WITH PREVIOUSLY
COMPUTED CASES 3F THIS JOB THRU SU3R9JTINE ICAS THESE ARE THEN
STORED ON FILE 09 FOR PLOTTING AND/OR 'RJNTINQ,
••••••••1NPUT-
NS -THE NUMBER OF! STATION? JSEO JN THE PROGRAM
-AN ARKAY CONTAINING THE STATION NUMBERS USED
W!NDOW(6,5,12>-THE DAJLY RELEASE HINBOJ STA?T/STOf? TIMES,
-1ST INDEX FO^ STORING START/sT3P TIMES,
-1,3»5 TOR START TIMES
•2,4i6 fOR STOP TIMgS
-2ND INDEX FOR THE
- 2sELEVATION
•• 3sSUN
- 5 aTOTAL SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS
-JUL.UN DATE FOR CURRENT DATA
-SUMBES OF DAYS PAST E»OCH DATE TO DATE FflR
-STARTING CALCULATIONS
NOTE -DUMBER 3f DAYS PAST E»9CU DATE TO DATE FQR
-STOPPING CALCULATIONS (INTEGER)
ICASE -INTtGER VALUE OF CASE NJMBER
JFINAL -INTEGER CODE NOTING LAST CASE
-•OjMQRE CASES TO FQLLCM
-»i;TWIS IS THE FINAL CASE
i -CURRENT NJMBER OF DAYS FROM FIRST DAY CALCULATED
••••••••OUTPUT-
PJUL -JUL/IAN DATE FOR CURREUT DATA
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IYEAR -TEAR FSR DATE or CURRSMT DAT*
JMONTH .MONTH rOR DATE Of G'JRHENT DATA
JDAY "DAY NU^BE* F3R DATB OF CURRENT DATA
C<6) -ARRAY OF COMBINED «IN|>Od STA^T TIMES FOR CURRENT
-BATE
p(6> .ARRAY OF COMBINED tUNgO^ ST3» TIMES FOR CURRENT
-PAT6
E(6J -ARRAY OF COMBINED «INPOU START TIMES FOR CURRENT
-BATE TO* ALL INPUT CASES
H6> -ARRAY OF COMBINED HINDOO STO» TJMES FOR
-BATE FOR ALt INPUT CASES
••••••••RESTRICTJONS-
ONL* THOSE CONSTRAINTS AS CJRRENT[;Y gOMoUTEO IN THE BICWJNDOW
COMPUTER PR03RA»1 c*N 9£ COH3JNED,UP TO A M A X I M U M OF TWELVE TRACKIN8 STATIONS CAN BE COMBINED.
A M A X I M U M OF SIX SOMBfNEO INTERVALS CAN BE COMPUTED FOR A GIVEN
PAY
ICAS





K = STATION NUMBER
J = CONSTRAINT
= 1 = EARTH SHADOW
= 3 = SUN
= 4 = MOON
= 5 = SKY BRIGHTNESS
I = START/STOP TIMES
= 1,3, 5 = START
= 2,4,6 = STOP
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O) = MAX [WINDOWII3, 3, L),
W04, 4, L), WINDOWdl, 1, U,
  MIIM [WINDOW(I3+ 1, 3, L),




M = M+ 1
CONTINUE MD
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RESET N = 1
TEMPO) =
MAX f TEMPO). A(J2, 2)}




MAX [TEMP(3), A(J3, 3)
TEMPI6) =
MIN [TEMPI4), B(J3, 3)1







MIN [TEMP(8), B(J5. 5)]
TEMP(H) =
MAX [TEMPO). A(J6, 6)1
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••"•••••••••TEMPORARY FILE 9 DATA***************************************




TO CALCULATE A COMBINED RELEASE «IMDOW r0R "ARIQUS RELEASE
POINTS AND/OR DEFINED PROBLEM CONST9AIMTS (EXCLUDING THE SUN
AND MOON CONSTRAINTS)',
••••••••METHOD-
THE MOST RECENT COMBINED RELEASE MJ N B O « / CALCULATED BY
SUBROUTINE TTLW00 IS COMBINED *JTM THOSE OF »RIOR RUN CASES
WIT H I N THJS JOB, FOR THE FHST CASE THE WINDOW JS ONLY RECORDED
ON THE TEMPORARY FILE 13, JULIAN DATES 4*E CHECKED TO INSURE
COMPATIBILITY,
••••••••{NPUT-
"JULIAN DATE FOR CURRENT DATA,
C < 6 > - A R R A Y OF HOST DECENT B A S E OF" COMBINED W I N D O W
- S T A K T T I M E S PO* CUft^EUT OATE 1 ,
D<6) -ARRAY or HOST RECENT CASE OF COMBINED WINDOW
•ST0P TMES FOR CURRENT D A T E ,
JCAS6 wCASb
JDAY -CURKENT NUMBER OF BAYS FROM FMST DAY CALCULATED
••••••••OUTPUT
A(6> -.ARRAY OF TOTAL CASiS SO FAR CALCULATED OF
-COHBINED 'UNDO'' START TIMES FO^ CURRENT DATE,
B(6> -ARRAY 9F TOTAL CASES SO FAR CALCULATED OF
io WINDOW STOP TIMES FOR CURRENT DATE,
THQSE CONSTRAINTS CURRENTLY DEFINED 1M THE
COMPUTER PROGRAM BAN 3E COM9JNED,
• ••••••••SUBPROQRAMS REQUIRED-
NOME











• ••••*»•••••••«•• ••••••SUSROUTJigE OUT2«




TO UTKIZE THE PRQPER SUSRUJTINES FO« OUTPJT PRINTING AND/OR
PLOTTING FOR TME TIME 'E^IPD AS RIQUSSTPD ON INPUT CARD »B'.
••••••••METHOD"
THJS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE JUfclA^ DATE FOR THOSE PAT^S
REQUESTED FOR PHJNTJNS A^D/OS PLOTTING,IT T*EN CALLS THE PROPER
SUBROUTINES TO EXBCJTE THE ^RINTJSS AND/OR %OTTJNQ AS
REQUESTED,IF NO PRINTING OR PLOTTING is DESHED THEN THE




-«ONTH "tOTTJNQ AND?OR TO BEGIN








• PAV "LOTTING AND/33 "RINTINS TO BEGIN
-TEAR 'LOTTING AND73R P3INTJN3 TO BEGIN
SLOTTING AND/OR MINTING TO END
»I.O!TING AND/OR iMiNTjVG TO END
•TEAR "LOTTING AND/OR PRINTING TO END
-INTEGER CODE T3 SIGNAL REQUEST PRINTING FILE 07
FILE 07 D8TA
NOT PRJNT FJLE 87 OATA
CODE TO SIGNAL 1EOUEST PRJNTJNIJ FILE 09
•DATA
••OjpRlNT FILE' 09 DATA
•••1,00 NOT PRINT FILE 09 DATA
{CASE
• JNTEG69 CODE TO SJISNAk REQUEST PLOTTING DATA
««0i CREATE A TAPE FOR PLOTTING DATA FOR A
CALENDAR YEAR THROUGH Fli.5 01 AT 556 B?!
•«IJ CREATe A TAPE FOR UOTTJN3 DATA FDR A
• CALENDAR 10NTH THROgSH FILE
 01 AT 556 BPI





•JULIAN DATE TO BEGIN S R J N T I N G AND/QR PLOTTJNQ
•JULIAN DATE TO STOP BRINTIMS AND/9R PLOTTING
•LJN6 COJNT USED TO SK|° TO NE>< PAGg AND PRINT
-HEADING
••••••••KESTRlCTlONSe
THIS SUBROUTINE REQUIRES THE< EXJsTENBE OF FILES 07 AND
 09 AND

















SET LINE = 5
SET LINE = 5
ROUTINE FOR TILE 07




TO PRINT THE DAILY RELEASE
FOR EACH STATION,
DATA FO* EACH CONSTRAINT AND
THE D A I L Y RELEASE « J N D O W THES C A L C U L A T E D F3* EACH S T A T I O N AND
fcACH C O N S T R A I N T STORED ON FJI.E 07 IS F J R S T =»cAD BY THIS
SUBROUTJNE.THE DATA is THEN P*JNTBD it HOU*S AND MINUTES FOR
THOSE BAYS WITHIN JULIAN DATES «Be5i«» AND »PINIS»,THE DATE,
CONSTRAINT NftME AND STATION NAME tRE "MINTED ALONG KITH THE
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TIME INTERVALS IN VARIED FORMATS,THIS BROSRAM WJLL TERMJNATE IP
THE JULIAN DATE OF THE CURRENT TAPE RECORD BEING READ is EITHER












-LIME C3JNT USED TQ SK|P TO SEW PAGE AND PRINT
•HEADING
-JULIAN D A T E TO BEGIN MINTING AND/OS PLOTTING
-JULIA* DATE TO STOP G







-*5,TOTA. SKY SACKQRDL/SO 9RI34TVESS
-PAY NU^BE1* F3R DATE OP CURRENT DATA
-«ONTH TOR DATE OF g'JRHENT OATA
-YEAR FQS DATE 3F CWRRBNT DATA
-»L?HAN'J^E9]C NAME OF 80NSTR4JNT
-SA1E OF TRACKING STATIONS US=0
"THg DAILY RELEASE WINBO^ STA^T/STOP TIMESi
•1ST INDEX FOs STORING STARY/ST3P TIMES,
-I,3i5 FOR START TJ8ES





N A M E < 3 »
1H(6)
-DAY VU^SER FOR DATE OF CURRENT DATA
-«OMTK fOR DATE OF CURRENT OATA
»YEAK FO=? DATE or CURRENT DATA
~ i
-AL'HANJME^IC NAME OF gOMSTRAIST
-^AIE OF TRACKING STATIONS US5D
*lNTEGHAi. MOU^ VALU6 OF START/STOP TJMES
,-JNTES«AL MINJTE VALJE OF STA^T/STOP TIMES
••••••••HESTKjCTIONSo
IHE NUMBER OF TIME INTERNALS PER GONST*AINT is FJXED BY THE
REQUIREMENTS OF T^IE PROGRAM.
SUBROUTINE OJTPUTS TIME VARIABLES rfjTH SO 3REATER ACCURACY THANQNE MINUTE,
NONE
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TO PRINT THE ToTAL. COH3HEO rflNDO* DATA FO* THE DATES
....•.••METHODc
THE COMBINED WINDOW DATA STORED ON F'JLE 09 IS READ BY THlSSUBROUTINE, JT is SONVPRJED TO nouns AND MINJTSS BEFORE PRINTING
A CHECK is HADE TO SEE if THE JUUAN DATE 3? THE CURRENT RECORDis WITHIN THE DATSS ^QUESTED FOR PRINTING, ONLY THE BLOCK OF
PATA HJTHIN THE DATES REQUESTED IS PRINTED AND ONLY THOSE TRUE
PATA INTERVALS ARE ' P1J NTED, AN END OF FILE COD5 WHERE THE JULIAN
DATE EQUALS 999,0 IS J5£D TO TERMINATE THIS SUBROUTINE,
... •••••JNPUT-QN FILE 09
tPOCH »JULIAN DATE OF JANIMRV o OF YEAR DATA BEGINS ON
-F'11,6 09
DJUL -JULIAN DATE FDR CURRENT DATA
IDA* *DA» NU19E* FOR DATE OF CURRENT DATA
JMQNTH -»ONTH FOR 'DATE OF CURRENT DATA
JYbAR -YEAR F3* OATS OF CURRENT DATA
BEGIN -JULIAN DATE TO BEGIN R R J N T I N 3 AND/OR PLOTTING
FI N I S -JULIAN DATE TO STOP BSJNTJN3 AND/QR
LINE -LHE COJNT USED TO SKJ" TO NE«< PAGE AND
-HEABIN3
C(6) -ARRAY 3F COMBINED WINDOW START TjMgS FOR CURRENT
-DATt
0(6) -ARRAY OF COMBINED HINDOO STD' TjMgS FOR CURRENT
••••••••OUTPUT-
FILE o6-pRlNTER
OJUL -JULIAN DATE FO« CURRENT OATA
IDAY -DAY NUMSER FOR DATE OF CURRENT DATA
IMONTH -MONTH FOR DATE OF ?JRRENT DATA
IYEAR -YEAR FOR DAT£, OF CURRENT DATA
jc<6> -INTEGRAI. VALJE OF STAUT TIME HOURS
JC(6) -INTfcQRAL VALJE OF STA«T TIMc 1JNUTES
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TO GRAPH THE COMPILED RELEASE WINDOW
PORTION OF A rEAR,
A GI/EN YEAR OR
THIS SUBROUTINE Us^S EXISTING CALBDM? LIBRAE ROUTINES T° PL°T
THE RELEASE TIMES CALCULATED FOR TME 3IC PROJECT THROYGH THIS
PROGRAM OHIO A 3R/0 AS SET JP JN SUBROUTINE CALDNR.THE INPUT
POSITION OF THE RELEASE PojNTtTHE TRACKING STATIONS USED AND
THE VALUE OF EACH CONSTRAINT is GIVEN IN T-IE »LOT LABELLING.
RELEASE TIMES PLOTTED ARE THOSE DSILJT TIMES RECORDED ON
FILE 09 BY THIS PROGRAM,
••••••••RESTRICT i ONS=
THIS SUBROUTINE WILL »LOT DATA ONLY CO, A 3IV5N CALENDER V6AROR PORTION OF IT, SLOTTINS or' TWO o« HORE CALENDAR VEARS
REQUIRES THAT THE PROSRAM SE R E I N I T I A T E D F:R BLOTTING EACH
CALENDAR VEA^.THIS RESTRICTION is DUE n T^E SRJD P^OT
GENERATED THRQUSH Sl/BSJOuTlNg CdUOW1?^ C^EC< IS MADE TO INSURE
THE NUMBER OF DAYS "AST JANJARY I OF THE G J V E N CALENDAR YEAR IS
NO MORE THAN 365 DAYS. THIS CHECK is DONS SD THE PLOTS OF
SUCCESSIVE CALENDAR YEARS CAN BE CUDS FROM ONE FILE 09 TAPE,
NEGLECTING THIS RESTRICTION AND ATTESTING TO PLOT SUCCESSIVE
CALENDAR YEA^S 3N THE SA^E 3RID WILL GIVE AN ERRONEOUS PLOT,\E,G. EVERY JANUARY i Of
 4Ny CALENDAR YEAR -MLL BE PLOTTED ATTHE BESINNIN3 OF THE GRID)
••••••••iNPUT-
i.FOR PLOT LABELLING ONLY.
KYR "YEAH BEING PLOTTED ANC/DR PRINTED
PH1PDG -GEODETIC LATITUDE OF RELEASE »3INT(DEG)
LAMPDG -LONGITJOE OF RELEASE »3IVT <DE3)




*»IMIM.yM ELEVATION LOOK ANGLE FROM EACH STATION
"TO THE RELEASE POINT (0=3)
- M A X I M U M SUN ELEVATION
•TRACKING STATION <DEG»
AN8LE FROM EACH
-MAXIMUM M30N EkEVATlQH LOOK ANfi^g FROM EACH
"TRACKING STATION (DEGl
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RE$TR<3) n^AXJMUM TOTAU SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS 0? THE
"RELEASE POINT AS S6EN Fi?OM £ACM TRACKING STATION
»<RAYL6IGHS)
NESTR<6) -CODbTANT LONSI TUDi N Ai.. DRJFT RATE OF THE CLOUD
•*fTfR. RELEASE! RELATIVE TO THE TRACKING ST*TlONs
KESTR(7) •*I*I*yi TRACKING PiRlQD REOJIRED (MRS)
RESTR(8) -3NB-HALF OF CLOUD JROKTH RATE AFTER RELEASE
"RELATIVE TO THE EARTH <KVS55>








F I N I S
C(6)
^TH£ NUMBER OF STATIONS USED IN THE PROGRA*
"*N ARRAY CONTAINING T«E STATION NUMBERS U»ED
-JULIAN DATE 3F JANUARY 0 OP YEAR DATA BEQjNS ON
-F'ILE 09
DATE FOR CORRECT DATA
"JULIAN DATE TO BEGIM PRINTINS AND/OR PLOTTING
^JULlAN OATE TO STOP BRINTJMS AND/OR PLOTTING




ST3» TIMES FOR CURRENT
POINTS FQR PLOT
 ARE SToRED ON T|P£ FILE 01 AT 556
-POSITION OF "LOT PEN ON X CAXIS REPRESENTING THE
•DATE BE1NS PLgTTED
-"OSITION OF 9LOT PEN OS Y=AXIS REPRESENTING THE
-START TIME F0R DATB BBIN3
-POSITION OF PLOT PBN 01 Y CAXIS REPRESENTING THETIME FQR OAT8 BEJ NS
••••••••SUBPROGRAMS REQJ14ED-
BAR (CALCO.MP LIBRARY RQUTI>NE)PLOT /CALCOMP L I B R A R V ROUTINE)
NUMBER ICALCOMP LIBRARY ROUTINE)
SYMBOL (CALCOMP LIBRA9Y ROUTINE)
DATE. SMAP ASSEMBLY
CALDNR
























TO PLOT A GRJD ON TWELVE INCH PLAIN f»As6R REPRESENTING AN
ENTIRE 365 DAY YEAR, EACH LINE DRAMN FRDH THE ABCJSSA REPRESENT-?
A DAY OF THE YEAR. THE MONTHS OF TbE X^AR A*E ALSO PLOTTED,
••••••••METHOD-
USING TWELVE INCH PAPER, GRIDS FOR THE DATS ARE DRA^N TO A SCALE
FACTOR OF 20 U^S "ER I^CH USING TH| LIBRARY PLOT ROUTINES,
.•••••••JNPUT-
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••••••••OUTPUT-
LINES ON oV^T TAR£ FILE 01,
••••••••RESTRICTIONS-
THB GRID IS FORCED TO CONSTRUCT A 3R|0 SYSTEM Or 365 DAYS IN AYEAH ONLY,













To GRAPH THE COMPETED RELEASE «JINDOW TIMES ro1? A GIVEN MONTH
OR PORTION OF IT,
••••••••METHQD-
THJS SUBROUTINE USES EXISTING CALGOM^ LIBRARY ROUTINES TO PLOT
THE RELEASE TJMES CAUCJLATED THROUSH THIS PROSRAM ONTO A GRID
AS SbT UP IN SUBROUTINE ,*10CALD, TWE INPUT '3SITJON OF TH£
TARGET RELEASE POINT, TH,E TRACKING STATIONS JSED AND
THE VALUE OF EACH CONSTRAINT JS SIVEN JN THE PLOT LABELLING,
RELEASE TIMES P.UOTTED ARE T-<OSE D*ILX T I M E S RECORDED ON
FILE 09 BY THIS P R O G R A M , '
••••••••{NPUT-
l.FOR PLOT LABELLING OMLY=
KMQ -10JJTH BEING PLOTTED ABD/OR 'RIVTED
KYR -TEA« BEJNQ PLOTTED ANP/SR POINTED
PHJPDG "GEODETIC LATITUDE OF RELEASE *OINT(DE3)
LAMPQG «UONGJTUDE OF RELEASE JOINT (DE3)
HEIGHT -ALTITUDE QF RELEASE PQINT ASOVE EARTH SURFACE
«ESTR(2) "MMIHUH ELEVATION LOOK ANGL= FROM EACH STATION
-TO THE RELEASE pOJNT <DE3)
RESTR(3) -MAXIMUM SUN ELEVATION I.30K ANSLE FROM EACH
«TRAC<I\)3 STATION (DEGI
RESTR(4) -MAXIMUM MOON ELEVATION LOOK ANSLE FROM EACH
•TRACKING STATION <DEG>
RESTR(5) . "KAXIMUM TOTA^i SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS OF THE
-RELEASE POINT AS SgEN FROM EACH TRACKING STATION
"(RAYLEIGHS)
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-CONSTANT LONGITUDINAL DRIFT PATE OF THE
- A F T f c R R E L E A S E R E L A T I V E TO THE T R A C K I N G S i *T lONs
- ( K M / S b C >
RESTK<7) -1INJMUM TRACKING PS^IOD REQUIRED <HRS>
KESTR(8) »3NE»HALF OF CLOUD GROKTH RATE AFTER RELEASE
-RELATIVE TO THE EARTH UVSEO
NAME(3,l2) *NA1E OF TRACKING STATIONS USED
JCASE -CASE NJM3ER
FOR DATA PLOTTING--
NS -THE NUM3E* OF STAT13NS JSED IN THE
NOS<12> "AN A R R A Y CONTAINING THE STATION NUMBERS USED
-JUL.UN DATE OF JANUARJ Q OF YEAR DATA BEGINS ON
09
DJUL »JULJA^ DATE FO* CURRENT DATA
BEGIN BJULIAN DATE TO BEGIN R^INTINS AND/OR PLOTTING
F I N I S -JULIAN PATE TO STOP i*i\iTjN3 AND/OR PLOTTING
C(6) -ASSAY DF COM3HED BIN^O-I STA3T TIMES FOR CURRENT
D<6 > -ARRAY DF COMSJNED BINBO-J STOS TJM£S FOR CURRENT
••••••••OUTPUT-
DATA POINTS FOR PL°T A^E STORED ON T«PE FIUE 01 AT 556 epi
-°osjTjgvj or PLOT PEN ON X-AXIS REPRESENTING THE
- D A T t 3EI,\|G P L O T T E D
-POSITION DF »LOT PBN 9* Y«AXIS REPRESENTING THE
-START TIME F0R DATE 95IN3 PuoTTED
-POSITION OF *LOT "BN ON Y =AXIS REPRESENTING THE
TIME FOR DATB BEI\JQ
••••••••RESTRICTIONS-
THIS SUBROUTINE ^/ILL 'uOT DATA ONLY FO^ A 3JV5N CALENDER MONTH
OR PORTION OF IT.PLOTTINS OF TWO OR PIO^E'CALENDAR MONTHS
REQUIRES THAT THE PROGRAM BE REINITUTEO FOR "LOTTING EACH
CALENDAR MONfH.THIS RESTRICTION IS OWE TO Tug GRID PLOT
GENERATED THROU9H SUBROUTINE 10CALD.4 CHEC< IS MADE TO INSURE
THE NUMBER OF OAYS'PAST THE FIRST OF THE G J V E N CALENDAR MQNTHjs WITHIN BOUNDS, THIS CHECK is BONE so THE PLOTS of
SUCCbSSlVE CALENDAR *3NTHS CAN 9E MADE FROM ONE FILE 09 TAPE,
NEGLECTING THIS RESTRICTION AND ATTEH'TING TO PLOT SUCCESSIVE
CALENDAR MONTHS ON THE SAME GRID KILL SIVE AN ERRONEOUS PLOT,
THJS PROSRAM HANOLES UP TO 12 STATIONS TO GET COMBINED WINDOWS
• •••••••SU8PRQ3RAMS
(CALCOMP LIB,A,Y sOUTlNE)
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PLOT ,CAicOMP L I B R A R Y ROUTINE)
NUMBER (CAIC9MP L I B R A R Y ROUTHE)






























TO PLQT A GRJD ON
PAy OF THE M?NTH,
A PAY 3F i K M O i ,
••••••••METHOD«
MSJNQ TWELVE INCH
FACTOR OF 20 LIMES
INCH pLAlvj
L J N E
^EpRESiNTlN6 EACH
THE ABCIS5A REPRESENTS
TH9 DAYS A*E DRAWN TO A SCALE
INCHES USJNS THE VISRARY PLOT ROUTINES
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••••••••JNPUT*
NONE
GRJD LINES ON OYT»UT TAP£ FILE 01,
#«•• ••••RESTRICT JONS —











PROGRAM NO, » i.i',i304
PROGRAMMED BY - THOMAS HA9MON
COMPUTER REQUIRED - 3£ 623/635
MEMORY REQUIRED - 76
PERIPHERALS
PROGRAM LANGUAGE - 3MAP
PURPOSE
NXCARD ALLOWS Tat USER TO E < A M J N E H= NEXT LOGICAL RECORD
RESIDING ON FjUi 05; THIS ^EXT 9Eg3^0 WJLL'NOr ACTUALLY
BE USED AS AN INPJT RECORD JNTlL IT JS REFE!»ENC6D BY A
NORMAL FORTRAN =JfeAO STATEMENT,
METHOD
THE NEXT L0GICAL ^HCORD IS EXAMJMEl JSJN3 THE SYSTEM
§UBRQUTlNE ,F^DD, AFTER THE NEXT 103IC4L SSCORD HAS BEEN
OUTPUT TO THE CALLING CR03RAM, THE CJRREYT RECORD INDEX IS
RESET TO JTS "REVIOJS VALJE AND A NORMAL ^cTURN IS EXECUTED,
RESTRICTIONS
i, THE FOR8AT USED TO CONVERT T«E BEXT CA^D MUST HAVE ONLY A
TYPE FIELDS AND 1JST READ ONLY Q^E L°3ICAL. R6C3RD,
2. USE ONLT SINSLE o^ MON-SJBSCHIPTSO OUT»UT ARRAY NAMES AS
ARGUMENTS TO THIS SUBROUTINE,
3, E^TER THE JNTE3E? i IN THE FJ=LB rfHJCH S'ECIFIES THE
A R R A Y size WHENEVER THE OJT°UT A^^A^ NA»IE is AN UNDJMEN-SIGNED VARIABLE.
4, THE iNPyT FILE MJ5T HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY OPENED BY A
NORMAL FORTRAN READ BEFORE THIS SjaR°'JTJNE JS CALLgD FOR
THE FIRST Tjlfc.
INPUT/OUTPUT
CALLING SEQUENCE ... CALL ^xcAfocro^MAt.A.i.B.j,, , .>
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FORMAT = THE NA1E Or THE ARRAY C O N T A I N I N G THE BCD FORMAT
USED IN DECODING T*E NEXT LOGICAL
A e THE NASE Of JH6 FJRST OJTPUT A R R A Y AMD
1 » THE LENGTH Of A:HAY A.
B B THE NAME 3F THE SECOND OUTPUT A R R A Y AMD
J ~ THE LENGTH OF A R R A Y B.
ETC.
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED
NO USER SU3ROJTINES ARE RtOJJRED
E DATE
PRUGRAM IDENTIFICATION
PROGRAM TJTL6 • DATE
PROGRAMMED Br • DENNIS MEUVIS
COMPUTER REQUIRED - GE 625
PROGRAM LANGUAGE • 3MAP
PURPOSE
DATE RECORDS THE CURRENT DATE AS STORED -JJTHIN THE
COMPUTER SYSTEM.
METHOD
THIS ROUTISE FETCHES THE DATE BY USIM3 THE MASTER MODE
ENjR* INSTRUCTION. -GETlMEe«, THE DATE Is THEM PRQPEf(LY
FORMATTED FQ« THE PLOT ROUTINES FO* 'ROGRAH 1,1,1615,
B1CWINDOW,
JNPUT/OUTPUT
CALLING SEaUE1CE|..CALL DATE(TODAY) ^^ E''E
TODAY s THE P(,Oafe^LY FOpMATfED ejonENT DATE.TODA^ Ic Q
N 2,
» *•** *• ••»• »»*•»*
* • • • » « • *
»»•« «*** **** **** * • » » *•*• ***•
* • • * ••••»• »*• »
* • • * * • *
»*«« »»*» » *•»»•» »
»*»****»**t
>»*»*
-c 3 0 =- UATE 09-29-72 IInE 15,838 »R 0
* U S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1973 OL - 496-9
A,ppendix C 
Cemputer PrilNeut 
This appendix contains Ihe enlire source deck listing of Ihe computer program, l1he 
program has been w,itten in FORTRAN I'VrGr Ihe GE·625 computer with Ihe exceplion 
of sub,,,uiines NXiC~~D and DATE, which have been wr,it,ten in the GE6ee assembl¥ 
language. Either ef these t,W0 f0utines can be omitted af.ter minor modiHGations te 
subroutines INPUI', PLTRTN, and MOPL'[, 
MLcrofidle supple,me,at £or NASA SP-3'075, A Comp\:lter 
Program to Determiae toe PossH:~~e Daily Release Wiadow 
~o'r Sky Targe,t Experimeats, by Norma'a H. Micha\:ld, 
Wallops St8iHoa, WalLops Isl8iad, Va. 
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- .273 fa ntE NIXf AUllIlII!;E tICATION. 
aHl" VEIi.f"N/IsIIi"g~, DA,., JHIi'a n81'.,05UU ","18 otel1110'2'll -'we~6 'He ,,0 "ARlltMQ r~AlS IN 'II! mVE U'EN'LI 
t. l'l?' NOADs or MR MO_, WERE USEo-ti-aMA' 11l - '1I~. asseM8LY, 
122 
1 _ .QH.L~ ___ U7U;!,~ !; ~E~H 
2 &V~ROUTINE T'B ~ E 
3 PII1ENSION RA$UN C369,. DCS~~ 136'/. ~3J~ (369) 
4 ~II1ENSION RA~OO~C5&91. D;110J~1369 • ~1~ON(369) 
5 PI~ENSION ,~RAYI2Z141 
6 ~OUB~e PRECliIO~ Y 
7 tQUIVA.I.~C~ IRA5U~lAR~AY)L jo.SUN;AR~IYCP~))L C'!.ilI!!.ARRAYCl.Hl) 
- - 8 EQutUIoENCE IRA~05NIH~.V(UD~fT; fDI'~1iN-; HlfAYT11771i - -
9 i:QvIVaI.ENC~ UI1~O~ ,AHAY\1U61) 
10 ~OHMON IEPHa~~1 ¥~.'. I 
11 Y(.) ! aRRAYI I) 
12 Ylz) • ARRUlt"l) 
_----"'1"'-3 __ _ __ . ___ y 1 ~L.! _  !R~BJ.1~~L 










16 ~AT' '~ASUN crl,l. 1.36)1 DaTA • 
17 .1 4:8'12026c 00. 4,0104916E 00. 4,92975925 00. ..'490029E 00. DATA 7 
18 .2 4:'.82201= 00, 4,987 4083E 00, 5.00656525 00, 5.02,6882E 00. DAT A a 
H. .3 5:0447753E 00. 5!Q.6~8ZH~ jQt. ~081.~J~!~ QJlL ~.lU79?2E AD. OUA i 
20 14 . S;lz0721H DO. 5,13959 92E 00, 5,1'~42H5 00, 5.1772118E 00. DUA 10 
21 .5 5.19594435 00, 5.21462635 00, 5,23l29S6c 00, 5.2518343E 00, DATA 11 
22 .6 5:2l03585E 00, 5.28882865 DO, 5.1072441E DO, '.'25t0 475 00, OAf A 12 
23 .7 5; 3.39099E 00, ~,36215915 00, 5.~803518E 00, ~.3984877E 00/ DaTA 13 
24 .8 5.41656640 00, 5.43.58745 00, 5,43255025 DO, 5.470.,47E 00, OArA 14 
_ ._~ 19 . .L..u8 .. HllLll/ hlQ60..8Hi_ OQ.L hJ..llU!1.L.a.o... _--'-LH.1~U9~ 001 Qut U 
26 PATA.(~ASU~ III,!. 31; 7a)1 DaTA U 
21 21 5.5590901; QO, '!57663875 00, 5.5i4127~5 00. 5.tll'5 795 DO' DATA 17 
28 Z2 5:6289291< 00, 5. 64624iOE 00, 5/663. 97 1E 00, 5.'806948E DO, DATA 18 
29 ~J 5;6i7835ge 00, 5,7149212E 00, 5,7319515; 00, '.7489278E 00' oarA 1~ 
30 ,~5.7658511E DO, 5 , 7827229E 00, 5/7995443500, 5.8163171E ec, DaTA 20 
_ __ _ li ______ _ ;:5 _ 5;.8UQ~U §.. O.h 5!~4972.V'_ .0..2. hS~~~;2E-2_O. 1,'~2.H~lE QO. 0~]A 21 
32 ~ 5.8994931e 00, 5!91600U~' 00, ,,9324673E 00, 5.'4889525 gO, DaTA 22 
n ,7 5;96528525 00, 5!'816387~ O~, 5,9919566= 00, 6.0142401E DO' o,TA Z3 
34 ~8 6;0304904; DO. 6!0467086~ O ~ / 6.05289'~E 00, t.0190535E DO, DaTA 24 
35 ~9 6.0'51828E DO, 6,1112849E 00, 6,12736125 00, 6.1434126E 001 DaTA 25 
U VAll C~ASUN 11,,1. 7~,lOB)1 DATA U 
_____ }L _______ __ ~ _ .. ~~1~~~4-OJ~ - lIQ~ ~!H5~~_PL.QJI. _ ~LUill?l!..lO" 6.i.a7a9 .. .H. a. DATA ~7 
38 J2 6.2~334935 DO, 6!239283 : i 00, 6,ZSS20 46E 00, 6.271l139E 00, DATA 28 
39 J3 3:82816285-03, 1,971959H·02/ 3/H04665e·02, 5.14850865 . 02, DaTA 29 
40 ~4 6;7362308E-U2, 8!3238099E'02/ 9,911 ~ 7035-02, 1.\499068E.Ol, 04TA 30 
41 35 1.3087038 •• 01, 1!.S75415E'01/ l.t264334.-01, 1.18,~939E . Ol' DATA 31 
42 ~6 1;9444341E-Ol, 2,1035663E'01, 2,26~802'E-Ol/ 2.~22l,50E 01, DaTA 3
3
2 
43 ~7 2.59i6343e.Ol. 2.7412'0'5001, 2.0010131e.Ol, •• P60;a98E~01' DaTA 3 
- .. -----~-.;2ilolfO.;or.--3;:iai.-p-fn·Ol, 3,"1,mE~01, - "3;702 747 •• oi' o,n 34 
45 J9 3.&63~'1.:.01, ~;0243394e·Ol, 4,\956823e·01, 4.3412830E. Oll DATA 3' 
46 OATA C~ASUN 11,,1.109,144,1 DaTA 36 
., 41 4:5c9160?S~n~, .,'7132~lE.Ol, 4,8337840S·01, 4.,90'563E 01, OarA 37 
48 42 5:1596504,.01, 5.3Z30765e'01, '.496844~E·Ol, 5.6509'416. 01, DATa 38 
49 43 5:81544415.01, S;'80Z91ze . Ol, 6,14551335-01, 6.11'lI88e~O', DaTA 39 
- - - .,-0- _ __ u __ .r- 0:47111220-01, - o.60H8SOifli - 6;Ti1291ge.01i 6;,.,J.,UEiOl. O,h 40 
II 51 45 7:1.5052ge.01, 7;3130401E'01, 1,4814213F.-01, 1 . 6502106E. Ol, o,tA 41 
'2 46 7;8193916e.01, 7:0889702E.Ol, 8;1;89 472S·01, 8.12932l1E . Ol, DATA .a 
1 
53 47 8.5 Q009936-ot, 8;6712808E t 01, 8.&42e6~oE·Ol, 9.014,,54E. Ol, OAT, 43 
54 48 9:18727Q96-01 , ';,600851.001, 9,'333~755-011 9.1069376E i Ol, O,T' 44 
---j} .. --.. -.. ------ ~~u:4H~~!fiHi ii~h·m~4~~§ ~LhQ..~_30~~.!i--.-9JlJ _ ~. O~O~E~5 001 w: a 
I 51 "1:0i810"E 00, 1.'~57~81E 00, 1.09334625 DO, I.Ui0208E 00/ oAh 41 . 58 '2 1 ; 1287314; 00, 1;146 4773E DO' 1.16425116 00, 1.1820701E 00' DATA 48 
. 59 53 1.19991445 DO' l,2177883E 00, 1.2356902E 00/ 1.2536181E 00' DaTA 49 I 60 54 1:2115104E oa , 1!299""6 00; h30"419E DO. 1.'2,'519E 00, OAh 50 61 '5 1:3.35925c 00, 1.3616~42E 00, 1.'7971186 00, 1,,9"939E QO/ OATA 51 
- u-n -- 56 --r;-rrm~. Iff; l;rnnUEOo. 1to~no. --r;4'onV'E- 00, DAn u 











64 ~8 1;'6094976 DO, 1;579097lE 00, 1,!9~2427e 00. 1 •• 1s3851E 00, OaTA '4 
65 59 1.6335221. 00, li651653ge 00, 1,66911696 00/ 1.'818901E 001 D,TA 55 I. I 
I 66 !lATA I~ASUN 11)11 0 181.216)1 DATA 56 6 67 U 1~U9914e 00, 1.1Z4.184f O.'L....h!..!.2l4iZe 001 1 . 7~9..UE.Q.Q/.. O~TA 57 
\ 
---"--n - - --12--- T!7n21mOo. -- i;'-f6I4fft- oo, h~ ·.42nzroo, - 1-:t3218m -OO' -OaTA 51 l 
69 ~3 1 . Uo12086 00, 1.8680254E 00, 1.8U90Q7e 00, 1 . ' 03'454E 00, DATA 59 : • 
J'~ __________ .. _____ rl>~ ________ ~ __ " ________________________ ~ ______________ ~"""____________ 
123 
10 g4 1; 'll55i4E 00. ~; ' J9~il1E 00. hh10UlE 00, 1.,7.196,E 00, Da" 60 
11 U 1.' 2"~n 00, ,~alUOE 00, 2,12171' E 00, z.g4,nO,E 00. Da" it 12 U 2;OU801U ~O, 2,0802'56E 00, Z.O .77 44U 00, Z·U,U3,E 00, DaTA U 13 6' 2,1325221E 00 , 2' J4.8"16 gOI 211t7i3HE Ok-L.1~-U.!UE QQ.t D_" II 74 68 2.201 50a Oc 00. 2,218'54 E 00 , - 2,139 nOE 00, 2·a~2 ' ;sE""oo. DatA .. ;, 69 2:2699803E 00. 2,286 966&E OOi h10390 786 ,~. 2.~20'03&E 00' DA" ., 
76 ~ATA.l~'SU!j II 'rI~211.Z'2A' DATA 66 6 
17 '1 2, 33765445 oq. 2,3,,4 Q3E 00, 2.37V 21" . 00, Z .181'381E QO, DATA t1 
18 72 2,4D4~10~E 00, 2,42123'4E 00, 20 '31Uf~i OQ, 2.454U7,E 00' D." U ~ 73 2,HOUJ.ll.M. 2.487U73E go. a.IOH4~9i OL. 1.lli124tj 00, II.'.U .. O~ 74 2, '1646465 00. 2,'327667E 00 , 2,'UOJZ25 00 . 2. "52620E 00' OA" 10 
H 75 2,60145745 00. 2,6176194E 00, h.3314S9E 00, 2.64914 70E 00. DATA 71 
ea 76 2.6,~91'.E 00. 2,681951'E 00, 2"~19"75 00, 2.I13·3'zE 00. DATA 7Z 
8~ " 2,'i98'09E DO. 2. 74581'6& 00. 2.76171 44e 00. 2. "7U80E 00, DATA 73 
84 ~: ~!~:~:~~;~ ~~: ~ ! :~~~:;;~ 00. hU50HH 00. 2.'40U3,E 00. OA" 74 55 Q 0, 2.n8 g9 56E 00, 2 • tlm!9 ! _J..o f !!.~{~ 7S 86 DATA laASUN ~1~1"25Ji288~' DA A t6 6 
87 31 -2:91.5101 O. 2;'351 77E 00; 2. 05087415 00. 2. , 66540.E 00. DATA 71 
88 a22~;'219;~~ 00. 2;U7s'ase 00. 3.01n01 5E 00, 3·1291 47 7E 00. DATA 7S 89 83 3:0"7931E 00. J,060439H 00. 3,07608S3t 00. 3.0917414E 00. DATA n 
90 @4 3:107~9'7~ DO. 3,12306485 00, h1387378i 00. 3.1'4 4Z0 ZE 00. DATA 80 
'1 '5 3.17011~2E og, 3'18~8182E gg, ~.ID1~363E Qg , ~2172'~9E OQ, ~lT4 U 
'2 86 3.233011~e 00. 3.248782SE 00 . 3, 2&456Ue 00 , 3.a8o~700e 00 . D4 f A S2 93 @1 3;2'61'4~5 00. 3;3120401E 00. h'27910~t 00. 3.,4380605 00. DATA 8l 
94 8$ 3,35972765 00. 3,37,6770E 00. 305 916559i 00. 3.401.,575 00. DATA U 
95 @9 3.423'0835 00. 3,43978'4E 00. l.H589UE 0O. 3.4 720'00E 001 DATA 8; 
?6 PATA (~ASVN IIAil - 2S?324J' DATA u 6 
9? 91 3;4182409E _1U. ___ S.5044 29E O~ 30;20747&;: lli L 53J O'~4e ~l!t !lATA 87 98 92 3:5'343051'00. 3,5698408E 00 • . _3, 8629!17e - oo. · 3.'02805 40 00' DAtA U 
99 93 3:619 ~ 618E 00. 3,63596S8E 00. 3, '5262 144 00. J''''H83E 00. DATA 57 
100 94 3:61610245 00. 3,702'Z03E 00, h'19792,e 00. 3. 136'1 975 00. OAlA 90 
l01 95 3.7'370235 00 . 3.7701411E 00. h78783ue 00, 3. ' 04 9188e 00. DATA 91 
l02 96 3;8~219885 00 . 3;139467OE 00. 3,85679355 00, 3."41198E 00. DtTA Pi 
_u~ 97 J,1'1625Z5 DO, 3.9g~1~215 Q g i ~1~il6~9HE gg, hHtillle_ Q ill !lATA ?1 
l04 98 3:'620200E 00. 3,'7977365 00. h 975sne 00. 4.U5 4U.E 00' 04" 94 
S05 99 4.U3410,e DO. 4,U1 4 14' ~ 00. 4,0694807E 00. 4.8876089E 001 DATA 9; 
106 VATA !~4SU~ ~')'1'32'.3601' DATA '6 6 107 l vl 4;1057'03 00. 4,1240 85E 00. 4, 14235855 00. 4.1 6072166 00. DATA 97 
20 8 lw 2 4.1791545. 00. 4'1/1~380E 00, 4,2161 7655 00. 4.i3 47, 9,e 00. D4h 98 
.llL.. ___ --.l.II] 4: 2534147e 00 , 4; 272Ug8E gOI .hll18561E ga, 4.ig96493~ JlDt. Q&!~ ~9 
110 lw4 4,32848i5~ 00. 4,3 4737215 00, ,,3602· 54 E 00. 4.1852650E DO. DAh 100 
111 l U' 4.4Q4~721~ 00. .,42331 765 AD. 4,4423. 87 • 00. 4.461'1 42E 00. DATA 101 
112 106 4;4'0~624~ OQ. 4,4998416~ OQ, .;. 51 ~ 049 ge 00. 4.53828"E 00 • 04U 102 
il3 tu 7 4.557546~5 00. 4.'768~995 00, 41'96~34JE 00. 4.615 4578E 00. DAU. 103 
114 lu8 4:6~479766 QO, 4.6'41515E OOj .. 673'165E 00. 4.,924909E 00 . DATA 104 
2.15 1Q' 4;Z12~Z11E O~. 4:7316,4,E g 1ll.-hl51 Q 3 a4 E g g L--!.Jl.a.ti~91_ ~a.L_QAlA 1O~ 
116 OATA C~~SUN 11&,1.361i360A' DA TA 10 & 6 
U7 111 4:78.,9626 O. 4.5091 45~ 00 ; 4,'Z~52215 00. 4.8478664E 00. DATA 107 
118 1.~ 4:8t71947e OQ, 4;806~044e OCt 4.9057 9HE 00. 4.92505855 001 DATA lOt 
119 QA YA . 1IC5UN ~la.I' 1. 36A' DATA loa 6 UQ 1,1 .4 1 0~3l362 a 1, a4,Q200 67E.Ol. ~ 3 . '89516~5.~1. DATA 109 
121 1i2 .3 ,! I22~QD6.~1, -~.'~~~lD~E-01; ~~. U2t045E,D l, J14~UO 122 lil .3,8901 39 45,01 , -~,B66C010EoOl, -3.8151HoE.Ol. DA A 111 
123 ii4 -3!7'7~'36~aOl. - 3,7'e9693~001' ;3.69,9,40E·01. DAU 11Z 
124 li' -3.6656122~aQl. ·3,6322275E.Ol. - 3.,619 085E. 01. DATA 1U 
U5 126 .3,52506~96-01. 03,4871168E-Ol, ;3.40797 45e.Ol. DAU 114 
126 t~' 03:3668121=001. -3,3246110 eo Ol, -3.23711075~01' DATA 11' 
»7 128 .3 9 9661&-01 • • 3. 4579.4e. 1 . 3. 5 - 535 EiliL_DAU Ul.. __ 
i.8 1 - .001 1f i _·01. -2 , 'lS9 i& - 01, 82.849&807 8U' DAfT 117 
U~ DATA IICSUN 1'1.1. J1, 72!' DATA US 6 tn 1Jl ;2 ;7'733~ 4E.01 i .2;7441 36E~011 . 2,"025>2e-Ol, .2.&355.80E~01. DATA 119 
131 l~Z -2,5f01429c.Qi. ~2;'a40004e.Oll ahU'1614E -Ol, .1I.40.64 7,E.Ol, DA h lZ0 
132 133 02:3514187e-01. -i,2926741E.Oli .2 ,23325 H e-Ol , -~.173U68E.01' DA U 121 
133 1J4 .2.1126416e.Ol, -2!O'14865EgQl . "h 0a919Q 9E-Q ~ I 
.1. '''''F5.lIlt DAU 12l 
,34 ,3' .1: S'4e465~.01 . ~l"01636~e-Ol, _h7J1960JE-Ol, ". 67313 9E~O l' OAH l f 3 
U' 1~6 '1:&0' ~ 81ge.0 1, .l,'44J~O'EoOl, iih47S98He-Ol, ·1.413~1 34E~01' OAU U4 lH 1~' 01,3~721~OE.01. ~l,Z80827'E.Olj oh21 413435-01, .1.14,U 40E.Ol. DAU 12' 
al' 1~~ . 1,0'9'0'1~·01. ~ l, 01 2413Ie. Ql , : 91'4&9375~·02, .1.76766976,,02. DA U la6 130 1~9 .8.0'6'2~'~-0~, .7.403700'E~02, 06. 11'38 67E -0 2. 86.833'841E.02' gAT A 127 I U~ ~A I A I"~~N !Ia'" '~ltQ8~' .T;-nzoTliE~oil &H1 -ffi--_.t 141 .5.3'0 .4 • Z •• '. 94 S3EaOZ, .S, 971022ZE-02. 





au 2l.7 ~~,~.7781'§-01, ~4!0'8004,e;01. ;4,QU8'sa~-Ql, ;4.Q 74H5sf 01, OAT A 20' 
U7 2.8 ;4, ala55ue-O il "4.08'3464E~.4.08877266-01. ;4 .19ilU9~6 01. _DATA ..lll __ _ ._ 
au 219 ,,4,0'151556-01. ~4!Q908J126;01' ;4.0887"4e-01. ;4. OS,U91E 011 DATA 207 
119 - OATA I'C§U~ 1I"1.361'~68~1 0, TA 208 6 UQ 2il ~~;0'0~54';.0~. a4!0743 ~36.0t. ;4,06686896·01. .4.0579'466~01, D4T4 209 
:1.21 2Z2 ,,4.0f774~7§-01, ~410361'6SE"01. .4,Q23223&6-01. ;4.108n296~011 DA TA 210 
12 :~ P'TA , I~SU~ 11111' 1. 361' 0. TA 210 6 A:S 2J1 9,8393993E-011 9.8393 6'EvOl. 9.;3927>56-01. 9 .IDU406".01. 01 TA 211 
U4 2J2 9!e39313&~.01. 9!'3939l06;01. 91'~9'O90~·01. 9.'J9U40e"01, DATA 2iZ 
aa~' 233 9,8390'&$6.01, 9!,400944E601. 9.S4037l8~-01. 9.,4i1U 436.01, DATA 213 
a26 2~4 ?,Of1063D;-01, 9!'414S21~~01. 9.'4U'U~-01. Y,,424037 E,,01. DATA 214 
U7 2J5 9,8430716~.01, '!8431201E;01. 9.'44 4 3J1~-01. 9. f45Z1226.01, DATA 21' 
au 2~~ 9,'.60~"§-01. "S469612~.01. 91'419283~·01. 9.,48,,466;01, OAf A 216 
229 2~7 9,I~aa~ztE·211 9.8~11l4~e"al, 91'52~6176-g1. 9.a53"61E~ . DATA . ~1l 
inO ~~8 9,8'487'~~.0I' 9,8'6196,6;01. 9,U75578e-01. 9.'58"61E~01' OAf A 218 
au 2J9 9,'.0~89,E-01' '!.618'626.01, 9,Ul35 .. e·Ol, 9.1 64'823 E.Ol l CArA 219 
U2 UATA J~SVN II~'I' 37j 72~1 DA h 220 6 U3 241 9;0'64402~. 1, 9!'600 826.01, 9,,6964676-01. 9.f71 29496;01, DATA 221 
a~4 242 9:87297t5§-Ol' 9,e746937E~01' 9.17644896·01, 9. ,782448e.01' DATA 222 
n5 Z43 9.iIQg8~7e-0&1 9.'819t8~E"gl, 9.aangg66-21. 9 .185U4z6.all . ~...2..2..L 
n6 244 9.8 119174e-01. 9.8900000e~0~, 9,89UllO e·Ol, 9.'94~101E.01' O. A 224 
U7 245 9;8t65342~gOl' 9;,9880066.01. 9.90U064~-01, 9. '034484e.01, DAh 22~ 
an 246 9,90,e2~';gOl' 91'082291fi;01. 9,9106617~·01. 9. 9131186S~01. D. TA 226 
2~9 247 9:91,'965E.Ol, 9"1809246~011 9,92060396·01. 9. '23127,e;01, DATA 22' 
240 24' 9.92566296-01, ;,'28208'6;011 9.?~O7634~-01, 9. 'J3HS,e;0 1, DATA 228 
141 249 9:9358977.-01, ';'3841206.g1, 9r9410H96-D1. 9.t1]69~~ioll DATA 22.~ 
-
,42 OAT A lRSUN 11,,11 7J.l08~1 DAh 230 6 
a43 2>1 9;.f632'OE.0" ',9409 7'E~01. 9,95165270- 01. 9.'54 35456.01, DATA 231 
144 2'2 9,'570S20;.01. ,,'~983'9E.Ol. 9.H261 39ii -Ol. 9.,6S4U76.01. DATA 2ll 
245 2~3 9 , 9'82540~·01' 9!'71107,E 01. 9f97398U~-01' 9.,76"'3 E.01, DAh 233 
246 2~4 9.97977'16.0l. 9.98269'6E 01. 9.'B'6~17E-01. 9.f80"35E.Ol. DATA 234 
~47 2~5 9~ i! 14Il~~g U l, i;22 § 412~~ 01, 2.297~4716·01, 1.aooUllE aDI DAtA 2.Jj 
a48 256 1,odo~l'6§ 00, 1,OU06072E 00. h0008 9?3e 00. 1.001Ul!E 00, DA h 236 
a49 2~7 1,0014662e 00. l,0017493~ 00. 1.002031Oe 00. 1.0023114E 00, DA TA 237 
a,o l~8 l,002~90'~ DO, l,002869'~ 00. h0031477~ 00. 1.B03~2576 00, DA TA 238 1'1 2,9 1.0037037E 00. 1!0039816E 00, 1.00.2596E aD, 1.0045317E 001 DATA 239 
U2 UATA liSV~ 11,,11109.144\1 D.TA 240 6 
UJ ?61 1;a04'iAge 001 1.gO~Q941E gOI h20'3 7215 QQ. l,go5649DE 001 OA TA 1-41-
n4 262 1,00'9~09~ 00, l,0062032t 00. 1000U794~ 00, l.B067'~3E 00, DA TA 242 
U' 2~3 1,0070~45~ 00, ,,0072947E 00. 1.00756256 QO. 1.D07U17E 00, OATA 243 
n6 264 1,OQ0089Se 00, l,0083486E 00, lfOOB60JB~ QO. 1.00&8548E 00. DATA 244 
a57 265 1.00910196 00. 1.0093451E OOi hOQ95844e 0O, 1. '0981 9&e 00, DATA 2H 
a,s lv6 1;0100516E 00, 1;010ls01E OOi hOl050;56 00. 1.0107203e 00. DATA 246 
-H9 261 _ l,ga9406E OOI-L.lli1664E QO, h0113820E OQ, 1.lll11~j.Q, 04 T.Ll4 Z 
260 ~~8 1,0118071E DO, l,0120166e 00. 1.01222U§ 00. 1.0124291E 00, DA TA 245 
161 269 1.012~320~ 00. l,012832'E 00. 1.0130304E 00. 1.0132255E 001 DA TA 249 
362 PAT A I~S~~ lI3~1!14'i180 I DATA 250 6 Z6J 271 1;013 174 _ . , 1,0136&60& 00. 1.0137909~ 00. 1. 81~"196 00, DATA 2'1 
104 ~72 1,01414,,§ 00. 1,0143204& 00. 1.01448736 00. 1.01,,487E 00, DATA 25Z 
IU 273 l,al~§04~~ OQ, 1.01~9'49E gQi hU5g9n6 QO. 1.B15238§E ~ QAlA _22J 
a66 ~74 1,01537196 00. 1!0155002E 00. hh'6236e 00. 1.11514256 00. DATA 254 
207 l75 1,0158'71~ 00, 1!0159676E 00, h0160 14 26 00. 1.1161772E 00. DA 14 255 
au ~76 l,016~7.6e 00, 1101637l'E 00, 1.01646He 00. 1.016,,47E 00, DATA 256 
a69 l77 l,016640e~ DO, 1,016723,6 00, h01UOl'e 00 , 1. U687 83E 00, CA TA 2" 
aTO 27S 1.0169'02E 00. 1.0170182E 00 1 1,0"oel'~ 00, 1. 01714136 00, DATA 258 a71 279 1:Q~71959E O~, 1:01724'Je 00 1 hOP2893E 001 1. a17 3Z~UO{ _QA.H -..2'~ 
272 DAT A {a$V~ 11&,11181;i16AI DATA 260 6 273 281 ~;017 359,e 0. ' 1,01'3 5'E 00. 1<01740;2E 00. 1.01741 82e 00. DATA 261 
a74 2Q2 1;01'42'0; 00, 1,01742'~E 00. h01"2D9~ 00. 1.0174105E 00. OATA 262 
a1' 2a3 l,0173949~ DO, l,~113744E 00. 1.017~4~3e 00. 1·117h98e 00, D,TA 2U 276 2a4 ~rO'7286~~ 00. l,0172488E 00; 1001720'" 00, 1.0171626E 00, DATA 264 
an 285 l,all11~26 ~~I tlalzi6i~e aa, 1. U7a i'ie gO, 1· a169~ue 001 .Q.! TA .2ll __ .170 286 1:0168UO e _. !016 201E 00, h0l67 0 ~ 00. 1.8U6768E 00, DAIT 266 
a19 2a7 l,D14,9f9E 00. '!016'16'E 00; 1.0164293E 00, 1·&l6U6ee 00. DATA 267 
a80 Za8 l,O'62~90e 00. 1!01613,oe OOi h0160Z63E 00, ~.81"' 109E 00, DATA 268 
au 289 1 .01'709.~ DO. 1,01,662'6 00, 1101552096 00, 1·015 3919E 001 DATA 269 112 ~ATA I~S~N '1~'112t7iZ'2 I DA h 210 6 8J 291 1:015248'E O. .0'51&106 00, lJ0149 488E 001 1. t1~ 7!2,e ogl D,TA 271 
"4 Zit 1,0146325E 00. 1!014468SE 00, 1,0143019E 00, 1.01413UE 00. 0''' - 272 -an 29~ ~,OU9590E 00, 1! 013 78He 00, lt OU6053E 00, 1. U~424;E 00, D,h 213 
~86 294 l,O'~24U E 00, 1 I 013o'03E 00, 1,01206846 00. 1. 0126100e 0O, DATA 214 
U7 295 ~.OU48H~ oc, l,012280te 00. h0120s~~e 00. 1.UHU1E Q 0 I DATA 275 










DATA HZ 6 
DATA 4U 


















7101~ oa 1i~O~a72 1.:'36 
PRHACE 
PROGRA " BRSAK 4273 
CO~HON ~ENiT" 0 
V COUNT SIft , 
.RIHARV $VHDI; ENTRY 
UBIoE o 
SSIONDAA' SV~Dlr ENTRV 
~ENGTH 
130 
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71014 01 u~n;72 11:"0 197 •• ""e"eRIS 
, ~.,t74. .i14 E,."e.E~IS _ __ . _ ___ --'1!_H. _ -1 __ _ ._ 
~ $OSROUtINE taBbl DATA 2 3 O'HENSIDN .a.u II"', DCSU~ 1~6", 11$\1'1 I U9I DATA 3 4 0fHENSIDN .a~OO'IS6'" DeHOONis6., •• SOONI36" DATA 4 5 D ~ENS'ON , -,YI211" 
6 OOU8~& '''EcI810, • 
7 EQUlv '~ENCi IAAIU'I'-_'Y'I IDCSU~I'A"YI!70I', IRSUN1ARR'YI739', ---~ .- -a EQUlvA,ENCi !R'IOO •• "." 1108". Cb.IOON"~~"Cl.77 , , eQulv'~ENC' IRHOO •• '~RAYll'4 ~ I' 
10 r.~"HON ,&'",_K/ 'i 4,. I 
U '11' ~ ,IIRHIII 
12 Ylzi , 4RA"II.i' 2 u 'I~' , '''R'!II· , 
- - ----- - - -
3 14 Y 41 , ,RR,'I ." 4 
" 
RpUR~ 5 
16 U fA II'iuN 11,.1, 1, UII OATA 6 ~ 17 11 4:8,65044& 00. 4! 0,'9UE OOi 4, •• '0'85£ 00. 4. H4Zt84E 00. D,fA 7 1a la 4:9.35101. 00. 4!t8UU7E 00. "OO~~"~' 00, '.120'623E 00. OAT' a I' 13 ;:g'DI4f7e 001 ,. g'21 2D ,E ao, '.D7Sa 975E u. 5. 89tllliE aOI QU~ . .1. . 20 ~4 ',1" 90,e 00. ',1H 11 & 001 ',lU7UlE 00. ,. P2'0 7eE 00. DAT' 10 21 l' '.1'12"7~ 00. , 1209""E 00, ,.,2S606U 001 '·a4TaohE DO. DATA U n 16 ';2.,7,.,e 00, ',U4aUU OOi "IaU9iS~ 00, '.n1078,~ 00. QUA U n ~, 5,~194079§ uo. '!U7t7'U QOi , •• ",9", 001 '.~94Q48'E 001 OAT. U 24 .8 ',.'Z14~OE 00. '!U0179U 00, "44U"2~ 00, ,. f660t81E DO. DUA 14 
n 19 ',§1~922tl gD, '·201 7UII: aD. h'1U4IZ& gal ~,uuzaoE OOl DUA ....11.. 26 ~AT~.'a'Su~ ~I"I' "~, 7Z11 D'TA 16 6 27 il 5,5147'10 00. ,,"2UUE 001 h5a977&O ~ 001 ,. '07Zl00~ DO. D,TA 11 ze i2 5;Utl062; ~O. ',641 90"e 00. "U~U"I 00. ,.676Hhi Do. OATA 15 29 i~ '.6'nUZE 00. '!7100346& 00, h'Z 76SU _ 00 I $. t44"06~ 00. DATA 19 30 i4 't7UUtn 00. '!H8'U9E 00, "",un, 00, "'12164,E 001 D,,, 20 U ii' '.aU9u~i 00, , ,,42U4f& aD, h,UZ7ue go. ~ ,I711Z92E aOI D,TA .-.21... 
U a6 '~n544Ui OQ. '!'11967U 00, h U4111...( 00. '.t44'''7~ 001 OA" U n it ',UU_UU go. '1977644U 00. h99396f 9i 00. •• uonUE o::! DATA n 
~ ,~ •• 02"015C n. OlO42 7107E oo~ hUSfOUI 00 • 6.,7'OJ7,e 00. gAh 24 
I H. f9 t,QUlliU _oq, !!lHU~4i QO. h';n'~J . 00., '.n,410U 001 OAIA a' I u VAT~ IIA$U~ 11,,1, 7~.lOSil DA'A Z6 f ~7 ~1 6;11'44,al gQ, ',l 714 !Di OD. hU""OI QQ, 6,Zg:i4.UE 00, h.H-lL.-n ~j ~t21nUn no, tlZUU96E DO. hIUZ~4'~ 00, '.Z6tl'81~ 00 . QA A at I 3' H ~.2w.u0! 00, ,!,8Ul"S"U, h17zanlE-oz , 4.101~4$7e.02. DAT, 29 40 ~4 ~.31011Z2t.oa. 7"'U87~&i02l hU70C~8i·021 1.111'1'9~801. D'fA 30 
' I 41 J5 1.Z70~"3 .01. ,; 4i920~4E;;01; huao'" -Q1. 1.7469929E~01' DArA 31 42 36 . $;9~96.~oe.Ol. 2.oUOOZ2h01i 2.2241241i·01, 2.lalJ474E~Qt. DAT, sa 
- n - ., - 15UU,lc.n. a; 7h~664hgl i Zlh'''7U~U. 3 .Q21"72E~. O,TA 3J 
_ . 44 _ _ n _ Ll.Un..Q!i~I! 1!141 .UEiOl, ~ .!.am~J!-UI '.662t,g~~801' DA I' 34 
_ ft _____ ~9g _ ~ .. el3tnlE"'o.. 1.~H74'n.Q.1i 4dHUHI--u., 4.1071123E.011 OATA ~, 
U AT~IU~ P&utUi,144AI DATA U 6 4? - - 4! ~H9~7n !~. (i.31S~4E.Ol1 4. "43997e-01. 4.,572331Ew01. DA" 37 
4-. _~~, 11.uu'a~:"01' ,! Z83'~UE~'1 ',"'nsn·Ol, ' •• 117.~.6~01' DATA 38 
49 43 ~.7J6211~i.Oll ,.'41i~71EiO~i hu'a~Jil·u. 6.Zh7421&ja1.J ~_ u ~o .. 6;tHtL_l.O. 6!h~ .utE"Oh h Q4 3_'-01. 6,'374,4aEa01. " 40 
" .~ ':1 iU3!~!~'. '!~72~Hoe·0~1 7,t407947§-U, 7.'09J7986.011 DAf' 41 II ~6 7.7Uj!Ue",Q~. 7!'477949!;'!Ql, 8,U76~4U-Oll $.Z87',7JEe01. DA" 4~ _ ~j ~,e ~411'jt~glt 'I'Z9'Oa';iOl~ '''Q.lZH'~-U. $.'73Z11'~~01. D", 43 U ~I 9,UUH _~O" ~!'U4Un;011 9.UU79'~·0l 1 9"6'~.0.Ee01' DA" 44 
---''' 49 9 .. , 9 S 769 E D T 4 
;6 • IU ¥" IU u 1~'i14 D, A 46 • I ' ,., rr- -';:o J 11 • 1;0 1 IE PQi 1,IIUtoS4C OQ, 1.'Ot.73,E DO. D,,. 47 
,a U 1;i.a4nUi: 00. ';14zHo,1l 00, hUQ07U~ 00, 1.177f7J~E 001 DAU 4, 
'? II ~.JuH"d O~. '!U~"4aa 00, hn14pO~ 00, 1.24"U,e DO. DATA ., 
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1if-------1it--1rt~~~~~~~-:~:~:~~~:~~i~~~i~~~~:L-~:+::~- ~~if~~~;~:~~i~~~~L:~:~:~:~;:~~~J~~~:~~~~~~u:~~:~~~:L~~~~~  
~:'~7~Z14& 00. ,,06~38'0~ 00. '.276"10£ Og . Qafa 33' 
'1 6800097E OOi ,,87494~3i 00. ..06770"~ DO. oa'. 33. Il73'27'~.01. 3.'2S'.3.~·Ol. '."zZ14ZEaQ1. Oaf_ 340 
0"'44,E DO. l,Z9,,'93§ 00. 1.'4~Z'41E DOl Oa', 341 
-P-+------~~~'-.-!-~~ ~l-!..J~..!.L~'+"_H-l~~~~-.c'"'"",.,......=_"""~--~~~~~~ _DJ!: . ..li'- __ .6 g:, w.~. 3 '~:J 
DO. DAr. 344 
DO. DATa 345 
DO. DaTA 346 
















W~ ,~~ ~;noHU~ Ol. ,!,,,7HO; 01. 5.81U~9H 01. ,. J92"'9~ 01. PA TA ". 
'''Q ,~! 5,zrU4Zti Ol. '! 17H3Z9i al. '. '83Z9T7~ 01. ,. '06n69~ all DAU 55' IH QAIA IIM~~~ lldil.l;':lagil aAU 556 -.b _ 6g; '1'~4lI09_.!'964 .,~ 01. $.hO~'3Si 0'. 6.03179Z&E 01. Oar, 551 fa 602 ~.la60al'§ 01. .!177~9Z~i 01. 6t H 04H7, 01. 6.2904133e 01. DATA ,,. 
iH ~jj~ 6;3n~0l4; 01. t:3HUUIi 01. 6,UO""~ 01. 6.1051327; 01. OA" 559 ~~ 60 4 ~,2'1109f; 01. 61204 7224E 01. hl3eu~u 01. •• 867Uge~ 01' DAU HO 176 6U' 5,1l72en6 01. 'It33UHii 01; ,."u t on 01. "'3620J9~ 01. Oi fA 561 
III 6g~ '.8aloaZll ~L. ~.Z906i~l; al. ~.IUg8'ge D i I ~.usnO~E a S I D,U nL __ 
HI 6]1 5,'~.'6,e 01 . 5!~i7~la,~ 01. "luo71H 01. ,. ,91U19E 01 • OAU !In H9 • O~ ',9HH9J§ H. 5!9842160& 01. hn9H44~ 01. 6.19a"02i 01. PA" ,tt 
no 609 ~.lJ8.,a4§ 01. ~:216169'i 01. h2670'~7§ 01. 6.'073U4E 011 DArA '" 
iU _ PAJ' . ilItP.lIN __ ~1 ~ tl1U1l2Uj' 01: DAr, 566 6 ,~ 6H ~,HU,,7 _ ~.. ~! ~416 97~ 6.530"S4~ 01. 6. ~OD"02~ 01. p,,, "7 
IU 1.2 6.211~"~2§ oll 6.1~6l~~2i gll hla 81"SE UI 6-L1h9950E g 1 • DA'A U. 
tH llJ '"tof09,i 01. '!'631600i 01. ",J979U'~ 01. J.151i09'oE 01. PaTA 56' U, OH ~. U2UH; 01. 5! 715.&79& ali "J2'H97~ 01. , . "601·'~ Ql. OA" 510 
U6 6.' ',796~61~~ Ol, '!8.4~4tOE ali "H8077'~ 01. ,.953"12E Ul. D,TA 511 ,,, ~.~ ~,od96229~ 01. 6!O65~92~~ ali ".119 :16~S§ 01. 6 .112,,geE 01. D,r. ,7Z U8 f!,7 6,22.2HUe 01. 6.U"24H 01. 6"0'9~ne 01. 6. H50709E 01. O. fA 513 ~89 618 6.3~2g796e 01, 6,3~~~5'~§ Ql. 6.S3974UE Ql. t. ~Q6'UZE .0.1 1 2' U .ll.t _ 
'!.o H? ~ . znH16 e 01. 6! lSHoue ali 6.1O"1S9~ 01. 6. U3'2Z2 E 011 0, fA '" 
'91 u'r~ I~~QQ~ 11~.1'217iZ'211 OA" '76 6 ttl _ !it 5;ll9.o.UU ~. '!$Zl3 9U 01. " H93262C 01. 5. 68910'~E 01. aAU 577 
t93 6,2 5.6'2990~e 01. 5.643645~6 ali "t606688 ~ 01. '.700'360E 01. DArA 511 
". 623 5:7,a91'Oe 01, 5;a2876~1~ 01. ,.904~'10~ 01. ,. ,eOU01!' 01' D,TA 5n ~9~ 6i 4 6;aJJt6§~i Qll 6;12a9090E 011 6elSUUDE gl. 6. 2336U_tLH.J. JIAlA 2§~ 
'9~ ~i5 ~,2781710§ 01, 6!3144949~ 01. 6.H22177~ 01. 6.16ilh 54E 01. 0,,, ,81 
U7 U~ ~,368U61~ 01. 6!H3UU~ 01. 6.,45281H 01. 6.1117a01E 01. DA fA ,sz 
'9§ 6i? 6,2'2~212 ; 01. O!197094ze 01. 6. 11 7619~e 01. 6.82702J6E 01. DAh 583 
,99 ~,~ 5,91017' 4§ 01. 5 ! 8J3'920~ oli '~'H97"@ gl. ,. 67~~9UE 01 ' OA" 584 
too 6,9 5.6Z~1221; 01. ' !6D2~089~ 01. 5.hl'6JJ~ 01. '.65u'311e all D4 T, 56' 
-ffi gAlA IIM~g~ !1~tl!i;~iZB!~l DATA -SilL . 6 631 5.713 670..793 78E 01. 'tS811361E 01. 5. t75U46E 01. D4TA 587 
.03 6~2 6;0'36493e 01. 6;143 7707e ali hU2"37~ 01. 6.a6u7uE 01' OA" !88 60· ~~3 6,31210?6E 01. 6!343170ze 01. 6,U31a 74! 01. ~. 111'028E 01' OAT, 509 
to' ~J~ ~,3~9~~38e Cl. &!3'69001~ 01. 6.533'~H~ 01. 6.29921alE 01. QAT, ,90 
606 6~5 ~,2'29'~4~ 01. 6!1944421§ 01i h1241969§ 01, 6.Q43U 42E 01. DA TA 591 
-
t07 6~ 5,9558093. Ql. "a6~3055e gl. " J782624E Qt. 5. JO I94Ui.Jlh P.A1A_nz 
108 6~1 ~,6438921; 01. 5!6106807E 01. 5,1066897 e 01. ,.tHoU6e 01. o. fA ,93 
-'09 6~8 '.6.72113; 01, '!'63141,e ali ,.8"OH6; 01. ,. "298'oe 01. DATA 594 
.uo 6U _ 6:0f977311i 01. 6.139000OS 01 • 6,U392S6e 01. 6.2776012E 011 D,U ,,, 
.ul P~YA lil!Illt~ ,I ).1'209.U4~1 DATA ~96 6 
tU 641 ~:3Z272S3 01. 6,3'13 42E 01. 6.iH51~e; 01. 6.163904,E 01. ~A TA '91 
623 6~2 ~;351~!'IIE 01. 6132ai6Zf~ 01. 6,12l2UU a2 • 6.25.943iaE g 3 • DAU U' __ . 
i1~ 643 6.2139294E 01. 6._61627Z6 01. 6.10Ue6H 01. 6.IJ7U07§ 01. D4 fa ,9~ 
615. 6.H ~:96755.05E 01. '.8945856E Ql. , .82J22 94!i 01. 5.%57'0616 01. DA" 600 
616 64~ ~;1dJ~05E o~. '!6673'21S 01 \ 5, 694 OO97E 01. '.6666303E 01. D,,, 601 
'1-7 6t! '.IQ5507'~ 01. r!767 9710E 01. 5.B.830U§ 01. ,.'39Ul1E 01 ' OAh 60a 
-'1( 647 6;03.1623; 01. 62124477. i 01. 6.aon7BOs Cl. 6.269UO,; 01. D, fA 60S iU 6~8 ~.31610Q!E 01, ~13!3~3§f~ 01- 6,IUHHE g 1. 6. Hdf~.!l 01 • n A r L6.D.!_ . 
12Q 649 ~.321.63'i o~. 6!2B7i16Je . ha44H09~ 01 . 6·196U'7e 011 0\" 60' Oi. 
1.21 U'YA tjKOO~ !1~'I'~2'.J60JI D,TA 606 6 liZ 6a 6;U546.29 1. ~IO;J' ~4i 01. h0 4119lae 01. ,.,906"lii 01. gA fA 607 
1.23 6'2 ',i.0~419~ 01 . 5:,91'e96; 01. '.~4'nui 01. , 1040'80; 01. OAf A 60S IU ~~~ 5.7'96S'4~ 01. '!746029Z~ 01. 5.'3695 2 • . 01. '.145UnE 01' OAU 609 t2~ 62 4 ';ZI32l!Z; g~1 51120~29i ~ as-. ~.~I~Ui~e gl . 2.UilUa,E 02 I DATA .6.U _ _ 
tH t~' 6,O'2~4'4~ o~. 6!li4001ee Ql. •• 1990885~ 01. 6.26179 03 E 01. DATA 611 
tal t~~ ~,367009J~ 01. 6:SJ46316E ali 6,Hoh.9~ 01. •• 127Z7n li 01' QATA 612 628 6,7 6,2,,10Z9ij 011 .!24947 Z 6~ 01. 6.1927'1Z~ 01. 6.UoZOUE 01' O"A 613 ill tie ~.0'6'029; o~. 6:0a'0367~ 01 •. , ,9U4774 01. "'osHUE 01. DATA 614 m 6'~ 5J Oa8e~~7~ ~11 'i'4~<2~.e Qlj "'~~OH8~ 01. 5.$10~J6,E 01/ p. r~ 61' ITAU (HO t I I .36 .3601 ~ 61 6 --..L 132 :a 5.8g"f1UE 8}' '! I~U8e6E 8t' "SiSS"ll u: 5.130h96e 81' " -61T In 5:8 II Jl2! __ , 'i~ __ 3 a~ __ ; !I t ' uun .!8zi6.96E 11 o,r, 61' .l~4--
--~~ DATA U' 6 





















A IQA~U~ "hll 
U 4;'771C24§ OQ; 
.H 12 4,"U!'lE DO. 
19 13 5~Oioe~t6e DO. 
U 14 5.1a68 etE DO. 
U _ ., ':lIUOOO§ OQ. 
" ll.. l., ~..;.z til.nn Q 0 • 2~ 
-
.. L 5~HU74ge QO, 
2.! ~~ 5,4i~~~1~ QO, 
25 19 5.47522346 DO, 
_ U DAT!.I.AS~~ II" I 
l~ i.L '~H.UOu.e 00, 
21 ij ~ .. 6tUl71§ 00. 
2? i~ . ,~n~~'.e oq. 
~o _f~ ~,1U~0.u~ 00, 
U i5 5,8207443& DO. 
U U. ' ,.U71411§ 00,. 
~L 11 ~,U9tUH QQ, 
34 ,8 _~H.201!i 00, 
~- .1! ___ .!. Oll~~ill ~.~ I 
U OAT~ ndUN 
J1 6' 695' It&l. 
n ~~ _t.2l1!7H . Q • 
39 u ~~ni4Uij!!03. 
to 14 LUDUUr.u, 
H ~J ~1.nl.m~~OIt 42 _ ~L ~. U719_~L~0 • • 
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li 3611 DATA , 6 
4! 89640UE 00, 4,01'.903e 00. 4.'3~9'o'E DO. DA" 7 
4!'7~39U6 OOt 4t09U6UE 00. '.011'091E DO. DATA 8 ~.049U7,e 00 i 5.0689Uge 00. S. 081'lioE _JlJl~n~ _ _ 1 _ __ 
'!H"U e 00' ',l 44 Ul3E DOt 5.S6~'~ lE 00' 'TA 10 '.2Q09u~e OOt '.Zl9S8i'; 00. 5.~38U'7E QO. DATA 11 ';~7~U7'~ OOi '.a?3Hl9E DO. '.U2U645 00. DATA 12 
'!~487~eZij OOt 5,,167QOU& 00. ,.uue12E DOt OnA 13 
'! 4l13717E OOt ,~ 4~93e56~ DO. ' .UHI 43E DO. DUA 14 
5.4930527E DO. '.UoI2201i DO. '.f2a53HE .QJ11 DATA U 
3~. 1211 DUA 16 6 
S\'n1n9~ Oat 'ir'UZ9~0~ 00. 5.,9a7.7,E DO. aA" 17 
'.UUZ94E 0O. "UOH~ee 00. ,.uaOI81£ 00. OAT, is ~;7Q2UO~~ 00, "Jl~~~50~ QO. ,. U6 441,E DO. 04'A 19 
'! 170~ua~ 00, ~,Jo.J1JO'~ QO, '.0039,uE DOt DATA 20 
5,8H4610E DO. he~11324e 00. '.870nt7E DO' QATA ~L-
'!'03e.,5E OOl "'zo~eu; 00. ,.953a ... e DO. DA" aa 
, \ • .U 9946E 00. hOll.U041§ 00. t·118,,89E DO. ~'TA U 
6!Ul029Qi 00. "OH2067i CO. 6.183U4.e 00 • O,TA 24 hll~6~.H 11.0. hHU 338 . QO. • • &476761 E 001 DATA U 
7~.lDO I DAfA at 6 
6. 7 00 ; hlO567ISE OOt •• 2116334E 00. DATA 27 
. !243'100~ OOi 0,2590&2 iI~ 00, 6 , 27,339aE 00, DATA al-- ' 
2\IH969u-oa. 3.U3l1U~·OZ. f. ,7239U£"02. OATA 29 
e! 7U7Hl.SJoOil 1.tanl.~02E·Ol. 1.192hhEi 01. !l4TA 30 
~ ! uon~'&~u, h'''n29&~Ol' 1·unn9t li. Ol. DATA H 
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..1ll... i73 l;Di!§m~ 00. l;O1~ 94~~~ go. i~u,gu'e QQ • 1·U~U5,e aCI Q,TA 2'1. ____ 166 a74 l.0U~,.e~ Q;, ,! OU48~7e 00, h01'60 66§ 00. 1. QU'2,.e DO' 0." U4 U' 1~ 1. 01584HE 00, 1!OU9U4i 00; 1,OU06Z' ~ 00, '·016U89E 00, DlU a" ? -au 276 1;OU2'a ~ e 00 , ,! 016H2~§ 0O, 1.016H97~ 00. 1. ou,.~,e DO' Oa" 2U U9 Zn 1 r 01U'U§ 00 , '!OU7~He DO, 1,OU'U rE DO. 1. ;161990E DO' DA TA U7 270 278 ~_ , 0169717§ 00, '!U7n9U 00, 1 , 0171 0 1'~ 00, 1. ;17U8~~ 00, D4TA us 
171 Z79 1.a HU9IS oQ, I·UH"lE OOL 1,01729.,e ao. l , Iuu7ae aol PA" -21L ___ 172 gATA l~ 5U N I IA."18 1i21~~1 o,TA 26D 6 au 281 ~;0173'49§ 0 1 017 3 ~O~ DO, 1.0173911~ 00. 1.017 400aE 00. D~h au 
lH 2li 1.0 17 40~7§ 00 1 0174019~ 00 i h0173 9HE 00. 1. d17 ~ 8J55 00. OA" au an 2&3 1,017~67~~ 00 '017347.e OOi 1,017H'9~ 00. 1.01729686 ~O. D4TA 263 
llt l84 1.01726.~§ 00 '01723Z4E 00. h0171 9'U DO. 1.81715445 00. OATA 264 
azz zu l;OlZUOU QO I OHHZ~§ OQ, 1,U701a'E QQ, 1. U6~,4~E aD. D,TA 2~L-11$ U6 1,016t 941 ~ 00 1 0168291e ooi 1,OU7593§ 00. 1.016U45E 00, D4" 266 179 U7 l,lutOU§ 00 1 OU51tU OOj h01U~7S~ 00. 1.0uH08E 00. D4 T, 2~' 
no U8 1,Ok62UH 00 1,016119,£ OOj hOUOO;l~ 00. 1.01518476 00, Q, T, 265 
au U9 1.0u75ue 00 1! O1'6271E 00. 1.01'4916~ 00. 1. U5H09E 001 Dl" 209 
182 ~AT' 'iSU~ II). ti 17 ; 2'2~1 O, TA 270 6 
-.U..L 291 l;gl~~OtgE 00 &. Ql~Q 7Zi QO 1.0 1490456 DO, 1. OH 749~E go. D,TA Z7~ U4 292 1,01"911§ 00 1!0144299£ 00 1 ,01 42660~ 00. ~. O140997E 00. OAT, 272 If' 293 1.0139307£ 00 '.~137,9CE 00 1,otJ5846~ 00. 1.1134073e 00. DA" 21J 216 294 1;0132269; 00 1;0130434e 00 1.0U85~'~ 00. 1. S12tUoE 00. g, TA 274 U7 ~9' l,0124710~ 00 1!012~'~6e 00 hot~0713 _ 00. 1.9111646E 00. DATA 275 
an 290 1.0116'34E 00 1!0114377i 00 1.Ol12114e DO, 1· 0109922E 00. DlTA 276 219 297 1;010ItZ6; DO 1101Q~2§2 ; 00 I , 01029U 6 Da. 1 LD..1.ll.D-4 9 9 E Qat gATA 2U _ 290 298 1.0098054e 00 1.009"01E DOt h00930S4~ 00. 1·0090,63E 00. 04 TA 215 
191 299 1:000803,e 00 1;00 8'4~76 DO' h00 82927e 00, 1·9080357E 001 P4" aH 
In UATA 'iSU~ Ild&,.z5J.Z8;11 1,'0725946 Ol'A 'Ii 6 301 1:00777796 • 1;00 7 91E 00; DO, 1.90699596 00. D4" S a94 3u2 1:00673746 00. 1;006474ge 00. 1,0062111 e 00, 1·005 9462 E 00. DAtA 212 205 303 1:0056798E 00 . 1:0 0,41156 00; 1.0051420e 00. 1.8048702E 00, OATA 2U 
296 30. 1.004,0625 00, 1:0043198E 00. ~.OQ40400E 00. ~.QO~'593E 00. DAtA 284 
an 305 1:00347'le 00. 1:00318$7E ~Ot li OQ~90Q1~ Qg ! 1·102609,E QO' DATA 28' 
198 3il6 1;OQ2~i7' c DO. 1:0020244E DOt 1.0Qt7 306E 00. 1·0014367E 00. DA TA 286 -q9 307 1.00114a96 00. 1;000849,E 00, 1 i 0005H9~ 00 . 1.8002653E 00. DA fA 28' 
100 308 9:9t97491e~01, , : t968'87e-01. 9,993982'6-01 • 9.99112186 .. 01. DA TA 28a 
'01 3U 9 9:'88276 4e -01 . 9 :t8'. 462e~01 ; 91 0a263Q8e-Ol. 9. '72a~O~E.gll ~~1 A ~~9 102 DATA (UUN !' )/1.Z89.324A' DATA 290 6 ~O3 311 9:9770421 -01. 9 •• 742 '4E . Ol, 9, 07149UEw01, 9.9687404e~01. DAU 291 
104 31 2 9;9,598026g01. 9;96~2394e.Ol, 9,9604920e·01, 9. "77420E. Ol. DATA 292 05 3.~ 9.9,,9933&vOl, 9;0 52 24~ge; 01. 9, '4949;3e-01. 9.'46746eE~01' DtTA 19:; 
106 31 4 9:944QO~4e.Ol. O;t'126926;Q1t 9;'J8HSoc-Ol, 9.'J,8H~S~ 01. 04 fA 294 107 31~ 9: 9331616e ~ 01. .;9 3Q ~62e= ;Q i, 9!02'871JhO~ I 9. '2~27He~gh DlTA all 
,o8 316 9. 9227043E wOl. t.iZ01725E.Ql. ~ t9V6774&-Ol. 9.h,zUO E. 01 . Din 296 
109 311 9:9 l28037q~Ol. ';'104261E;Qlt 9,01) 80886 ;-01. 9. '0579Ue ~ 01' DATA 291 
110 318 9:90353296uOl. 9;90131236;01. 9,,9912 52e- 01. 9.'9698006"01' DATA au 
Ul 319 9:8'48643Eg01. 9;'927782E~01i 9,8901197e-01 , 9. 8886853E ~ 01l Dl TA 299 
512 OAT A '~SUN !IA'I'32~;360AI DATA 300 6 813 3~1 9:$,66748 g 1. 'i8846 '~ E"01i 91 882720 46-01, 9.'867731E~ 01. D4TA 301 U4 322 9,87~840'boOl. VlI7 69521E v. Ol ( 9,97'10830e.01 . 9 "ha4S4E.ofllr4TA-302 -
Ji,5 323 9. 8114."Eo01 . 9166968796;01, 0,8619696&-01. 9.8662978 E.01. DArA 303 
~16 3~4 9:8'.67446~01, 9!86~lD~,e~01i O.8H5b~6'';0~. 9;a6al165e~01' OAT. 304 
117 325 ~ :858 7074e.O t, 9.8573".6"01. 9, 5;60 611 5- 01. 9 •• 54825,ew01. OArA 30' 
~!8 3z6 9: 8' ~6 475 eo oi. 9; U2'~6~E ~O~! 9,HH60se-Oi. ~ "5a4~04Eio l' OAf A 306 
-..l1!_ 321 9:ii949i 7e~ 01' 9 .848'S~ge;gll 911417~83 e·~1.1 9.1468'79E;OlL D~~ 
no 328 9.8.61~ z6001, 0,84H7 _ 0&"01., .,8446 17E-Ol. 9.8439988E.Ol' ~A A 30S _. 
121 3Z' 9:843~6~OQa01. ~, ~427591E;Ol' 9t"21946 ~-0 1 . 9. 141.6 e sE ~ 01 1 OlT, 309 
=U OATA 'RSU~ 'I A i'tJ 6~ i~ 6Jl' DArA 310 6 23 3~1 - 9:8.tl~4J - • -0.140 '7E~01; 9.84035225' 01 , 9.,400104E~01, DATA 311 iZ4 ~J~ 9:ei972 12 ~aO l , Oj839486,e;01. 9,'J9309 !~-01 . 9.13919U EeO l l DATA 312 In UA'A IRAHDi;!'&6It 1~ ~~!I DAtt ill __ t-341 •• 497'3. 4, '12 ere 00 . 4, 9968311@ 00. 5.23tUOZTOO, 04 A-31 
127 ~~2_ - ';~j410n~ oli, '!'6601QH OOi '. 1 . 9UU~ 00. 0.,6644 84E 00. DATA U4 J2§ ~4! ~,261174 1 e OU , 1 1 7~40172e ;Ol. 3,JH7 3~ 4 ~ - Ol. '.'8674 445;01, D,TA 315 l2~ _ M~ 7 ,?U~?U~0', 1!OUOU1§ U. h,S45Q9g DOL 1.§9UI81E DO' QA T. 316 
Uo 34' 1,761291,e DO, 1,,974276E 0O. z.ai"l61~ 00. 2.489H 96E 00, DATA 317 
IU ~46 2,Za2~tg ~e Qg. ZI!62§2Z~s DO. ~'ZOU4Ue QQ, s • U 0 7:S 1Z e _ ll .. Ll!i!.LUJ_. UZ ~~7 3 O'l1!2j~ 00, 3,'271"4~ DO t 4,1 7094 P@ 00, 4.~28'05eE 00, 04" 319 In ~'8 4:617~"7i 00, 4"207'60~ OOi "n55~ue DO, ,.380ZI~,E 00. DATA 320 
U4 34q ~.~ 9UU'j oq. S',0l6114E DO. 6,00,, 336, 00, 6.age'.'lE 001 DATA 32~ In ~AT A l!t"OQ~l'At'. 3t . 71il DATA UZ 6 
_ 321 . 1;U 16~ a • 3;0'9 54 E;O~; 5.09978325-01. 7 . 18S'8U6~0 1. DATA 323 
U7 ~ 9,~t4~5Qie.011 1 1'6~3'~'E go, iiS99267Se gQI , . 6424~UE go. DAfAit_4 _ _ 
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